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Abstract 

This work deals with the structural design and analysis of the Microvariability of 
Oscillations of gars (MOST) microsat mission: Canada's first microsatellite mission and - 
first space telescope. The preliminary study phase of the MOST mission proposes the 
use of the UoSAT tray stack concept as the pnmary bus structure. However, due to the 
size and requirements of the science payload (telescope enclosure), an alternative suitcase 
size structure (keeping the idea of a tray stack as the spinal bone of the pnmary structure) 
is conceptualised. Preliminary finite element analyses included herein highlight certain 
design weaknesses. Design recommendations are formulated and lead to the critical 
design of the MOST structure. As the design phases progress, the finite element models 
are refined, both at the component and at the spacecraft level. In an atternpt to minimise 
the design cost, and following the AMSAT cost-effective philosophy, minimal 
mechanical testing is planned for the MOST mission. Hence, the spacecraft analysis via 
finite element methods is used herein to ensure structural reliability. The resulting safety 
margins, when the worst case load scenario is considered, adds confidence by largely 
surpassing the potential mors introduced by domain discretization and element 
formulation. The analyses confirm the MOST structure design to be adequate. 

Finally, this work presents a detailed engineering analysis leading to the design of the 
MOST tie rods structural component. The tray stack conceptual design offers great 
advantages in terms of the ease of assembly. However, the siMg of tie rods for small 
satellites using a tray stack as a pnmary structure remains a challenging design problem. 
This work addresses the issues pertaining to tie rod design, and concludes with the 
appropriate tie rod design recommendations. 
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Résumé 

Le travail ci-inclus traite l'analyse et le design de la structure du micro-satellite MOST 
(AJlcrovariabili~ of Qscillutiom of b r s ) .  MOST est le premier téléscope spatial 
Canadien et la première mission scientifique Canadienne utilisant un micro-satellite 
comme plateforme structurel. La phase préliminaire du design propose un design 
modulaire comme élément de structure primaire. Le Surrey Space Center et AMSA T ont 
été les premiers à utiliser ce genre de structure. Malheureusement, les dimensions et la 
forme du téléscope et des instruments scientifiques ont poussé les ingénieurs à modifier 
le design. Malgré les changements apportés, le design modulaire de la structure primaire 
n'a pas été modifié. Cependant, l'attachement de la structure au véhicule de lancement a 
due être déplacé sur le côté de la structure modulaire au lieu du dessous. Ce nouvel 
agancement implique des changements important au niveau de la réponse dynamique de 
la structure sous l'action des forces lors du lancement du satellite. Ces faiblesses sont 
exposées lors de l'étude préliminaire ci-incluse. Certaines modifications du design sont 
recommendées et appuyées sur les résultats obtenus. Le nouveau design tenant compte 
de l'étude préliminaire est ensuite analysé à son tour. Les résultats de l'analyse par 
éléments finis sont présentés afin de supporter les recommendations détailés du design 
final. Peu de tests expérimentaux sont prévus afin de minimiser le coût de la mission. 
Ainsi, les résultats des analyses par éléments finis inclus dans ce travail se veulent 
décisifs. Se baser seulement sur des analyses par éléments finis est généralement 
considéré très risqué. Cependant, les marges de sécurités découlant des analyses 
présentées sont largement au-dessus du seuil critique. Ce travail présente en ce sens un 
argument pour l'utilisation des résultats obtenus basé seulement sur l'analyse par éléments 
finis. L'étude de confiance prouve que les erreurs inhérentes a l'utilisation de la méthode 
d'analyse par éléments finis sont bien en-dessous du seuil aitique. 

Finalement, ce travail présente une analyse détaillée des tiges filletées servant à 
assembler tous les compartiments du design modulaire. Ce design présente plusieurs 
avantages au niveau de la facilité d'assemblage. Cependant, les tiges filletées deviennent 
l'une des composantes de la structure absorbant la majeure partie des forces durant le 
lancement du satellite. Ce travail présente donc une analyse complète visant à déterminer 
les dimensions, la quantité et les matériaux à utiliser pour le design des tiges filletées. 
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Preface 

This work is about structures, and addresses analysis and design issues to ensure 

the structural success of the Microvariability of Oscillations of STars (MOST) micro- 

satellite. This section will provide a bief history of the theory of elasticity, and a s w e y  

about the emergence of small satellite missions. Wherever possible, references are 

provided to enable the reader to access the required background information. 

Scope and Objectives 

Analpical results are often regarded as exact results, provided that the solution 

to a mathematical model is numerically correct. One of the very basic principles levned 

during the completion of this study is that exact solutions of mathematical modeis are 

rarely a true representation of the physical system. Hence, questioning mathematical 

models. and doing research in order to End more effective and accurate solutions are 

both vital to the structural engineer. No engineer, nor anybody else for that matter, c m  

predict the response of a physicai problem exact&, because it is impractical to reproduce 

even in the most complex mathematicai model al1 the chaotic material structure that 

exists in nature. 

"Our ideas must be as broad as Nature if they are to interpret Nature." (Sir 

Arthur Conan Doyle. 1859-1 930). Interpretation here is the key word. It is crucial to 

be careful in selecting the most appropriate mathematicai model to interpret, or get 

accurate representation of, the physicd system and to fully understand the underlying 

assumptions of that model. The mathematical model might inherently, on some 

subspace of the solution, present absurd results; the structural engineer is the one 

responsible to interpret such erros. As mentioned by Peter C. Hughes [l 1, there is no 



such thing as an infinite number of vibration modes for a given physical system. What 

does it mean to have more vibration modes than the number of atoms that compose a 

body? Certainly, this seems absurd, but this is what the partial differential equation 

(PDE) based mathematical models predict. The idea of a vibration mode is bom from 

the mathematical expression of a physical behaviour, and not the other way around. As 

aiso outlined by Hughes [Il,  it is highly unlikely that any real structure can vibrate 

exactly so that al1 its points move in unison. Obviously, the main objective is to seek 

mathematical or numerical ïesults that are reasonably close to the physical systern 

behaviours. Hence, the idea is to select vibration modes fiom the mathernatical mode1 

that play a major role and have meaningful design implications in the analysis at hand. 

The Fundamental intention of any study such as this is to acquire sufficient 

confidence in some mathematical models over certain regimes, and to apply them to 

solve a set of physicai problems. In this work, mathematical concepts modelling stress, 

vibration, and heat transfer in solid materials have been used to analyse and design the 

MOST small satellite structural components. The primary objective of this work, as 

implied in the title, is to provide the Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) with detailed 

structural analyses and subsequent design recommendations for the MOST 

microsatellite mission. 

A Brief History of the Theory of Elasticity 

Most of the time, the first step in research is to review the work of scholars and 

engineers accomplished in the field of study. Analyshg stresses in structural components 

of a small satellite to improve the original design inherently involves having a clear 

understanding of the mathematical theory of elasticity. However, a pedigree of scholars 

has helped to develop what is now known as the mahernatical theory of elasticity. 

The history of the theory of elasticity and strength of materiais has been given a 

thorough treatrnent by Isaac Todhunter, whose work was elaborated upcm by Karl 

Pearson [2]. Unfomuiately, as suggested by Clifford Tmesdell [3] (1920-2000), many 

of the papers presented are worthless because they are too speculative to be used in any 

remote area of application. Moreover, research pnor to 1800 is summarised in the fm 

chapter, which Iacks reference and aclcnowledgemerit of the Bernoulli family and 



Leonhard Euler's major works. Another report mainly dealing with the d y t i c a l  theory 

of vibrating bodies has been published by Heinrich Burkhardt [JI in the early 1900's. A 

more recent book published in 1953 by Stephen Timoshenko [5], constitutes an 

excellent historical survey that briefly covers Isaac Todhunter and Pearson's work, and 

builds up on it by covering the most influentid body of work by mathematicians and 

engineen up to the twentieth century. Unfominately, according to Truesdeli [3], 

Timoshenko's work is drawn from a rather capriciou selection of sources, which limit 

its scope. However circumscribed, TUnoshenkols book !us higkdy intluenced this bief  

history herein. The last s w e y  has been conducted by Clifford Tmesdell [3], slightly 

after Timoshenko's work, between 1956-1958, and published in 1960. It is the most 

detailed and well-researched history of elasticity spanning the years from 1638 to 1788. 

Reading Truesdell's cornprehensive history truly changes the way one regards the 

evolution of the mathematical theory of elasticity, and proves to the engineer and 

researcher that modem praxis is a legacy of early modem innovation. As Henry Miller 

(1 891-1980) once suggested: "If we are always arriving and departing, it is also true that 

we are etemally anchored. One's destination is never a place but rather a new way of 

looking at things". 

The brief historical s w e y  presented herein is based on these works and on the 

source documents cited below. Extensive review is available in these elaborate histoncd 

surveys. and should be consulted whenever a more elaborated description is sought. 

Persona1 interest and reading "The Existential Pleasures of Engineering" by Samuel 

Florman [6] also became a motivating factor in the following modest and brief 

presentation of the roots of the strength of matenals. Unveiling the major historical aeps 

in the attempt to quantifi and mathernatically mode1 the deformation of bodies will 

provide the reader with usefui historicai foundations and attempt to satisfy herhis 

scientific curiosity about the nature of theoretical ongins and their evolution. The idea is 

to bring to light the primitive mathematicai concepts and experiments that have led to the 

equations used in some modern modified forms, especially the use of fmite element 

methods, that provides the basis for this work treating small satellite structures. The 

extensive use of references will aliow the reader to access the sources: it is beyond the 

scope of this document to elaborate in sunicient detail and confer enough recognition for 

the work that has been done previously. 



As far as can be established by modem archaeology and in print culhire, 

Egyptians were the first to rnake use of empirical d e s  to erect pyramids and other 

monuments (albeit with slave labour) that can still be admired today. Following the 

Egyptians, the first individual to look at some primitive structural equilibrium problems 

was Archimedes (287-212 B.C.), who is well known for his work presenting the 

conditions for equilibrium of a lever. He is probably best known for discovering the law. 

often cdled "Archimedes' Principle", stating that an object immersed in fluid loses 

weight equal to the weight of the mount of fluid it displaces: nowadays refened to -s the 

principle of buoyancy. Afler hirn, the main structure builders were the Greeks. the 

Romans. and the Persians who built stnicturally complex monuments. The Pont du Gard 

in France, and the many teinples in Greece are impressive relics of their structural works. 

Most of their knowledge is believed to be based on experience, and much was lost during 

the Middle Ages. It is therefore a tmisrn that crucial research, which led to the present 

knowledge of the strength of materials. have been denved from the period of the 

Renaissance in Western Europe. 

The first attempt was made by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) to apply what is 

now known as static rnechanics, a principle that leads to determining the forces acting in 

members of a structure. Although a mie masterpiece of art and engineering, da Vinci's 

notebooks do not present any theories per se, but constitute an amazing record of 

expenments based largely on his personal judgements and conclusions. These notebooks 

have been carehlly studied and a general survey of engineering during Renaissance was 

published by William Parsons [A. 
The fint scholar to publish some original theory based on rnetaphysical 

experiments was Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), who wrote about the first theory in the 

field of strength of materials in the fint two dialogues of his farnous book "Two New 

Sciences". He wrote this during the last eight years of his life, while living in a villa at 

Arcerti in strict seclusion after being condemned by the Inquisition for supporting the 

Copemicm theory of heliocentricity. "Two New Sciences" recapitulates al1 his previous 

works, suppositions and postdates. It was first translated into English by Henry Crew 

and Alfonso de Salvio [8]. Controversial issues were recently raised by Drake 

Stillman[9] highlighting some misleading interpretations of Galileo's tme physicai 

meaning. Translation of Italian words using English words such as particles that have a 



modem connotation were f o n d  to be inaccurate in Crew and de Salvio's work. However 

presenting relatively different physical interpretations, both translations essentidly 

expose the same newborn theory of the mength of materials. Two other books on 

Galileo's work are suggested: "Galileo's Life" written by Fahie [IO] and the well known 

"The Star-Gazer" written by de Harsanyi [Il]. Galileo pioneered the mathematicai 

attempt to describing the behaviour of rods under tension, leading to the design of MOST 

microsatellite tie rods some 400 years later, and to determinhg strength in beams of 

similar geometry. He is alsu well kxnn for developing the theor): for obtaining a. 

cantilever beam of equai strength, which can conceptually be used today for obtaining a 

satellite tray stack primary structure of equal strength. 

The subsequent influentid scholar was Robert Hooke (1635-17023, who 

establishrd the linear relation between the force and the deformation of any springy (or in 

modem terms denoted as elastic) body, which is described today as Hooke's law. In 

London in 1678, he published a paper entitled "De Potentiâ Restitutiva" [ I l ] ,  which 

contains experimental results corroborating his linear relation or "Law of Nature" for 

elastic properties of materiais. His work and life are reported by Gunther [13], 

Bertrand[l4], and Robison [15] and should be consulted by the interested reader. 

Hooke's Law has been used as the foundation upon which M e r  development of 

the mechanics of elastic bodies has been made. The linear theory assumptions made for 

most of the structurai analysis work included herein is directly derived from Hooke's 

work in 1678. 

During the s m e  period, Edmé Mariotte (1620-1684) established the laws of 

impact, demonstrating what is referred to as conservation of momentum today. In terms 

of his contribution to the development of the theory of elasticity, Mariotte tested tensile 

rods made out of wood and glass, and tested simply supported cantilever beams. From 

those experiments, he developed mathematical expressions to account for materid elastic 

properties in bending of beams. In this regard, he improved the theory of bending of 

beams by considering simple linear elastic deformations. Marione also found fiom his 

tensile test experiments that the elongation was proportional to the applied forces. which 

is now refened to as Hooke's law. Mariotte's work has been published posthurnously 

after 1686 which has been edited by Philippe De La Hire [16]. Hooke's famous 

paper [ 1 21 appeared in 1 678. The succession of publications gives rise to some salient 



issues, as it becornes clear that Mariotte discovered the linear relationship before Hooke 

did, but came up with the written evidence after Hooke. Hence, the credit solely 

attributed to Hooke should be revised and referred to as Hooke-Mariotte's law. However, 

this shall continue to be the matter of another French-English dispute. Finally, Mariotte 

merely introduced what is known today as fracture mechanics. He stated that a specimen 

under tension might fracture if a load acts for a sufficiently long time. Those preliminary 

experiments on fatigue and ultimate strength versus time establish Mariotte as the father 

of fracturc mcchanics. 

Hooke and Mariotte had the privilege of being a part of the first group of scholars 

to work within the walls of the newly founded Academies of Science in Europe. Hooke 

was assigned to the Royal Society whose first charter was sealed in 1662 while Mariotte 

became amongst the first memben of the French Académie des Sciences officially 

organized in 1666 by Louis XIV's rninister Colbert. Similar academies were formed 

much later on in Russia and Germany. The St-Petersburg Academy of Sciences appeared 

in 1725 while the Berlin Academy of Sciences was bom in 1770. Under the wing of 

these four Academies, the nanird sciences flourished and the resulting mornentum is 

responsible for rnost of the advancement that led to today's scientific knowledge. 

This leads the discussion to Isaac Newton (164301727). who published his famous 

book Philosophiae naturulis principia mathematica [17] in 1687 in London. Although a 

major historical work, it did not contribute to the mathematical developrnent of the elastic 

properties of bodies. However, his work suggests some philosophical hypotheses of the 

physicai nature of elasticity based on his laws exposing the attractive properties of 

bodies. Hence, Newton did not advance the theory of elasticity per se but highlighted 

crucial concepts upon which other scholars M e r  advanced the theory of elasticity. 

At the same tirne, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), who has been omitted 

in the aforementioned Timoshenko's [SI historical s w e y ,  applied calculus for the fint 

time to h d  out that the bending moment is proportionai to the geometncai moment of 

inertia of the cross-section of cantilever beams. In one of is papers, he stated that the 

elastic and acoustic properties of bodies are connected, which basically established him 

as the father of the mathematical theory of elasticity. His assertions and applied caiculus 

results triggered great interest and drew James Bernoulli into studying elasticity . As will 



be show,  Leibniz's influence on Bemouilli's work is responsible for great advancement 

of the mathematical theory of eiasticity. 

Later on, Jacopo Riccati (1676- 1754), also ornitted in Timoshenko's [5] historical 

s w e y ,  purçued a theory of elasticity based solely on the laws of mechanics, thereby 

rejecting the empiricai Hooke's law. Basically, he wanted to show that the elastic 

properties of a body might be inferred fiom the fkquency of its vibration. His 

mathematical result relating the material elastic modulus to be proportional to the 

fiequency of oscillation squared is correct for the longitudind tme, but not for the 

transverse mode of oscillation. His work did not lead to practical results. However. the 

approach taken based on a dynamical theory and not a semi-rnetaphysicai hypothesis is 

clearly a breakthrough in thinking. 

The contest to seek a mathematical expression for the catenary was initiated in 

1690 by James Bernoulli (1654-1705). He preceded Euler and hence he is truiy the first 

mathematician to lay down the mathematical foundations of the theory of elasticity along 

with Leibniz and Christiaan Huygens. Actually. the Bernoulli family produced 

prominent mathematicians for three generations. Al1 of them succeeded in advancing the 

elasticity theory at some point in their lives. John (16674748). participated actively to 

find the catenary. He also did some interesting work on the vibration of a loaded string. 

Nicholas I (1687-1759) did not bring anything new. although being the editor of the 

Opera of James; he certainly was a brilliant mathematician, too. Nicholas II (1695-1726) 

acted as the correspondent of Jacopo Ricatti. One of the most prolific of al1 the 

Bemoullis was undoubtedly Daniel (1 700-1782). He is best known today for his book 

Hydrodynarnicu although his contributions to the elasticity theory are quite abundant. He 

worked on the frequencies and modes of vibrating bodies, but also suggested to Euler to 

apply his variational calculus in deriving the equations of elastic curves. Daniel's idea 

proposed to Euler is now known as the strain energy of a bent bar, neglecting a constant 

factor. Finally, John 11 (1710-1790), John III (1744-1807), and James II (17594789) 

also investigated, respectively, conical strings, the laws of elasticity, and the vibrations of 

plates. 

Another great mathematician, Brook Taylor (1685-173 1), published proof of the 

mathematical solution of most of Leibniz's and Huygens's work, especially the proof of 

Leibniz's solution for the catenary. John Bernoulli's own solutions have been influenced 



by moa of Taylor's unpublished investigations on the catenary. Nevertheless, Taylor is 

most well known today for his approximation, the polynomial expansion senes. 

As observed so far, oniy specific problems were solved and no tme general 

theories were developed, except for Hooke's law. The basic principles and solutions 

found were mainly based on serni-metaphysical deductions. Leonhard Euler (1 707-1 783) 

introduced what shall be called the first general mathematicai theory of elasticity. In 

1743. Euler published his treatise on elastic curves entitled iklethodus inveniendi lineas 

î l i n ~ ~ [ l S i .  XAcr rcading Eulcr's book, as mentioned above, Daniel Bernoulli suggested 

that he apply his variational methods to define the elastic curves. The application of 

Euler's isoperimetric method, known today as variational calculus methods to define the 

elastic curves, is a masterpiece of mathematical modelling. Indeed, the addition as an 

appendix to his treatise published earlier is a groundbreaking contribution to the theory of 

elasticity. and also to the essence of the method used in the field of mathematics. Euler's 

appendix has been translated in English in 1933 by W.A. Oldfather. C.A. Ellis, and D.M. 

Brown. Daniel Bernoulli also introduced Euler to the idea of what he called a potential 

force. which is equivalent to the modem expression of strain energy. Essentially, 

Bemoulli conveyed to Euler the physics fundamentals and ideas upon which Euler drew 

his mathematical researches. At the age of fi@-two. Euler published his work 

conceming the buckling of columns. which was printed in Berlin in 1759. Finally. Euler 

investigated the deflection and vibration of flexible membranes, for which he derived the 

partial differential equation. Truesdell's historical masterpiece [3] exposes Euler's life 

and work in details. 

Following Euler, Thomas Young ( 1 773- 1 829), who mastered over seven 

languages by the age of fourteen, became famous when he made his discovery of the 

interference of light in 1 80 1. He was elected a member of the prestigious Royal Society 

a year later. His main contribution to the theory of elasticity is found in a coune materiai 

book that was published in London in 1807 and entitled "A Course of Lectures on 

Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts". He introduced the concept of the modulus 

of elasticity when considering tension and compression of bars. However, his definition 

of the modulus of elasticity difTers Eom the modem definition of the so-called Young's 

modulus. His own definition was described as follows: "The moduius of elasticity of any 

substance is a colurnn of the same substance, capable of producing a pressure on its base 



which is to the weight causing a certain degree of compression as the length of the 

substance is to the diminution of its length." Nowadays, Young's modulus is defined as 

the constant of proportionality E linearly relating stress and strain in a material. Young 

highlighted the fact that permanent form deformation is incurred when the test specirnen 

is tension-loaded over a limit that is particula. to each material. Young also made some 

interesting statements on the fracture by dynamic loading compared with fracture by 

static loading. This concept is used to sorne extent in the equivalent static analysis of the 

dynamic loading of the smail satellite structure. Finaily, Young ais0 presenred usefui and 

valid solutions to the problem of eccentric tension and compression of rectangular bars. 

The efforts pursued after Young's discoveries, within the subject now referred to 

as continuum mechanics, are based on the advances in mathematics by Joseph-Louis 

Lagrange (1 736- 18 13). The first publication of Lagrange's bfécanique AnaZytiqzie 

appeared in 1788. A newer version of Lagrange's second edition has been edited by 

Bertrand and has been published in 1853. Some erroneous use of Lagrange's 

indeterminate multipliers by Bertrand was also corrected later on by Poisson. In addition 

to his introduction of new mathematical methods, Lagrange contributed to the theory of 

elasticity in his memoir Sur laJgure des colonnes. His memoir treated the buckling of 

columns and came up with a mathematical expression highlighting the infinite nurnber of 

buckling curves. which is meaningless physically, and yet provides accurate curves for 

the sub-space where the solution makes sense. Lagrange's main contribution to the field 

of structural mechanics came afier his death when his method of generalized coordinates 

and generalized forces were applied in solving practical engineenng problems. 

Another major contribution during the early nineteenth century has been made by 

Claude-Louis-Marie-Henri Navier (1 785- 1 836). He published in 1 827 for the first time 

the general equations of equilibrium and motion. which m u t  hold at every point of a 

body and at its surface. Those equations, in a modem rnodified fom, referred to as 

Navier-Stokes equations, are being used extensively in the engineering field today. The 

stress concentration factor near the tie rod hole holding the tray stack of the small satellite 

together included later in this work is derived From an equivalent formulation of these 

equations in polar coordinates. Moreover, Navier's definition of the modulus of elasticity 

or the so-called Young's modulus was generally accepted and is still in use today. His 

careful assessrnent of the linear range over which the small deformation assumption is 



valid, in addition to the seminal work of his generalised equations, establishes him as the 

founder of the modem theory of elasticity. His major accomplishment in the field of 

strength of materials appear in his book "Résumé des Leçons données à l'école des ponts 

et chaussées sur Z'application de la Mécanique à l'établissement des cons~rzrctions et des 

machines" first published in 1826. Navier revised this first edition and published a 

second edition in 1833. He died three years later. However, his work was revised a third 

tirne in 1863 under the supervision of Saint-Venant. 

tsgrangc noticed, while teaching at the École Pol'techniqia in Fmce,  the 

exceptionai mathematical ability of one particular student from a less than privileged 

family: Siméon-Denis Poisson (1 78 1 - 1840) graduated in 1 800, two years after his 

entrance. He then became an instructor in mathematics and became a member of the 

French Academy in 1812. Poisson's main contributions are to be found in his NO 

published mernoirs [19][20] and course treatise [21]. His work is impressive fiom a 

mathematical standpoint, especially his derivation of the lateral drflection of a loaded 

plate with simply supported or built-in edges, and his derivation of equations For the 

longitudinal. tonional, and lateral vibrations of bars. The practical side of his labor 

accounts for today's use and application of his solutions to many problems. He is best 

known for the so-cdled Poisson's ratio used to relate strain to stress or vice-versa. The 

Poisson's ratio is tabulated for most isotropie and orthotropic materials used in 

engineering design. However, being very practical, he did not make any fundamental 

theoretical breakthroughs such as Navier, Cauchy, or the like. 

Many French engineers like Poisson had the opportunity to be exposed to many 

influentid mathematicians and engineers, and became prominent scholars in turn. This 

was the case for Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857), who had the opportunity to meet 

with Lagrange and read Navier's work on the deformation of elastic bodies and his 

denvations of the fundamental equations. Navier's work sparked interest, and Cauchy, 

studying hydrodynarnics at the tirne, applied his notion of pressure on a plane. In doing 

so, he introduced the idea of stress within the theory of elasticity. Cauchy derived the 

expression of the stress components on an inclined plane of an elemental tetrahedron. 

One of his main proofs shows that the stress acting on any plane c m  be specified by six 

cornponents. Along with that idea, he introduced the concept of principal stresses, which 

is very usefûl nowadays. He is also accountable for the derivation of the differentid 



equations of equilibrium for any rectangular parallelepiped elements. These equilibrium 

equations are used extensively nowadays and fom the basis of many methods in finite 

element analysis. Moreover, he demonstrated that, within the small deformation 

assurnption, the unit elongation in any direction and the change of the nght angle 

between two initiaily perpendicular lines are expressed by six strain components. He also 

introduced the idea of principal strains. Finally, and certainly not the least, he derived the 

relationships between the six components of stress and the six components of strain for 

an isotropic body. Mis work constitutcs the firsr complete set of equations for solving 

stress in isotropic bodies that is taught to engineers today. Obviously, Cauchy's work is 

directly embedded in the current thesis work. 

Another famous graduate from the École Polytechnique also made breakthroughs 

for his brilliant engineering work conceming the theory of elasticity. Lamé (1 795-1 870) 

graduated in 18 18 and was recomrnended to the newly formed Russian engineering 

school, the "Institute of Engineers of Ways of Communication'' in St-Petersburg. While 

in Russia, Lamé invented a horizontal tensile strength testing machine. The results 

obtained helped in the design of iron structures in Russia. Clapeyron (1799-1864) 

collaborated with Lamé to publish their first important memoir Sur l'équilibre intérieirr 

des corps solides homogènes [22] in 1824. This memoir shows that the equations of 

equilibrium using Navier's notion of the molecular forces are the same as the equations 

introduced by Cauchy using the concept of stresses. Moreover, it presents the so-called 

Lamé stress ellipsoid which can be used to measure stresses at any cross-section or at the 

surface of an ellipsoid. Once Lamé renimed to France in 1831 because of political 

disruptions between France and Russia, he worked on railroad construction between Paris 

and St-Germain. This engineering work was abandoned quickly as he took the post of 

professor of physics at the École Polytechnique until 1844. It is only then that he started 

to work on his book on the theory of elasticity [23] [24] that made him famous. Lamé 

shows in his book published in 1852 that two elastic constants are required to determine 

the elastic properties of an isotropic material. He aiso exposes problems on vibration and 

presents solution for the motion of bars, membranes, and strings. Finally, he modified 

the relationship between stress and strain components to introduce the use of his two 

elastic constants. Lamé is aiso accountable for the introduction of the use of curvilinear 

coordinates and their application to mechanics. For his eminent work in Russia on the 



theory of elasticity, Lamé was elected a member of the French Academy of Sciences in 

1 843. 

As noted, the French institutions were producing taiented and efficient scholars. 

On the other side of "La Manche" (the Engiish Channef), the theoretical physics 

department at Cambridge University followed with the study and advancements made by 

George Gabriel Stokes (1819-1903). It is only in 1845 that Stokes published his first 

paper[25] on the theory of elasticity, which was presented to the Cambridge 

Philosophical Society the same year. Like Lami,  he establiskd the equations of 

equilibriurn featuring hvo elastic constants. In retrospect, it can be asserted that Stokes 

denved those equations before Lamé. Hence the so-called Lamé constants should 

actuaily be renamed when taking into consideration the work done by Stokes. This. 

perhaps. shall br the matter of yet another French-English dispute! Nevertheless. Stokes 

published his work "On the Dynamical Theory of Diffraction" in 1849. Tnis paper 

introduces two theorems dictating the vibration of elastic bodies. The fint of which is 

stated: "the part of the disturbance which is due to the initial displacements may be 

obtained from the part which is due to the initial velocities by differentiating with respect 

to time, and replacing the arbitrary functions which represent the initial velocities by 

those which represent the initial displacement." In short. the problem of finding the 

displacements is limited to that of fmding the displacements due to initial velocities only. 

The second theorem dictates the motion of a disturbance due to a given variable force 

acting in a prescnbed direction at a given point, the same way as within the fiat theorem. 

Stokes contributions are seen as breakthroughs in many different fields. He was elected 

president of the Royal Society fiom 1885-1 890. which shows that he had an established 

reputation. 

The last pioneer presented in this bnef history of the theory of elasticity is Bmé  

de Saint-Venant (1 797- 1 886). Political events in Saint-Venant's early life biased the 

French authorities; it took long time to recognise the groundbreaking fundamental ideas 

brought to light by him. He contributed immensely to the theory of elasticity by 

introducing his semi-inverse method. Basically, he established the relationships between 

the strain md the displacement fields. For doing sot he intmduced the well-known 

displacernent functions u , v ,  and w which are arbitrary functions of the position x y ,  

and z. Assurning some general displacement functions, he was able to solve any stress 



problern. Once some variables of the displacernent and forces are assumed within the 

boundaries of a given problem, he argued that the remaining variables can be found 

easily by satisbing the equations of elasticity previously defined by Cauchy or Navier 

and Stokes. Saint-Venant never pubiished a book on the subject, however, he published 

many papers and edited Navier's Résumé des leçons in 1864 and translated Clebsch's 

work[26] in 1883. His last work, a translation of Clebsch's book, ended up increasing 

threefold the volume of pages by editorial notes. This simply highlights that Saint- 

Venant was particularly meticdous in his work [U]. 

The a h  of this chapter was to briefly descnbe how the theory of elasticity has 

evolved over the centuries. Since the death of Saint-Venant in 1886 to year 2000. rnuch 

research and advancements have been made. The development of cars. trains. and planes, 

and the Industrial Revolution, to name only a few. proved the theory of elasticity usefid 

and practical. Like many other research advancements, it also had destructive 

applications. especially during the two World Wars. Obviously, on the positive side. the 

most amazing engineering achievement has been the landing of astronaut Neil A. 

Armstrong ont0 the surface of the moon in 1969. Since then, huge strides have been 

made using cornputer technology. Engineers now use nurnencal techniques such as tinite 

element modelling using computers and parallel computing facilities. Stress analysis has 

becoine increasingly easy, however, at the nsk of producing nonsensical results. leading 

to the well-known expression "garbage in. garbage out". Hence. the understanding of 

fundamentals and reading of the history of the theory of elasticity has proven crucial and 

useful. This work has also been influenced by more contemporary scholars such as 

Galerkin's work on thin plates [28], Love's treatise [29], Timoshenko's theory of shell 

elements [30] and work on the theory of elasticity [3 11 [32] [XI [34], Muskhelishvili's 

work on elasticity [35], Novozhilov's work on nonlinear elasticity[36], Sokolnikov's 

work on thin shells [37], Mushtari's work on nonlinear thin shells [38], Flügge's work on 

shells [39] [40], Niordson's work on thin shells [JI], and Bruhn's work on flight vehicle 

structures [42]. 

For brevity of this historical survey, the works of M. Mersenne (1588-1648), P. 

Varignon (1 654- 1 722), A. Parent (1 666- 17 16), P.V. Musschenbroek (1 692- 1 76 1 ), C.A. 

Coulomb (1 736- l8O6), A. Girard (1765-1 836), E. Hodgkinson (1 789-1 86 1)' S. Germain 

(1776-1831), F.J. Gerstner (1756-1832), J.M.C. Duhamel (1797-1872), G. Green (1793- 



1841), J.V. Poncelet (1788-1 867), B.P.E. Clapeyron (1799-1 864), W. Wertheim (1 8 15- 

186l), J.C. Maxwell (1 83 1- 1879), J. W.S. Rayleigh (1 842-191 9), A.T. Kupffer (1 799- 

1869, and other scholars €rom the early twentieth century have been omitted. The 

above section has provided a smaller, albeit equally important, skein of the most 

influentid scholars who have written on this subject. Subsequent to reading about the 

history of the development of the theory of elasticity, one would only wish that al1 these 

scholars could have lived longer in order to provide more theoretical and histoncd 

debates spanning continents and centunes. This brief histoncd ovemiew mriy first seem 

incidental to the MOST project. It is, however, important to outline and recognise the 

lineage of the theoretical advancements from which this work is derived. 

A Brief History of the Emergence of Small Satellite Missions 

A brief look at the emergence of the so-called "microsatellite" missions is 

necessary in order to gain perspective on how this tvork fits in a more global picture of 

small satellite development work. The nickname "microsat" is used to denote satellites 

weighting less than 100kg. Similarly. the nicknarne "nanosat" was attributed to 

satellites weighting less than IOkg. Recently, the nickname "picosat" appeared to 

denote satellites weighting less than 1 kg. The trend set forth by AMSAT seems to have 

flourished. This thesis has been mindfully guided by some AMSAT comrnunity 

members who have strongly influenced the concepniai ideas treated and therefore. it is 

important to highlight where and how the experience of these people has been gained. 

At the apogee of the cold war, the former USSR launched a srna11 transponder. 

The successful launch of Spumik 1 occurred at 19:28:04 GMT on 4 October 1957 from 

Tyuratam. This marked the beginning of what has been subsequently cailed the Space 

Age [43]. Four months later, on 3 1 Ianuary 1958. Explorer 1, the fmt US satellite was 

launched. It contained rudimental scientific instruments to measure the radiation levels 

in space, which was designed by physicists directed by Dr. James Van Allen. well known 

today for the so-called Van Allen belts. 

The following major Space Age achievement has been the first manned satellite 

mission. Yury A. Gagarin (1934-1968), cosmonaut, born near Smolensk, Russia, became 

the fm man to travel in space in 196 1 when he rode aboard the satellite Vostok I on a 

single orbit of Earth. The race to the moon was sparked at that moment. In the 



meantime, massive resources were put into the development of communication satellites 

referred to as "Comsats", rnost of which modified deeply the modem world as it is now: 

their presence on orbit brought television, global communication, and crucial scientific 

measurements to our world. 

A large number of low-cost srnall satellites have been launched since then. The 

rate and number of new planned small satellites, or so-called microsatellites, is increasing 

rapidly. This trend started in the 1960's and led to the birth of the OSCAR Association 

organised by sone radio amateurs h m  Suiuij~alc, California, US. This corninunig of 

radio amateurs made significant contributions to and have challenged traditional satellite 

engineering design methods and generai beliefs. Many professional engineers did not 

believe in their chances of success. Against al1 odds, they launched their first 

transponder, OSCAR I in 1961 and OSCAR II in 1962. In January of 1969. as a result of 

the COMSAT Amateur Radio Club in Washington. the idea of an East Coast equivalent 

of Project Oscar was born. The Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) was 

incorporated on Match 3. 1969 as a not-for-profit educational organisation. The 

subsequent OSCAR satellites were a modest version of the most recent AMSAT Phase 3- 

D satellite. However primitive these satellites were in some ways, those unsophisticated 

efforts truly opened the door of a new era in the aerospace field. The International 

Telecommunicaiion Union (ITU) held a meeting during the 1963 Geneva Space 

Conference and adopted a foomote proposed by the United Kingdom, and supported by 

the US and Canada, authorking amateur satellite operation worldwide in the VHF (144- 

146 MHz) band. Much of the now established low-cost trends in developing srnaIl 

satellites were initiated by the early successfully flown OSCAR missions, which would 

not have been possible without the ITU approved amateur band. The successhl 

achievements of AMSAT are now a part of history. The amateur handbook edited by 

Martin Davidoff [44] is a highly read overview of the amateur satellite history and is 

widely distributed today. 

Following the AMSAT. as mie originators of the "faster, cheaper, better" 

philosophy, some univenities began developing small satellites for education. The well- 

established Surrey Space Centre at the University of Surrey is now an established leader 

that emerged frorn these early investigations. Surrey provides multiple examples of the 

success of small satellite missions. 



Their success story began in 198 1 when UoSAT 1 was launched. UoSAT 2 

followed in 1984, which was their second experimental microsatellite. Since then, 12 

low-cost microsatellites designed by the Surrey Space Centre together with their spin-off 

company Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) have been placed in orbit 

piggybacking on Anane, Tsyklon, and Zenit launchers. SSTL was formed in 1985 as a 

company wholly owned by the University of Surrey. Among many technological 

breakthroughs, SSTL introduced the modular tray stack structurai design in 1990 with 

L'oSAT 3 and 1. A similu design was proposed as a basis for MOST. Surrey's modular 

prirnary structure is qualified to c q  payloads up to 35kg. In fact, most of their 

microsatellite total mass is under or around 70kg. Their electrical design also features 

commercial off the shelf (COTS) parts, which lowers the cost considerably and is most 

probably a vestige of AMSAT's " faster, cheaper, better" philosophy. Over the last 20 

years, SSTL Iaunched 14 smail satellites, of which 1 I missions are still operational and 

monitored from their mission operations and control centre in Guildford. Their future is 

also promising as 6 missions are currently preparing for launch or in progress. This is 

definitely the best example of the potential and innovation that is made possible through 

collaboration between academic research and business that can market cost-effective 

small satellites for rapid and fiordable commercial access to space. 

In the US, one of the oldest University-basrd aerospace programs is at Johns 

Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. Their recent Near-Earth Asteroid 

Rendezvous (NEAR) mission success is anticipated to generate valuable scientific data. 

The properties of asteroids provide valuable clues as to the details of how planets formed 

both around our Sun and other stars. In addition to the manufacturing of over 55 

spacecraft so far, the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) at Johns Hopkins has also 

developed instrumentation for high profile missions such as Galileo, Ulysses, and 

Voyager. 

Utah State University (USU) in Logan, Ut& is one of the oldest institutions to 

develop instrumentation and test facilities. Their Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) was 

formed at the height of the Cold War in the 1960's. They are established leaders in 

remote sensing operatiom. Their ground test facility features a three-axis motion table, 

which serves as a basis for the University of Toronto Space Flight Laboratoryts motion 

table, currently under construction. USU hosts the targest annual international 



coderence on small satellites. The "Cheaper by the Dozen" slogan of their 13' 

conference held in August of 1999 clearly highlights the direction that is being 

investigated at the moment. 

Weber State University's small satellite program was established in 1982, slightly 

d e r  Surrey. They have designed NUSAT 1 (1986), WeberSat (1990), and JAWSAT 

(1996) and have been involved with the designing and manufacturing of the AMSAT 

Phase 3-D project space fiame. 

Finally, multinidcs of University prognms arc being established and are 

promising for the future. The most important such programmes are those of Stanford 

University, Arizona State University, University of Colorado (Boulder), Penn State 

University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston University, University of New 

Hampshire, and last, but certainly not least, the Space Flight Laboratory at the University 

of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies. 

The above few pages have attempted to provide a brkf overview of the history 

of small satellites. For brevity, the history of many organisations and events have been 

omitted, especially information pertaining to more recent business organisations such as 

AeroAstro and Orbital Sciences Corporation, to narne only two. However, it provides a 

broad historical picture necessary to understand the conceptual ideas mentored by 

AMSAT members for the design of MOST structural components, which are thoroughly 

evaluated and analysed herein. 

Small SateIlite Sources of Information 

The most comprehensive collection of aerospace related information is found in 

Jane's Space Directory edited by Wilson [45] [46]. However, these two source 

documents are expensive. Cheaper sources of information are aiso available through 

other publications [47] [48] [49]. A directory by Wertz [50] is quite comprehensive. 

Some fiee sources such as the TRW Space Log [51] are aiso of great value. The 

relatively short aerospace references listed herein shall be used for M e r  research work. 

Specifically, the KISS Database [52] fiom Germany, the AMSAT publications such as 

The Satellite Handbook [44], and the proceedings from the Utah State Univenity/AIAA 

annual smail satellite conference are invaluable sources of information. Finally, 



information on launch vehicles can be found in Hujsak [53] and Isakowitz [ 5  JI. The 

terminology used herein was mainly based on the MAA Guide [ S I .  

Outline of the Thesis 

This work is organised into two main parts. The first part, which includes the 

Preface and Chapter 1. provides a historical background. a broad discussion of previous 

small satellite structures, and a description of the MOST microsatellite mission objective 

and stnictunl requirements. It also bnetly reviews the basics upon which this work 

builds, in ternis of spacecrafi configuration. preliminary structural desiyns. and finitc- 

element models. The second part, including Chapters 2 through 4, prcsents the 

preliminary and detailed design phase analyses for the MOST structure and providcs 

design recommendations. A detailed tie rod analysis and design is covercd in Chapter J 

as it is seen as one of the most critical structural componrnts of the MOST tray staçk. 

This second part thoroughly explains and shows why those design recommendati«ns arc 

proposed through analytical results. finite-element mode1 analyses md discussions with 

experienced aerospace engineen. 

This work is pnmarily in SI units. although a few exarnplcs and tie rod s i x  rcsults 

are also presented in English units. Appendix A provides the necessary conversion 

factors. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter provides an o v e ~ e w  of developing mal1 satellite structures and 

introduces the MOST microsatellite mission. Small satellite missions, as outIined in the 

preface, typically run with a fraction of the traditional space programs budget. Microsat 

mission cost savings explain the enthusiasrn s h o w  by the aerospace industry, both in the 

private and public sectors. Indeed, the cost constraint for developing a small satellite is a 

key design factor. However, due to recent Mars exploration mission failures, one must 

undentnnd the limits and design tradeoffs, and more importantly, when cost should be 

used as a design factor constraint and when it should not. 

1.1 Introducing MOST: A Brief Summary of the Mission 

The MOST mission is rnainly funded by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) 

through its Space Science Program. MOST is a space astronomy mission, which was 

proposed by Professor Jaymie Matthews, the Principal hvestigator (PI). The main 

scientific objective of the MOST mission is to gather high-quality long-period stellar 

photometry data, measuring fluctuations in stellar brightness, for selected stars, £iom 

which stellar age, core composition, stability and presence of planets can be inferred. 

Atmosphenc scintillation noise coupled with the dayhight cycle of a ground based 

telescope set Iimits to astronomy observations. A terrestrial telescope cannot be used to 

achieve the MOST scientific goals. Hence, MOST will be Canada's f'rrst space telescope. 

However, to comply with CSA's budget constraints, the MOST payload was sized to fit 

within the envelope of a srnall sate.U.ite, or so-called microsat The microsat design 

features a 15-cm Maksutov telescope as the ptimary payload. In order to meet the low 



cost constraint imposed, the rnicrosat design phase will feature few testing of the 

hardware. For example, the structural design will rely rnainly on Finite Element Analysis 

(FEA). Hence, thorough analyses were performed to venfy the stnictural design in ternis 

of the vibration launch loads including a modal analysis and the static acceleration launch 

loads. The results obtained and methods used are presented in this work. 

1.2 Cost Effective Approach to the Design of MOST - A Motivation for this Work 

The combination of an iterative design process as outlined in Section 1.3, a small 

design team, a "cheaper, faster, better" philosophy, and a "simplet the better" approach 

will unequivocally lead to a lower cost design. However, there is often a pnce to be paid 

in ternis of an increased risk of mission failure. 

Many small satellites have been successfully placed in orbit as secondary 

payloads piggybacking on Anane, Tsyklon, Zenit, and Delta launchers. Structural failure 

of a secondary payload may jeopardize its mission and, in the worst possible scenario, 

damage the primary payload during launch. This fact strongly motivates a thorough 

analysis of the MOST spacecraft structure. Moreover, a secondary motivation for the 

MOST spacecraA f i t e  element analysis (FEA) included herein is drawn from the 

AMSAT philosophy. In an attempt to rninimize the design cost, which underlies the 

.4MSAT cost-effective philosophy, minimal mechanical testing is planned for the MOST 

mission. 

Hence, the task of constructing reliable structural fuiite element models of the 

spacecraft and spacecraft components was an obvious research goal. Performing 

vibration and other mechanical analyses via finite element methods to ensure structural 

success is a significant challenge. Solely relying on finite elernent analysis results can be 

a risky endeavour. However, the work presented hereh proves the final design to be both 

safe and reliable stnicturally within the assumptions made. The safety marghs resulting 

from the completed analyses, when considering the wont case load scenarios, also adds 

confidence to the design. The challenge here is to show that the error margins obtained 

surpass the po tential erroa introduced b y discre tization, element formulation, and hear 

behavior assumptions. Those concerns wiLl be addressed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 by 



presenting hand calculation approximations for validation and other means of assessing 

the FEM results reliability. These venfication procedures are quite lirnited for complex 

structural analysis, but rough-order-of-magnitude results were helpfùl for validating the 

MOST FEA. 

1.3 The Process of Developing Small Satellite Structures 

The scientific or commercial goals leading to the mission requirements must be 

well defined in order to lay out the spacecraft systems requirements, Further initiate the 

design process, and ultimately, to clearly define the structural subsystem requirements. 

The mission success then largely depends on the subsequent structural design phases. 

Specifically, the following sections clarify the MOST stxuctural design process 

undertaken in the context of a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) microsatellite mission. 

Following simple design steps cm curb the complexity of the design tasks. The 

process of outlining a general approach spanning the conceptual design up to the detailed 

design phase is quite straightfonvard and was well documented and descnbed by Larson 

and Wertz[56][57], and Sarafin[58]. This is mainly due to al1 small satellite missions 

featuring more or less the sarne performance requirements and design constraints. 

As mentioned previously, once the scientific or commercial goals are set, the 

mission requirements can be established. One important feature of smali satellite 

missions, as shown in Figure 1.1, is that initial goals defming the mission requirements 

cm be altered if cost or design issues c m  justifi Uieir modification. The process of 

developing small satellite structures can be summarised quite simply. Again, Figure 1.1 

shows a generic mal1 satellite design loop as applied to the MOST mission. The 

simplicity of the design hierarchy process hides sorne of the Uitricacy that one c m  fblly 

discem only after going through the design loop for several iterations. Hence, the work 

included herein is t d y  a walk through that design and analysis loop, which in the end 

results in the MOST structure design satisfying the scientifiz goals and mission 

requirements. 



1 MOST Mission Scienofie Goais 1 

MOST Mission Requirements Definition 1 

1 MOST System Requirements 1 

1 MOST Structural Reguirements 1 I 

b MOST Conceptual Design 

MOST Preliminary Design 
L 

no 

MOST Detaiied Design 

Within the S c o ~ e  of this Work 1 ........................................... .................m....... 

Outside the Scope of this Work 
-- - 1 Manufachiring, Test, Launch, Operation 1 

Figure 1.1 : Generic Small Satellite Structural Design Loop as appiied to the MOST 
mission 

It can be observed in Figure 1.1 that the fundamental low-cost advantage of a 

small satellite mission may conceptually imply modifications impacting the scientific 

performance goals. The double-ended anow on Figure 1.1 shows the potential 

interaction between scientific goals and mission requirements. For example, the 

scientific payload mass could be decreased in order to comply with the maximum 

secondary payload mass constraint (See Appendix F.4), consequently modimng the main 

science goals. These important modifications can be avoided, or, at the least kept to a 



minimum by evaluating the conceptual design that wodd maximise the key performance 

goals. 

Consequently, the primary structure conceptual and preliminary design, which 

can potentially instigate mission goal changes, must involve a thorough investigation of 

al1 design options. The main structural characteristics that can influence the overall 

design are: mas, stiffhess, shape, size, volume, materials selection, thermal properties, 

reliability, safety, cost, manufacturing, and assembly. Al1 these variables are dependant 

variables that are functions of the geometry of the structure and the materials used. 

Therefore, design recornrnendations focus on changes affecting the geometry of the 

structure and the materials used. 

1.4 MOST Spacecraft Structural Configuration 

The MOST rectangular coordinates system is defïned in detail in Section 1 S. The 

MOST structure consists of seven (7) components (list numbers refer to Figure 1.2): 

The primary structure components: 

(1) The horizontal rnodular assembly of fifteen trays tied up with eight tie rods 

(2) The Payload Adapter Ring 

The secondary structure components: 



(3) The six honeycomb solar panels 

(4) The telescope and penscope mirror assembly 

(5) The four patch antennas 

The tertiary structure components: 

(6) Al1 brackets connecting primary and secondary structural components 

(7) The telescope door 

Basically, the MOST microsatellite tray stack acts as the structural backbone on 

which al1 other components are attached. The fifteen (15) trays are held together by eight 

(8) tie rods passing through al1 trays and bolted at both z-side ends of the stack. The 

P A A  ring is attached directly to the tray stack through the star-facing honeycomb panel in 

six locations. The PAA ring is also attached to the star-facing panel in three locations on 

the negative y -side. The six (6) solar panels are attached to each other via brackets on 

the science instrument side and mounted through thermal stand-offs directly bolted to the 

tray stack on the tray stack side. The telescope and penscope mirror are linked together 

by a non-rigid ring allowing for material thermal expansion, and are both ngidly attached 

separately through support brackets to the tray stack. The aperture door is to be closed 

during launch and is rigidly attached to the star-facing panel. The analysis assumed that 

the four patch antennas are ngidly attached to the two Z-side panels. The solar arrays 

were modelled as non-structural mass smeared over the honeycomb laminate panel 

elements at locations shown on Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 since they are both glued and 

pinned to the honeycomb panels. The materials used and other structural details are 

described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 where appropriate. For instance, the laminate 

definition used for the six honeycomb panels is M e r  dehed,  analysed, and validated 

to ensure proper modelling. 

Microsatellites based on tray stack designs are mounted to the launch vehicle at 

one end of the stack so that the stack is dong the launch vehicle thmst line. This 

configuration is optimal for the tray stack p d a r y  structure as d l  axial loads are absorbed 

by compression of the tray stack. Alternatively, the stiff tray stack acting as a 

cantilevered beam also easily absorbs lateral loads. However, the Delta II launch vehicle 

was selected as the baseline for MOST. Due to the space restrictions imposed by the 



Delta II secondary payload envelope, MOST features a side-mounted PAA, as shown on 

Figure 1.4. Accordingly, the loads acting axially through the usually bottom-rnounted 

arrangement are now transferred through the side-mounted support as severe bending and 

shear loads. A stiffer primary structure is therefore required for MOST. The 

consequences are especially important for the tie rod sizing. This issue is therefore 

carefully analysed and examined in Chapter 4. 

1.5 MOST Dimensions and Coordinates System Defmition 

A rectangular coordinate system was defined as shown on Figure 1.2 and Figure 

1.3 in order to present analyses results coherently throughout this work. The coordinates 

system is fixed with respect to the spacecraft. The positive x is meant to always point 

towards the sun. The positive y direction was defmed to be pointing dong the launch 

vehicle thrust line and pointing in direction away kom Earth during launch. The early 

design phase coordinates system definition enhanced and facilitated communications 

between the MOST team members. The following are the general conventions that were 

adopted (Refer to Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3): 

Ongin of the x - y plane at centre of PAA with y - z plane located at the separation 
plane as described in the Delta II secondary payload document[59] [60] 
Positive x -direction Sun Facing 
Negative x -direction Star Facing 
Positive y pointed toward Tray Side 

Negative y pointed toward Telescope and Instrument Side 
Positive z pointed toward Apemire Viewing Side (Penscope Mirror Side) 
Negative z pointed toward Cryo Cooler Side 
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Figure 1.3: MOST Assembly and S/C Design Coordinates Systern Defmition, 
Dimensions in millimetres [mm] (Courtesy of S n )  

Figure 1.4: MOST within Delta II Secondary Payloed Enveiope, Dimensions in 
millimetres [mm] (Courtesy of S n )  



1.6 MOST Requirements and Constraints Defmition Process 

The construction of the MOST 6nite element (FE) rnodels was based on al1 

drawings provided by the SFL staff. Some assumptions made during the prelimuiary 

design analysis are outlined in Chapter 2. The detailed design configuration show in 

Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 was used to build the final FE models. 

Generally, the main design clrivers constraining the material selection and 

conceptual geometry of a small satellite structure are the result of the requirements 

definition process which is outlined below within four generic steps (the values or 

comments in brackets {) pertain to the MOST mission): 

S t e ~  1 : MOST Scientific Mission Goal 
3 Main Scientific Objective {Gathering hi&-quality long-period stellar 

photometry data (measuring fluctuations in stellar bnghmess) for selected 
stars, from which stellar age, core composition, stability and presence of 
planets can be inferred) 

Step 2: MOST Mission Requirernents and Parameters (Based on MOST Phase A 

Re~ortT6 11, MOST Pro~osalf621. MOST scientific publicationsr631 F641, and MOST 

Updated Detailed Design) 

Pointing accuracy (25 arc-sec (3 )} 
Field-of-view (Telescope opening and cryo-cooler opening} 
Scientific Payload mass { 13.7 kg. with contingency } , geometry, volume 
(See Appendices G and H) 
Mission life { 1 year) 
Orbit altitude (785km), Eccenhicity {O), Right Ascension of Ascending 
Node {6  P.M.), and inclination {98.6 degrees (Sun-synchronous)} 
Reliability {Within low-cost AMSAT approach) 

S t a  3: MOST Svstems Reauirements 

Power requirement {Maximum power of 4OW} 
Communication requirements (LE0 Science Data Tramfer} 
Propulsion requirements {none} 
S tmcture {Less than 20% of total MOST mass, Maximum mass of about 
50kg.) 
Thermal {Low cost passive control whenever possible, seek ideal 
temperature profile for criticai parts such as batteries, telescope, OBC, 
etc.) 
Attitude Control {Pointing Accuracy of 25 arc-sec (3 B )} 



Step 4: MOST Structure Sub-System Requirements and DesiAm Constraints 

3 Mass Budget Allocation {See Appendices H. 1, H.2, and H.3) 
> Launch vehicle {Delta II} : 

Primary or secondary payload {Secondary payload} 
Available volume envelope {See Figure 1.4) 
Allowable mass vs. centre of mass {CM within 2.5m.m of PAA ring 
centreline, See appendix F.4) 
Constrained Vibration (1" natural fiequency above 50Hz} 
Sustain Launch Loads ( log combined loads (3 axes simultaneously)} 
Potential corrosion at the launch site {Matenal selection only from MIL- 
HDBK-5G and found in list 1 of MSFC-SPEC-522B, See Appendix E) 
Safety {No test requirement: Safety factor of 1.65 on yield strength, and a 
safety factor of 2.00 on ultimate strength and other flight conditions) 

> Other Design Requirements: 
Low-cost AMSAT approach (Including use of COTS parts) 
Transportation and manipulation between the assembly and launch sites 
{negligible ) 
Ease of manufacturing 
Modular (Use of the proven spaceflight tray stack prirnary structure 
heritage from AMSAT and the Surrey Space Centre) 
Ease of integration for assembly and disassembly for testing purposes 
Thermal properties {Meet ideal temperature requirements for each tray} 
Electrical conductivity {Ground for electrical cornponents) 

1.6.1 MOST Structural Requirements - A Summary 

The steps described above clearly outline the structural design requirements. As 

observed, most of these s t n i c ~ a l  requirements and constraints are a function of the 

launch vehicle. These requirements and constraints cm be summarised as follows: 

3 The total mass of the structure subsystem shall not exceed 20% of the total 
mass of the spacecraft. 

3 Requirements imposed on a secondary payload onboard a Delta II launch 
vehicle: 
a Allowable mass vs. centre of mass {CM shall Lie within 2.5mm of PAA 

ring centreline, See appendix F.4) 
Constrained Vibration (1" natural fkequency shall be above 50Hz) 

a Sustain Launch Loads (The structure shall be designed to sustain log 
combined loads (3 axes simuitaneously)} 

a Safety {No test requirement: Safety factor of 1.65 on yield strength, and a 
safety factor of 2.00 on ultimate strength and other night conditions} 



3 Other Structurai Requirements: - The structure shall be designed to sustain al1 transportation loads and shall 
provide support points for easy manipulation of the spacecraft 

3 Constraints imposed on a secondary payload onboard a Delta II launch 
vehicle: 

Available volume envelope {See Figure 1.4) 
r Potential corrosion at the launch site {Materid selection only fiom MIL- 

HDBK-5G and found in list 1 of MSFC-SPEC-522B, See Appendix E) - The stnicture should be modular and easy to manufacture 
The structure should facilitate inkgration of ail parts - The structure should be electrically conductive 

1.7 MOST Worst Case Loading Environment - Structural Analysis Requirements 

The previous section leads to the layout of the structural analysis requirernents, as 

imposed by the Delta II Secondary Payload Planner's Guide[59] [60]. The tray stack 

primary structure inherently satisfies some of the requirements: ease of manufacturing, 

ease of assembly and integration, and modularity. Good electrical conductivity mainly 

depends on the matenal, and hence, it is not the benefit of the tray stack design, as is 

commonly believed. The tray stack design's electrical conductivity is generally quite 

unpredictable. The choice of Aluminum, in the case of MOST, helps with conductivity 

within the tray however. 

The objective of the analyses is to show that the structure is able to sustain loads 

expected d u ~ g  al1 mission phases with suffkient margin of safety. To be able to 

achieve that objective and to prove the MOST structural design reliable, the analysis 

requirements must be well defined. 

The first key requirement that must be venfied is the allowable mass as a h c t i o n  

of the centre of mass location nom the PAA ring centreline. For a SOkg spacecraft, the 

maximum allowable centre of mass offset in the x -direction (refer to Figure 1.2 and 

Figure 1.3) is 165 millimetres. This figure assumes that the centre of mass lies exactly on 

the PAA centreline. 

Moreover, at separation 6om the launch vehicle, angular rates are induced as a 

fûnction of the centre of mass offset h m  the PAA centreline in the y -zplane. The 

static irnbalance for MOST shaiî be minirnised to reduce îumbling at separation to a 

minimum. The tip-off requirement set for MOST shaii be enforced by featuring a centre 



of m a s  within 2.5 mm of the PAA centreline in the y -zplane. Typical mean tip-off 

rates increase by about 2O/sec per 2.5mm CM offset [59]. 

The analysis can be conducted only once the CM offset issues are resolved. The 

most severe loads are well known to occur during launch. Hence, the launch vehicle 

determines d l  the structurai analysis conducted herein. The main loads sustained by the 

spacecraft during launch include linear acceleration loads, acoustic loads, shock, and 

vibrations. Some lateral acceleration loads are also transmitted during launch due to 

vehicle manoeuvres and wind gusts. 

As outlined previously, MOST will be launched as a secondary payload on the 

Boeing Delta Dl vehicle. Appendix G presents important tables and figures taken from 

the Secondary Payload Planner's Guide[59]. 

The fint analysis to be conducted is to account for the maximum acceleration of 

the launch vehicle. The engine thmst imparts a linear acceleration for each stage as fuel 

is burned. The ascending acceleration is usually at its peak at the end of the first-stage 

burn. The maximum acceleration load for the Delta II vehicle is around 6.3g. 

However, a log load is to be used for analysis. This load features a built-in safety 

factor set by the Boeing Company to account for the worst possible case. The log load 

must also act at the centre of mass in three axes simultaneously. Additionally, a safety 

factor of 2.00 on the ultimate strength and 1.65 on the yield strength of al1 materials must 

be specified for structures verified by analysis only, which is the case for MOST. 

The engine noise reflected off the ground also generates loads. These acoustic 

loads are the main source of random vibration at lift-off. The noise during the transonic 

tlight also induces random vibrations. Appendix F.8 presents a graph of the design-level 

acoustic environments for different launch vehicles. 

The main vibrations originate fiom the propulsion engine and are transmitted 

structurally to the spacecraft through the PAA. Aerodynamic buffeting will aiso induce 

vibrations but are often neglected in spacecraft design as their influence is negligible 

when compared to al l  other launch loads. The second analysis to be conducted is a 

vibration analysis for the constrained case of MOST ngidly attached to the launch vehicle 

through the PAA. Transmitted vibration through the payload aitachment fitting (PAF) 



can be sinusoidal or random. Acoustic vibrations are also transmitted to the spacecraft 

through air within the f a i ~ g .  The constrained spacecrafi must not have natural 

fie quencies within frequenc y ranges speci fied b y the launch vehic le. For spacecraft with 

a f h t  natural frequency of 50Hz or greater, a coupled loads analysis is not required[59]. 

Secondary payloack must dso avoid the 32-36Hz natural fkequency range in the case of a 

secondary payload launch on the Delta II vehicle. Hence, the worst case k t  natural 

fkequency of MOST must lie above 50Hz. That limiting case is based on the fact that no 

coupled loads analysis shall be necessary in order to comply with the lowîost 

philosophy while still getting the MOST spacecraft approved for launch by the Boeing 

authorities. 

Obviously, the safer analysis approach used herein means that MOST'S mass will 

not be optimum since the design is based on larger safety factors. Safety factors can only 

be reduced if real hardware testing is executed. This highlights the main tradeoffs 

between the cost of testing and minimishg stnictural mas,  and the cost savings of not 

testing but accepting non-optimal structural mass. The safety factors used for the 

analyses conducted also satisfies the NASA standard requirements[65]. 

Finally, shock loads will be induced in many ways during launch. These shock 

events include main engine ignition, staging, fairing jettison, and payload sepration. 

The maximum flight level shock response spectrum for the Delta II vehicle is shown in 

Appendix F.7. Shock load analysis inherently involves a complex non-linear dynamic 

behaviour assessment. This is beyond the scope of this work. However, a static load 

equivalent to the maximum dynamic shock load expected was applied through the PAA 

centreline and showed large safety margins. 

1.8 MOST Finite Element Design Methodology 

The methodology of this work is based on an iterative design process. Figure 1.1 

shows a generic small satellite iterative design loop that was applied to the MOST 

mission. Three levels of analyses were conducted. First, component level analyses were 

performed mainly to assess for the response to vibration excitation of critical parts such 

as printed-circuit boards (PCB). Second, analyses at the sub-assembly level were 



completed to assess for the effect of comecting PCB and other lumped masses to the tray 

structure. Finally, the main analyses outlined in Section 1.6 were conducted at the 

spacecraft assembly level to assess the overall behaviours of the MOST structure. These 

analyses are presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In addition, Chapter 4 presents hand 

calculations and theoretical work that were completed to size the MOST tie rods, again 

by using static Ioads equivalent to the dynamic launch loads. Fhally, the effect of 

temperature gradients on stresses and deflections was investigated. Design 

recommendations are outlined in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 where appropriate. 

To begin our journey, a preliminary finite element mode1 was constructed from 

the preliminary design drawings. Then, design recommendations were suggested based 

on the analysis results and the design was modified accordingly. This design iterative 

process can go on forever. However, two milestones were set to evaluate and judge if a 

suitable design satisfjing al1 requirements and constraints was reached: the preliminary 

and cntical design reviews. 

The preliminary analyses, as described in detail in Chapter 3, showed satisfactory 

performance results. From the preliminary design, a detailed design mode1 based on the 

most recent detailed design drawhgs was constnicted and analysed again by finite 

element methods. Again, the same iterative process took place, producing a better 

structure at each step. The more detailed structural analysis results are presented in 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, and showed satisfactory structural performance too. Design 

recommendations are made therein to reduce the mass of the bus structure accordingly. 

The quality assurance and reliability issues arising from the extensive use of finite 

element methods were assessed and will be further described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

1.9 Existing Bus Structure Concepts and Their Application to the MOST Mission 

Many organisations, including AMSAT and Surrey Satellite Technology Limited 

(SSTL) (See Chapter l), have successfblly designed and manufactured smaU satellite bus 

structures pnor to the MOST effort. The following subsections evaluate each type of 

satellite structural concept. This summary is intended to aid the design of firme 

microsatellite missions after MOST. 



1.9.1 Tray Design 

L 

Figure 1.5: Tray Stack Concept (8-Tie Rods Configuration) 

The modular tray stack concept has been used extensively in the past. It was 

mostiy developed by the University of Surrey under the influence of AMSAT designs. 

This structural concept features many advantages: ease of manufacturing, modularity. and 

ease of integration for assembly and disassembly. The spaceflight heritage of the 

AMSAT and SSTL and subsequently other commercial organisations is aiso an important 

point in favour of the tray stack design. The stiffhess of the tray stack is remarkably high 

when the Payload Adapter Assembly (PAA) is fixed at its bottom (at one end of the 

stack), thereby transforming the structure into a strong cantilever bearn. However, there 

is a price to be paid in tems of mas .  The minimum thickness of the tray walls is of the 

order of 1 .jmm to avoid manufacturing problems. However, the overall benefits of such 

a modular primary structure in many cases supersede al1 other penalties for a microsat 

design. 

1.9.2 Trusses, Skin-Frames or Chassis Design 

I I 

Figure 1.6: TNSS~S, Sm-Frames or Chassis Concept[581 



Trusses in large space structures have been used extensively in the pst .  Large 

spacecraft sustain much larger loads and the use of a tray stack would increase the mass 

significantly. The modularity and ease of assembly advantages of a tray stack for srnall 

spacecraft become inelevant when the overall mass of a large spacecrafl cornes into play. 

Hence, the tradeoff between total mass, overall stifiess, modularity, and ease of 

assembly appears to be quite different for different spacecraft sizes. Indeed, these 

difierences are mainly a function of the geometry (size) and materials used. 

On the other hand, if the only design constraint was mass, i.e. the modularity and 

ease of integration did not matter; small spacecraft would definitely benefit from the 

tnisses and skin-frames concepts. The chassis design can be made much lighter than the 

tray stack by simple geometrical arrangements and triangulation. However, the 

modularity, ease of assembly, and component number of such a structure becorne larger 

issues for small spacecraft. Furthemore, the large number of electronic and electrical 

connections in a smail spacecraft assembly couid easily lead to failures, especially since 

electronic component testing might require cable discomection and recomection or even 

pnnted-circuit board (PCB) replacement. One key factor to understand is that truss 

structures can be made somewhat modular in the case of large spacecraft since the larger 

tniss and skin components can be assernbled in a modular way. Sirnilar modularity is 

quite difficult to attain for the case of small tmss structures, as the components cannot be 

broken d o m  easily. Moreover, the number of small components generated and the 

associated high design tolerances become main issues. These reasons coupled with cost 

restrictions and short design schedules usually rule out the truss concept for most small 

spacecraft missions. 

1.9.3 Monocoque Cyünder Design 

Figure 1.7: Monocoque Cyiinder Concept[SB] 



The monocoque or semi-monocoque cylinder feanires extremely hi& stifiess to 

weight ratio. However, integration, assembly, and electrical conductivity become serious 

issues. This structure concept is therefore sometimes suitable for large spacecraft but 

defhitely not an option for small spacecraft and microsats. 

1.10 Exploring Different Geometrical Forms 

Figure 1.8: Basic Geometrical Forms 

As highlighted in section 1.8. the tray stack concept is rnost suitable for small 

satellite applications. However. the basic geometry of the tray stack cross-section c m  be 

built From many different forms. Figure 1 .8 presents five primary geometrical forms that 

can potentially be used as structural building blocks. The square. or one of its 

derivatives. the rectangle, was extensively used in the past becausc of easy PCB 

intepration. However. easy integration of slightly smaller PCBs can be mounted in al1 

other cross-sectional geometries presented in Figure 1.8. except for the triangular shape. 

The geometry influences bending stiffness. torsional stiffness. and the fmt naniral 

frequency of vibration. The effects were investigated for the case of cantilevered bearns 

with equal masses but different cross-sectional forms. as it is an excellent and quick way 

of obtaining usefùl f'îst approximations. The following properties were used: 

Cross-sectional area (Taken from a typical MOST tray stack): 2 150 mm' 
Wall thickness: 1 Smm 
Beam length: 600mm 
AI-606 1 -T6 Material Pro~erties: 

Total massof 5.13kg 

The influence of bending stiffness c m  be investigated analytically. The 

E 
69.0 GPa 

maximum shear mess obviously occurs at the neutral axis and tends to zero at the top and 

6, 

275 MPa 

P 

2715 kdm' 1 
?c 

26.2 MPa 

v 

0.33 
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bottom along the Line of symmetry of the thin-walled cross-section (for the case of a 

vertical load F acting along the line of symmetry, See Figure 1.9). 

Figure 1.9: Neutra1 axes and line of symmetry of the geometrical cross-sections 

The bending stiffness of a beam is lcnown to be invenely proportional to the 

second moment of area opposing the bending moment. Equation 1.1 expresses the 

vertical displacement 6 along the length L under the action of a bending moment M . 

ML' 
(Equation 1.1) 

.......... -1--1-- 2EI 

- - 

Figure 1.10: Cantilevered beam analysis 

Preliminary investigation using the primitive geometrical foms shown in Figure 

1.9 proved the circular shape to feature the highest bending stif'fhess. Table 1.1 presents 

results comparing the bending stiffkess using the strong side of a rectangular cross- 

section as the basis. Ali cantilevered beams of length L featured the same mass and 

same wall thickness of 1.5rn.m. The ratio of sides for the rectangle was of 1.5 (typical 

tray side ratio). The hexagonal and circular forms feature the best bending stifhess. 

Fonn 1 Bending Stifiess Ratio 1 
Rectangle (weak) 1 0.348 
Triangle 0.599 1 
Square 1 0.674 1 
Pentagon 0.721 
Hexagon 0.749 
Circle 0.819 
Rectangle (strong) 1 1 .O00 I 
Table 1.1: Comparative bending stinness for the geometrical forms investigated 



A similar investigation using the same primitive geometrical foms shown in 

Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 proved the circular and hexagonal cross-sections to feature the 

highest torsional stifiess too. Table 1.2 presents results comparing the torsional stiffness 

constant computed in by the 1-DEASTM, and using the circular cross-section as the basis. 

- 

Torsional Stifiess ~ a t i o  -1 

Table 1.2: Comparative torsional stiffness for the geometrical forms investigated 

Finally, investigation using the sarne primitive geometrical forms shown in Figure 

1.8 and Figure 1.9 proved the circular and hexagonal cross-sections to feature the highest 

fint natural kequency of vibration. Table 1.3 presents results comparing the fust natural 

frequency of vibration using the circular cross-section as the basis. 

Triangle 
Pentagon 

Table 1.3: Comparative 1" natural frequency for the geometrical forms 

Hexagon 
Circle 

inves tigated 

,. 

0.975 
1 .O00 

These cnide bearn approximations of a tray stack bending stiffness, torsionai 

stifiess, and natural frequency response serve a usefûl purpose. The results obtained 

shall guide designers at the conceptual design phase in ternis of basic structural 

geornetrical forms to be used. Although they feature the best structural properties, 

circuiar shapes are usually not suitable, especially in the case of small satellite packaging 

requiring integration of typical PCB square-like cross-sections. However, the hexagonal 

f o m  combines both excellent packaging capability and excellent structural properties. 

0.937 
0,974 



Hence, the hexagonal form is strongly recommended to serve as a basis for the next 

generation of tray stack cross-sections. 



Chapter 2 

MOST Preliminary Design: Structural Analysis 

This chapter presents MOST'S preliminary design structural anaiysis results and 

the subsequent design recommendations. The analyses performed were based on the 

Phase A Report [61] and were conducted from January through June 1999. The main 

results are based on PCB analysis, a vibration sensitivity analysis to seek optimum size of 

shell elements to be used in later detailed analyses, a shell thickness vibration analysis. a 

plate-stiffener analysis. a laminate definition reliability check, and the determination of 

the PAA location from a rough spacecrafi level analysis. 

2.1 MOST Phase A 1611 Structural Design Report and Assumptions 

The preliminary design structurai anaiysis included herein is based on the MOST 

Phase A Report. The following information was used from the Phase A Report: 

Secondary payload on a Delta II Launch Vehicle 
1 -year science mission 
AMSAT design approach 
Stackof 10trays 
Dimensions = 2 5 4 m  x 586mm x 628mm 
No Detailed Drawings Available (At preliminary stage ody) 
Mass = 48.8kg 

Sub-system 
Structure 
Power 
Telemetry & Telecommand 
ACS 

Thermal Control 0.6 
Instrument (Total) 7.4 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - 

II 

Phase A Evpected Satellite M a s  1 48.8 
Table 2.1 Mass Allocation from the Phase A Report [611 



2.2 MOST Structural Design Objectives 

The main structural requirernents were presented in Chapter 1. For satellites, a 

well built structure usually consists of components that make up less than 20% of the 

total spacecraft mass. Hence the main structural design objectives can be simply stated 

as follows: 

(1) Satisfy al1 structurai requirements imposed by the launch vehicle and other 
environments taking into consideration the safety factors and margins of 
safcg (Sec Section 1.6.1 for details) 

(2) Ensure that the total mass of the structure sub-system components be less than 
20% of the total spacecraft mass 

2 3  MOST Preliminary Design Analyses 

Analyses were performed to answer the following questions: 

Is the PAA and the CG alignment within the launch vehicle allowable range? 

Analysis: CG of preliminary 2-D Shell elernents mode1 

How shall PCBs be attached to tray bottoms to comply with launch vibration 

requirements? 

0 Analysis: PCB Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Model) 

r Andysis: Tray & PCB Sub-Assembly Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Model) 

What is the optimum tray bottom thickness? 

Analysis: Tray Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Model) 

Analysis: Plate Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Model & Analytical Solution) 

How does mass distribution affect naturd Frequency response? 

Andysis: Lumped mass distribution (1-D FE Model & Analytical Solution) 

Is there a need for stiffenen on the bottorn of the trays? 

Analysis: Tray Constrained Vibration (3-D FE Model) 

Analysis: Plate Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Mode1 & Analytical Solution) 

What are the recornrnended solar panel thickness and laminate specifications? 

Analysis: Panel Cantilever Analysis (2-D FE Model) 

Analysis: Panel Consuained Vibration (2-D FE Model) 

0 Andysis: Panel Axial Acceleration Load (2-D FE Model) 



7) 1s there a need for a honeycomb panel telescope enclosure? 

Analysis: Discussion with experienced engineers 

8) Will the spacecnft satisS, d l  stnictural requirements? 

Analysis: Spacecraft Constrained Vibration (1-D FE Model Modal Analysis) 

Anaiysis: Spacecraft Constrained Vibration (2-D FE Model Modal Analysis) 

Analysis: Spacecraft Acceleration Launch Loads (2-D FE Model) 

2.1 Finite Element Modei Approximation Solutions riad Pithils 

When anaiysing displacements and stresses of a domain in real life engineering 

applications. engineers are often confionted with differential or integral rquations that 

cannot be solved in closed fonn using classical approaches. They are forced io use 

numerical methods to obtain approximate solutions. These approximate numerical 

methods always involve discretization of the system at hand into srnaller elements. 

Hence. it is important to highlight the source of errors and pitfalls inherent to finite 

element modelling methods. One important fact highlighted in the introduction of this 

work is that these rnethods will only approximate solutions of partial-differentiai 

equations. The errors are therefore errors with respect to the PDE's exact solution and 

not erron with respect to the real problem at hand. Of course, this work assumes that the 

PDE solutions are fairly good approximations of the real spacecraft's behaviours. This 

intrinsic assurnption is lefl for philosophical discussions that are beyond the scope of this 

work. However, they mark an important touchstone for the work which can and should 

be done in Future studies. Of course, practising engineers are mostly interested in good 

enough answers that are conservative representations of the real phenornenon. Xowever. 

one could argue that the aerospace industry would benefit immensely from research 

allowing safety factors to be reduced and leading to major mass swings. It is cornmonly 

acknowledged that mass is one of the primary factor used to perform a mission cost 

and ysis. 



FEM Source of Errors: 

a) Discretization enor: errors due to approximation of the domain. 

Discretization error may be reduced by grid refinement. This can be achieved by 

using more elements of the same type but of smaller size or by using elements of a 

different type. The tradeoff here is between the number of elements, the type of elements 

(rectangular, triangular, etc.), and the formulation used to capture the stress gradient 

across each element. The structural engineers must ensure that the combination of the 

number, type. and formulation of element will provide accurate results. 

b) Formulation error: errors due to approximation of the element behaviour. 

If we mode1 a prismatic bar under constant tensile load, the actual displacement 

varies linearly over the discretized domain. Hence, such elements of the discretized 

domain would contain no formulation error if we assumed a linear displacement 

formulation for those elements. However, if the same bar was cantilevered. then the 

actual displacements would Vary quadratically and formulation error would exist for the 

same linear displacement formulation assumption. 

c) Boundary Conditions error: mors  due to modelling of boundaries. 

These mors can usudly be kept to a minimum by simply adding more nodes and 

elements at the physical boundary. The constra.int equations are obviously very 

important and will influence the results. In that respect, the results feature high 

sensitivity to the applied constraints and shdl therefore be given much attention. 

d) NumeRcal error: errors due to use of finite precision arithrnetic. 

These mors are sirnply the consequence of truncation during floating-point 

computations and errors associated with numerical integration procedures. These are 

usually very smail errors when compared with formulation errors in a well-designed 

h i t e  element program. These numerical errors are assumed to be negligible when using 

MSCMASTRAN and 1-DEAS structurai analysis packages. MSCMASTRAN numencal 

methods have been well documented by CafFiey[66]. 

FEM General Steps: 

Al1 finite element methods feature the same general steps. nie main differences 

between commercial packages such as ANSYS, 1-DEAS, MSCMASTRAN, ALGOR, 



etc., are the visual interface, and the reliability and robustness of their solver. The 

following are the general steps taken to analyse a real system: 

il 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

De fine Geometry 

Define Matenal Properties 

Meshing : 

+ Discretization of the domain 

+ Element type (Formulation of the domain) 

Apply Boundary Conditions 

+ Apply Displacement Constraints 

+ Apply Loads (Extemai Force, Bending Moment and Torque) 

+ De fine time varying domain 

Solve the discretized domain: Run program (Numerical error) 

Post-processing and Analysis of generated results (Requires interpretation by the 

structural engineer) 

FEM Requirements for Accuracy: (Strongly depends on two conditions) 

1- The equations of equilibrium must be satisfied throughout the model 

2- Compatibility or continuity of displacements must be maintained throughout the 

model. 

The work included herein is based on commercial package results and assumes 

that those two hndarnental conditions are met. 

FEM Requirements for Convergence: 

1 - The elements must be complete 

The shape fiction must be a complete polynomial. Must not omit linear or 

constant tenns, Say in a quadratic polynomial. 

2- The elements must be compatible 

Continuity of displacements must be assured throughout the discretized model. 

3- The elements must be capable of representing rigid-body motion and constant strain 

For 2D and 3D elasticity problems, at least a complete linear polynomial must be 

used to describe the displacement field to insure rigid-body motion and constant strain 

representation. For shell elernents, constant strain implies constant cwature and 



constant twist. Moreover, some shell elements cannot represent rigid-body motion. One 

should be careful in choosing the appropriate element type. 

FE Modeline Recommendations: 

From the expenence gained through previous structural analysis work, and fiom 

general recommendations by Bathe[67], Brenner[68], and Burnett[69], the following list 

of FE rnodelling recomrnendations are followed throughout this work: 

1 - Avoid abnipt transitions in element size and geornetry 

E 
Limit the change in element stiffhess (approximated by -, where Y, is the 

v, 
volume of the element) fiom one element to the next to roughly a factor of 3. 

2- Avoid unnecessary element inegdarity 

+ Keep aspect ratio less than 10: 1 

+ Intenor angles of quadrilaterals should not exceed ljûO and should not be less than 30" 

+ Mid-side nodes on quadratic elements should be within the middle third of the edge 

3- Maintain compatibility between elements 

Make sure the edge of d l  connected elements feature sarne formulation so that no 

loss of compatibility is incurred under distortion 

4- Use fine mesh only in regions of expected high stress gradient or stress concentration 

5- Exploit symmetry in the geometry and loads of the physical system to build the 

smallest reasonable model 

2.5 1-DE AS^" Finite Element Mode1 Software Package 

A cornplete license of the 1-DE AS^' Version 6A software is used by 

UTIASISFL. Hence, the I - D E A S ~ ~  finite element solver was extensively used 

throughout this work for vibration and structural load anaiysis. Relying solely on finite 

element analysis is considered quite risky. However, following good finite element 

procedures as outiined in Section 2.4, performing FE model sensitivity analysis and 

convergence check, and obtaining rough hand calcuiation shall provide accurate results. 

The ma& formations and equations solver used within the 1-DE AS^ software is 

assurned to be reliable. The MSCMASTRAN software was also used as secondary check 



as it is a time-proven software that is being used by many aerospace companies and other 

industries as well. Of course, running the exact same mode1 does not guarantee that the 

model is a good representation of the real system's behaviours. The sensitivity analyses 

and convergence checks combined with some hand calculation give a better indication of 

the accuracy of the model. 

However, for complex spacecraft structures such as MOST, or for any cornplex 

structures, it is impossible to actually come up with an alternative solution to verifi the 

results. Any other reasonably accurate solution would lead back to the use of tinitc 

element methods. There is just no way around that problem. As a result. extensive 

sensitivity analyses and convergence checks are performed. The 1-DEAS results 

presented herein have dl been through these five checkpoints: 

(1)  Hand calculation approximation (whenever possible) 

(2) Finite Element Modelling Recommendations and Procedures (see Section 2.4) 

(3) Sensitivity analysis (materials properties or shell thickness varied) 

(4) Convergence check (element size, type, or formulation varied) 

( 5 )  MSC/NASTRAN results cornparison (whenever appropriate) 

2.6 Preliminary 1-D Beam Mode1 Analysis 

The first analysis to be performed is usually a back of the envelope calculation 

used to get a feeling of what is expected. A 1-D beam analysis that features a continuous 

tray stack cross-section clamped at the PAA location and featuring the total mass of the 

spacecraft, with rigid links between the tray stack and the instrument's lumped masses. is 

expected to give a good idea of the range of the constnined fiequencies of vibration of 

the bus structure. Obviously, this preliminary analysis cannot be used to orient the design 

and certainly not give accurate component level indications. However, the first naturai 

frequency of vibration of the 1-D bearn and lurnped masses assembiy of 343Hz obtained 

clearly indicates that the spacecrafl bus assembly is rigid enough to avoid the principal 

launch load vibration regime. This quick analysis does not provide any sub-assernbly or 

components level information where the problems are expected to occur. There is also a 

huge difference between a continuous beam and a tray stack held together by tie rods. 

This anaiysis does not capture any design details and therefore a 2-D shell element 



analysis was conducted to obtain accurate component level, sub-assembly level, and 

spacecraft level results (see Section 2.7) 

2.6.1 Analytical Solution of MOST Structure (1-D Bernoulli-Euler Beam Solution) 

The bus structure c m  be roughly modelled as a cantilevered beam OF half the total 

ûay stack length. The fixed boundary condition simulates the PAA plate. Of course, this 

1-D Bernoulli-Euler beam analysis is to be taken as an indication of the natural 

Frequencies that is expected. The theoretical value of 354Hz was found as an 

approximate Euler beam solution using Blevins formula [70] for cantilevered beams. 

The moment of inertia was computed for a 300mm by Z 4 m m  thin-walled box of 1 .hm 

thickness. The length of the beam was taken as 314mm which is half the tray stack 

length. The total tray stack mass was 24.4kg, which is half the spacecraft expected mass. 

This gives a good indication that the bus as a whole can sustain the vibration loads. 

Obviously, the 2rnm thick bottom of the tray plates will have excitation modes Far below 

the 354Hz computed for the Euler beam. These component level problems need to be 

looked at duough a more rigorous 2-D shell model analysis and verified by analytical 

solutions from Blevins [70]. 

2.62 1-D FE Analysis of MOST (1-DE AS^" Timoshenko's Solution) 

A FE model equivalent to the 1-D beam analysis was constmcted in I-DEAS*! 

However. a slightly different result was obtained. The FE first natural frequency 

response for the equivaient beam was found at 343.5Hz. The difference between the 

analytical result presented in Section 3.6.1 and the FE result was expected since the 1- 

DE AS^ solver is based on Timoshenko's beam solution, which takes into consideration 

warp effects for thin-walled beam structures which, in tum, lead to a lower fiequency as 

shown. In any case, even the more conservative Timoshenko's solution is way above the 

50Hz lirnit set forward by the Delta II launch vehicle. Hence, the bus tray stack h e  is 

believed to act as a rigid structure. The design problems shall be found at the sub- 

assembly or component levels, which requires a more accurate 2-D FEA. 



2.7 Preliminary 2-D Finite Element Mode1 Analysis 

As one can expect, 1-D structural beam and lumped mass aoalysis is quite useful 

to obtain rough estimates but cannot provide enough insight for design recommendations. 

Hence, 2-D shell element models need to be constructed in order to obtain satisfactory 

results. Al1 preliminary 2-D FE models constmcted between January and June 1999 were 

based on the Phase A Report[6l]. Many analyses were conducted and only those that are 

of value. in tems of guiding the final detailed design recommendations, are presented in 

this chapter. The updated detailed 2-D models constmcted after the preliminq design 

review (PDR) are presented in Chapter 3. 

2.7.1 Rectangular Plate: Analytical Results (Blevins [70]) vs. 1-DEAS FEM Results 

Bottom Tray Plate (AI-6061-T6) 

O o. 5 1 1.5 2 2s 

Plate Thickness (mm) 

Figure 2.1 Bottom Tray Plate 1" Natural Frequency Response 

The k t  design parameters that can be varied within the tray stack primary 

structure are the thicknesses of the tray walls and tray bottom. Many scholars have 

looked at the vibration problem of membranes and thin plates [71] [72] [73] 1741. Hence. 



analyticd solutions are readily available for different boundary conditions. An analytical 

solution was found in Blevins [70] for the case of a thin plate constrained dong ail 4 side 

edges: 

h = Plate thickness 
a = Plate length 
y =  p * h 3 Mass per unit area 
v = Poisson's ratio 
E = Modulus of elasticity 

" . [  "3 ]"' 
f;, =x 

2m 12y(l- v')  

1 5 = Dimensionless Frequency parameter (a function of the edge boundary conditions) 1 
1, = Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3.1 is a plot of the first naturd frequency results obtained for two different 

boundary conditions (clamped edges with 4, = 25 and simply supported edges 

withn2 r 15.42 ) and for the FE bonom tray shell element results. The FE fiequencies 

are expected to lie between the two analyticd solutions as the reai constraint for the 

bottorn plate of the tray is not exactly clamped, although very close, as one side rests on 

the side walls of the adjacent tray. The FE results tend toward the clamped boundary 

andyticd results, which confirms that the cdges are definitely not simply supported. The 

results obtained fiom the 1-DEAS tray bottom mode1 featuring a frequency distribution 

between the two analytical sets of results and closer to the clamped results are therefore 

satisfactory. The number of elements was varied fiom 24 to 2400 (See 1-DEAS curve in 

Figure 2.1). The points on the curve for the different number of elements show 

convergence for al1 plate thicknesses investigated. These anaiyticd and FE results 

effectively show that we do not need stiffeners, as a 1 . h m  thick plate would have a first 

natural f?equency lying between 150Hz (edges simply supported) and 225Hz (edges 

clamped). This excitation frequency range is far above the 50Hz set forward by the Delta 

II Secondary Payload. Hence, mass can be saved by not adding stiffeners to the end of 

the bottom plate of the trays. 

An optimisation routine would be required to find the optimum tray bottom 

thickness and material. Assuming that duminurn (AI-6061-T6) is the preferred material, 

the optimum thickness should be around Imm. However, because the tray will be 

manufactured out of a single aluminurn block, manflacturing vibration problems could 

occur. For that reason, a bottom thickness of 1Smm is recommended. This would 



ensure no vibration failure at manufachiring (during machining of the alurninum block), 

and obviously during launch (first natural fkequency above 150 Hz). 

2.7.2 2-D FE Aoalysis of PCB (Component Level) 

The vibration analysis of the PCB was performed using 1-DEASTM software. The 

Lanczos method[67] was used to compute the 10 first natural frequencies of the PCB 

model. The purpose of the Lanczos method is to compute a relatively few number of 

eigenvalue and eigenvector pairs for a mode1 defined by a large number of degrees of 

fieedom. The Lanczos method was found to be the quickest. It is also a proven method 

extensively used for determining the first natural fiequency for systems with a large 

number of degrees of fieedom. 

The boundary conditions were varied in order to explore different attachrnent 

alternatives or different attachent concepts. Black dots were added to show the pin 

locations (see Figure 2.2). Many options were considered. Attaching the PCB to the tray 

bottom to obtain fiequencies above 5OHz was demonstrated to be possible even without 

using a cross stiffener at the back of the PCB. Using spacers disaibuted symrnetrically to 

pin down the PCB to the bonom of the tray was found to be the lightest option while still 

featuring large margins of safety. The pin concept leads to an infinite number of possible 

strategies. Many pin arrangements and many spacer configurations were tested to obtain 

the highest fiequency with the srnallest number of spacers or pins possible. The best 

option is shown in Figure 2.2(C). The analysis assumes small PCB displacements 

because the tray stack, made out of aluminurn, is expected to take most of the loads. The 

small deformation assumption holds provided that shell element stresses are largely 

below the aluminum yield point. As shown later in Chapter 3, the margins of safety 

obtained vaiidate the assumption made. Within the small deformation theory, it can also 

be assurned that the PCB material, being an orthotropic matenal, will behave as a quasi- 

isotropic material. 

PCB material quasi-isotropie properties and thickness used for analysis[76] : 

E m  

13.79 GPa 

v~~ 

0.12 

t ,  

0.83mm 

p, (Including mass of typical electronic components) 

5757.4 kg/m' 



Mass of PCB model = 0.5 168 kg 
~oundaxy conditions: The model is pinned at different locations on its contour and 
around the middle of the plate (See black dots on PCB's of Figure 2.2). 

(F) 16 pins, 2 stiffeners + 245.222 Hz 
r 

(G) 19 pins + 249.373 Hz 
iH 

(D) 17 pins + 193.825 Hz 
Figure 2.2 PCB Vibration Analysis Results 



The best PCB attachent setup is the 12-pin configuration (Figure 2.2C). It 

features the highest ratio of fiequency to number of pins, which is a good indicator of the 

pin arrangement dynamitai effectiveness (See Table 2.2). The fm natural frequency of 

17 1.1507Hz is far above the launch critical fiequency of 50Hz. Another handy feature of 

the diamond shape central configuration is that it leaves much space for electronic 

components. Hence this configuration is recomrnended to mount the PCB onto the tray 

bottom. 

II I 1 

Table 2.2 Ratio f-) for al1 PCB Options Presented 
# Plns 

2.7.3 2-D FE Analysis of PCB Mounted in a Tray (Sub-Assembly Level) 

-1 I -  b ;  i - ~ t r . a - . ;  
a ,  * ~ . . m % r  
ti~~.aar c *m * n.x u r -rra 
an7~-~5 I .  v c ..-O L . a t m m r  L 
C g :  .WC 9 - n l  i 
Il* C1i' 5: .T i .  i W..= Ci 9 .,.CI . . - L? .,, -* 

I 1 
Figure 2.3 Tray and PCB Preiiminary Design Sub-Assembly 

Preliminary 2-D Shell Elements Tray and PCB Sub-Assembly Model Description: 
Cross-section: 25 1 mm wide x 300mm high with a wall thickness of I . h m  

0 Material: Ai-606 1 -T65 1 A (material properties taken from MIL-HDBK-5[77]) 
Boundary condition: Clamped edges and 8 corners to account for presence of tie rods 
and other trays walls 
Rigid elements used to attach the PCB to the tray bottom (See best configuration in 
section 2.7.2, 13-pins mounts) 
Total mass: 1.58kg 



Elements: Shell elements of 1 . h m  thick (tray walls) and 2.0mm thick (tray bottom) 

The tray bottom wails were set to 2.0mm thick in order to increase the safety 

margins. However, it is undentood that the optimum design would feature 1 . 5 m  thick 

tray bottoms. 

A constrained vibration anaiysis was performed. The fint naturai frequency of 

vibration was found to be 288Hz. Again, this preiiminary frequency result will only be 

usehii for asessinp convergence of the detailed design mode1 presented in Chapter 1. 

However, one important conclusion c m  be drawn: no stiffeners were used and the high 

frequency result obtained indicates that there is no need to add stiffenen to the bottorn of 

the trays. 

2.7.4 2-D FE Laminate Solar Panel Analysis 

1 0.5mrn Al-5052 Face sheet I 

~ e x c e l "  Honeycomb llS-S05~-.OO 1 Sinch ( l2.7mm thick) 

0.5mm Al4053 Face sheet 1 
I 1 

Figure 2.4 ~ e x c e r  Honeycomb Panel Laminate Definition 

The I-DEAS laminate definition task was used and tested for the case of a 

cantilevered plate made out of laminate shell elements. The reliability of the laminate FE 

shell definition was verified against examples found in the HexcelQ Honeycomb panel 

selection document [78] and web site[79]. The deflection results for al1 examples were 

accurate within a 1.8% maximum error, which is satisfactory for the purposes of this 

anaiysis. The modelling of the honeycomb panel was influenced by Hart-Smith's 

work[80]. 



2.7.5 Effect of Mass Distribution on the Tray Assembly First Natural Frequency 

The Rayleigh method c m  be used to assess the efFect of the mass distribution on 

the first natural frequency of the tray stack. Al1 that is needed is a reasonable 

approximation to guide the mass distribution across the tray stack. This is assurning dl 

tmys are acting as point masses located at the middle of each tray dong the z mis and 

fixed at the PAA location (See Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6) 

- 1  
Figure 2.5 Symmetric but non-uniform mass distribution 

p i L G q  
Figure 2.6 Symmetric and uniform mass distribution 

A fint approximation assuming the static deflection yl due to a lumped mass ml 

on a bearn clamped at the PAA centreline. is accurate enough since oniy a comparative 

rneasure is required. The work done by these lumped masses determines the strain 

energy stored in the beam. The strain energy stored is assurned to be equal to the 

maximum kinetic energies induced by vibration. Mathematically, the fmt approximation 

of the f k t  natural kequency of vibration can be obtained as follows: 



1 

With the equation of the elastic curve for clamped beam taken as: 

We get: 

Two different cases were investigated. The first one, as s h o w  on Figure 2.5. is 

the actual MOST mass distribution. The first natural fkequency obtained using Equation 

2. was approximatrly J35Hz. The second case, as shown on Figure 2.6. is a uniform 

mass distribution. The fint natural Bequency was approximatrly 309Hz. As cxpected. 

the mass distribution does influence the first natural frequency of vibration. The closer 

the centre of mass is to the PAA centreline, the higher the first natural frequency will be. 

Hence. a general design recommendation would be to package the bus components such 

that the centre of mass in the s-direction shall be as close as possible to the PAA 

centreline. 

2.7.5 2-D FE Analysis of MOST (Spacecraft Level) 

Descri~tion of the Preliminarv 2-D Shell Elements S~acecraft Model: 
-- - - 

0 Tray Cross-section: 25 1 mm wide x 300mm high wiîh a wall thickness of 1 .hm 
0 1 0 Trays with PCBs mounted to the bottom walls with 12-pins 
0 Matenal: AI-606 LT6 (material properties taken Eom MIL-HDBK-5 [77]) 

Boundary condition: Clamped to PAA plate (simulation of the bolt-mounted plate) 
with centreline at the middle of tray height (for preliminary design analysis ody) 
Total mas: 48.8kg 
5648 Elements and 5 127 Nodes (about 3 0000 DOF) 

Shell elements of 1.5m.m thick for the tray wdls and 2.0m.m thick for the tray 
bottom + Quasi-rigid 1-D beam (no instrument mode1 available during the 
preliminary design phase) + laminate plate (solar panels) + ngid elements to 
mount everything on the tray stack 



~exce i@ Honeycornb 1/8-S052-.OOl5inch (12.7mm thick), 0.5- AI-606 LT6S 1 A 
Face sheets 

c y 
Figure 2.7 Preliminary 2-D Spacecraft Mode1 (Solar Panels and PAA not shown) 

Obviously, the results presented here for a preliminary spacecraft analysis will be 

subject to modification given the updated information presented in Chapter 3. However. 

the results obtained from this rough model provide useful information to assess the 

convergence of the detailed design model. For this reason. the same analyses were 

performed with the preliminary spacecraft model. Moreover, the CG location is found to 

be too far off in the negative y direction fiom the PAA centreline (the PAA centreline is 

assumed to be fixed at half the tray height for the preliminary analyses). Hence. moving 

the PAA plate towards the instrument enclosure in the negative y direction by 0.121 9m 

is recommended. A more accurate position will be recommended in Chapter 3, as more 

details are included in the model. The preliminary CM location with respect to PAA 

centreline was found to be at the following point: (0.1 305m.-O. I 2 I 9m.-0.00 12m). 

Launch Vibration Load Analysis 

1 1 I 

2 1 Tray bottom 1 129.6964 1 0.00000 1 0.00001 1 0.00128 1 0.129 1 
I I 

Table 2.3: Spacecraft Mode1 - Preliminary Naturai Frequency Results 

MODE 

1 

FREQUENCY 

(W 
1 14.2975 

Description 

Telescope beam 
rotation about x axis 

* 
% of Total Mass Effective Mas 

X 

0.00001 

Y z 
0,00837 

I 

0.03438 337 



Static Load Analysis 

Table 2.4: Spacecraft Mode1 - Preliminary Static Load Results 
I I 

Applied Load 

18ginx-dir 
18giny-dir 
18ginz-dir 

The prelirninary results obtained prove the design to be strong. Apain, these 

Max. Von Mises 
(MW 
14.70 
9.26 
30.70 

Where the Margin of SaFety is defined as: 

results are oniy presented as a reference for sensitivity and convergence analysis made at 

Elenlent## 

645 
103 
844 

MS = 

the detailed design phase. These results are only rough first approximations. 

Allowable 
Stress (MPa) 

24831 
248.21 
24831 

2.8 iMOST FE Analysis Results and Preliminary Design Recommendations 

MS 
(FS=2) 
7.4 

Large 
3 .O 

Description 

Tray contour 
Tray contour 

Tray Bottom 

The easiest way to surnmarise the design recommendations made after the 

Material 

Al-606 1 -T6 
AI-606 1 -T6 
AI-606 1 -T6 

preliminary phase based on a coarse but reasonable FE mode1 is to answer the questions 

presented in Section 2.3: 

1) Is the PAA and the CG alignrnent within the launch vehicle allowable range? 
Answer: No, rnove PAA plate in the negative y -direction by 0.12 19m. 

2) How must the PCBs be attached to the tray bottom to comply with launch vibration'? 
Answer: See Figure 2.2 C. 

3) What is the optimum tray bottom thickness? 
Answer: 1.5mm. 

4) How does the mass distribution affect the trays n a d  fiequency response? 
Answer: Non-uniforrn mass distribution with centre of mass as close to PAA as 
possible will lead to higher f~st natural fiequency (see Section 2.7.5). 

5 )  1s there a need for stifiners on the bottom of the trays? 
Answer: No. 

6) What are the recornrnended solar panel thickness and laminate specifications? 
Answer: ~exce l"  ~ o n e ~ c o i b [ 7 8 ]  I/8-505LOOl~inch (1 2.7m.m thick) with 
Aluminurn (Al-5052) facesheets of OSmm thick. 

7) 1s there a need for a honeycomb panel telescope enclosure? 
Answer: Yes. Moving the P U  plate means that 3 attachent points will be 
needed on the irstrument side, which in nini forces the addition of an enclosure. 

8) Will the spacecraft satisfy al1 structurai requirements? 
Answer: Yes, as per prelirninary anaiysis redts .  



Chapter 3 

MOST Detailed Design: Structural Analysis 

This chapter presents the MOST detailed design structural analysis results and the 

subsequent design recommendations. The analyses performed were based on the 

Preliminary Design Updates and were conducted from July 1999 through June 2000. The 

main results included herein are based on tray sub-assembly and spacecraft level 

analyses. Many models were constmcted, but only two of the detailed spacecraft design 

models are presented herein for brevity and for reader comprehension. 

3.1 MOST Detailed Structural Design Assumptions 

Some of the preliminary design recommendations presented in Chapter 2 were 

implemented. The preliminary design steps led to a better definition of the structural 

design. For example, the PAA plate was effectively moved by the amount recomrnended. 

The detailed design task required the construction of many FE rnodels. More accurate 

modelling was possible as more detailed drawings became available. Each anaiysis 

infiuenced the design decisions. Better m a s  estimation was possible and a total of 

57.lkg, including contingencies [8 11, was obtained. A detailed account of each tray mass 

is included in Appendices H.1 and H.3 and al1 spacecraft components' mass in Appendix 

H.2. These rnass properties, dong with the available detailed drawings for each tray 

were used to build the detailed FE models. The resulting FE models feature accurate 

m a s  distribution and accurate geometry, two of the main factors influencing dynamical 

and mechaaicd responses. Hence, al1 analyses presented in Chapter 3 are based on these 

physical properties and are therefore considered accurate representation of the real 



spacecraft. The sensitivity analysis presented in Section 3.5.6 also enhances corifidence 

in the results obtained. 

3.2 MOST Critical Design Phase Analyses 

The objective of the detailed analyses included herein is to prove the structure 

rigid enough to sustain the launch loads with a suficient margin of safety. The main 

analyses to be conducted are outlined in Section 1.6. 

At the spacecraft assembly level, the following analyses were conducted to assess for 

the overall behaviours of the MOST structure: 

1) Centre of mass determination 
2) Rigid body modal analysis 
3) Constrained vibration analysis 
4) Axial acceleration loads (equivalent static load analysis) 

At the spacecraft sub-assernbly level, the following analyses were conducted: 

1) Rigid body modal analysis and constrained vibration analysis 

3.3 Detailed Design 2-D FEA of MOST (Tray Sub-Assemblies) 

As the cnticd design progresses. more accurate models are generated to better 

reflect the geometrical design details and mass distribution. thereby eliminating the main 

source of error in finite element modelling (discretization erron). The following sections 

present the latest sub-assembly analysis results. 

3.3.1 Models Description 

The tray subassemblies were remodelled to account for design details. The trays 

were held together via rigid elements at the tie rod hole locations. The equipment in rigid 

boxes is represented by lumped masses. This assumption is based on previous 

cornponent level analyses that showed ngid behaviours of these small parts. For 

example, the receiver and transmitter boxes can safely be assumed as acting as rigid 

blocks. Despite the recommendations made, stiffeners were added and modeiled using 

beam elements of accurate cross-sectional area coupled to the bottom tray shell elements 

(See Section 3.3.1.1 for details on stiffener modelling). The PCBs were incorporated and 

pinned to the tray stack with rigid elements. The tie rod beam elements were clamped at 

both ends to simulate the boundary conditions as seen by the tray during launch. The 

resulting FE mode1 is complex; although, only a combination of two-dimensional and 



one-dimensional elements was used. Computer processing time would be quite large for 

a fully three-dimensional analysis. The large margins of safety obtained validate the 

smdl deformation assurnption made. 

Total Mass: 2.25 kg. 
Receiver Mass: 0.7 kg. 
Transmitter Mass: 0.3 kg. 
PCB Mass: 0.25 kg. 
Tray Mass: 1.0 kg. 
#Elements: 329 
Side walls I.Smm, bottom 2.0mm 
#Nodes: 310 
BCs: 8 Tie Rods end nodes f~ved 

Figure 3.1: Transceiver Tray FE Mode1 (Masses include contingencies) 

Total Mass: 1.2 kg. 
PCB Mass: 0.45 kg. 

-r Tray Mass: 0.75 kg. 
i 
1 

#Elements: 374 

1 Side walls l.Srnm, bottom 2.0mm 
#Nodes: 375 

i BCs: 8 Tie Rods end nodes f~ved 

Figure 3.2: ACS-CCD Tray FE Mode1 (Masses include contingencies) 

Total Mass: 2.2 kg. 
Ram Disk Mass: 0.3 kg. 
Stub Board Mass: 0.3 kg. 
Processor Mass: 0.7 kg. 
Tray Mass: 0.9 kg. 
#EIements: 437 
Side walls 1.5mm, bottom 2.0mm 
#Nodes: 418 
%Cs: 8 Tie Rods end nodes f~xed 

t 
Figure 3.3: OBC Tray FE Model (Masses include contingencies) 

1 

Figure 3.4: Reaction 

Total Mass: 4.9 kg. 
Wheels Mass: 3.5 kg. 
Tray Mass: 1.4 kg. 
#Elernents: 606 
Side walls l.Smm, bottom 2.0mm 
Modes: 534 
BCs: 8 Tie Rods end nodes fixed 

(Masses include contingencies) 



Total Mass: 4.2 kg. 
Battery Box Mass: 2.7 kg. 
Regulator Mass: 0.6 kg. 
PCB Mass: 0.2 kg. 
Tray Mass: 0.7 kg. 
#Elements: 542 
Side walls 1.5mm, bottom 2.0mm 
#Nodes: 523 
BCs: 8 Tie Rods end nodes fixed 

Figure 3.5: ~ o w e r  Tray FE Mode1 (Masses include contingencies) 

The UTTAS/SFL team provided the detailed drawings of each tray. As previously 

mentioned, no stifieners are necessary from a vibration standpoint. However. buckling is 

a limiting factor here. Buckling anaiysis was carried only by hand calculations and hence 

with a higher safety factor. Therefore, The tray stiffeners shall be included. 

3.3.1.1 S tiffener Modelling 

A combination of a 1 -D beam element and the existing shell elements was used to 

mode1 the tray bottom stiffeners and tie rod side stiffeners. The bearn elements 

effectively stiffen the shell elements at the desired location. Accurate bearn element 

cross-sections are easy to mode1 using the beam cross-section task in 1-DEAS. Figure 3.6 

shows the bearn and shell elements coupling combination. Many papers were found on 

plate stiffeners modelling in the MSC World Usen' Annual Conference Proceedings( 1989-93). 

3-D Form Beam (top) and shell (bottom) elements combination 
Black dots representing the sheii nodes 
Gray dots representing the shared nodes 

Figure 3.6: Beam and sheii elements combination 

33.2 Models Free-Body Check 

Al1 tray sub-assernbly FE models descnbed in section 3.3.1 featured 6 near zero 



3 3 3  Normal Modes Analysis Results 

1 MODE 1 Frequency (Hz) 1 

I I I 

Table 3.1: Transceiver Tray Natural Frequency Results (2mm bottom thickness) 

1 MODE 1 Frequency (Hz) 1 

Table 3.2: Transceiver Tray 
I 

Natural Frequency Results (1.5mm bottom 

I I 1 

Table 3.3: ACS-CCD Tray Natural Frequency Results 

1 MODE 1 Frequency (Hz) 1 

thickness) 

I 1 1 

Table 3.4: OBC Tray Natural Frequency Results 



Tablc 3.5: Rcaction Wheels 

[ M m E  1 Frequency (Hz) 1 

1 

Table 3.6: Power Tray Natural Frequency Results 

The above results prove the design to be very robust at the tray sub-assemblies 

analysis level. The first excitation fiequency for al1 trays is largely over the criticai value 

set forth by the Delta II launch vehicle requirements, even with a safety factor of 2.0. 

3.3.4 Mass Saving Options 

The results obtahed in Tables 3.1 to 3.6 featured some high fiequency responses. 

Hence, in order to Save mas,  the bonom plate thickness of the tray c m  be safely reduced 

to 1.5 mm. The mass saving is of the order of 125 gams per tray. .4ccounting for the 15 

trays. this represents a m a s  saving of about 1.87kg. Table 3.2 presents the results 

obtained for the transceiver tray. As shown, reducing the bottom thickness by 0.5mm 

does not increase the vibration failure risk as the tray still feanires a high fiequency 

response. Another option would be to remove some of the stiffenen, which was 

investigated in Chapter 2. Indeed, the stiffeners could be removed if buckling is ignored. 

However, hand calculations buckhg analyses showed that stiffeners might be necessary 

if a sdety factor of 3.0 is used. Stand off blocks could also be used to attach the PCB and 
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the other components to the tray bottom instead of the çtiffeners. In any case, it is not 

recommended to both remove the stiffeners and reduce the bottom thickness of the tray, 

as the first naturai frequency response wodd decrease drastically. 

3.1 Detailed Design 2-D FEA of MOST (Spacecraft Level) 

Two of the detailed spacecraft models constnicted during the detailed design 

phase are presented herein. The final spacecraft model obviously provides more accurate 

results as the PAA plate and other components were refined. The previous version is 

presented as a comparative model to assess for the validity of the results obtained from 

the final detailed FE model and to highlight that the rigid PAA plate assumption was not 

a good assumption. Moreover, a previous independent model featuring less elements is 

shown to demonstrate convergence of the detailed model. 

3.4 1 Models Description 

Figure 3.7: Critical Design Spacecraft FEM (Intermediate Model) 

Many FE models were constructed during the various design phases. Table 3.7 

presents a description of three of these models that are presented herein. The models 

built included modelling of the tray stack the instruments, the solar panels, the antennas, 

and the PAA. Al1 brackets were assumed to be rigid elernents. The telescope and 

perîscope mirror were mounted onto the tray stack using rigid elements with the 

dependant nodes ody  constrained in translation, releasing the rotational node dependence 

to allow rotational movement to account for the worst case dynamical interactions at the 

interface between the instruments and the tray stack. The mass properties and mass 



distribution of the detailed model accounted for the detailed mass allocation provided by 

the SFL staff (Sce appendix H.3). The total mass of MOST was taken as 57.3 *0.2kg, 

which include contingencies [Hl. The -1200 gr. is due to the model overall inaccuracies. 

I J 

Figure 3.8: Critical Design Spacecraft FE (Final Detailed Model) 

Model W Preliminary I Intermediate I Final Detailed 

Picturc 

Total Mass  
Tny Cross-section 

Tny Content ~ ~ ~ o n - s t i t u r a l  

1 O 
Tny Material 

Bottom Tny Thickness 
Side Tray Thickness 

Number of Elements 
Number of Noda 

Boundary Condition 

PAA Location 

Figure 3.8 

57.12 kg. 
Detailsd Tmy Cross-section 
(Sm Figure 3.1 to 3.5) 
Lumpcd M i ~ ~ s e s .  Dctailcd Tmy 

Figure 3.7 

48.8 kg. 

Rectangle 25 1 mm x 300mm 

Modeling 
15 

AI-606 1 -T6 

2mm 
1 Smm 

5638 
5 127 

Clmped PAA (Square) 
Assuming Rigid P M  Plate 
Middle of Tny  Stiick Side 

Assuming Rigid PAA Plate 
Boftom P M  Plate at Middle 

I II I 

Table 3.7 FE Models Description 

The tray order and other details on the tray assembly itself can be found in 

Appendix H. 1. 

Figure 3.7 
57.28 kg. 

Dctailed Tmy Cross-section 
(See Figure 3.1 to 3.5) 

Modeling 
15 

PAA Plate hlodelled 
Bonom PAA Plate at Middle 

'CG Location w.r.~pAA 

Solar Pmels 

Teiescope 

P e r i x o p e l  
Patch Antemm 

m m  i w l y  lUrnPed Masses, Detailed Tmy 

(0.1305m.-0.12 l9m.-û.OOl2m) 
of Stack Side 
(O.l53Jm.O.O3266m,O.OO 18m) 

of Stack Side 
(O.l539m.O.O32ïim.O.OO I9m) 

Hace1 Honeycomb 1 18-5052--00 1 Sinch (1 2.7mm thick), 0.5mm AL606 1 -T65 1 A Face shtxts 

Detrtiled Mode1 
Detailed Mode[ 

Modeled 

Quasi-rigid 1-D beiun 
Quasi-rigid 1-D beam 

Nat mcxieled 

Detailed Model 

Detailed Mode1 
blodeled 



3.4.1.1 Insertion of a Detaiied 2-D Finite Element Model of the Telescope 

Mayes Mullins [82] did the meshing of the telescope. His model was constructed 

using MSCMASTRAN. The model was imported into 1-DEAS. After adjustments of 

the boundary conditions that were mistranslated by 1-DEAS, both models featured sùnilar 

vibration fiequency response for the modes of vibration looked at. The attachent points 

were modelled to simulate the bracket bolts as shown in Appendix G.4. The First natural 

fkequency was found to be 124Hz when using I-DEAS and 121Hz when using 

MSCMASTRAN. The 2.4% difference is satisfactory for the purposes of this andysis. 

Figure 3.9 shows the telescope as modelled by Mullins. It features 727 elements and 599 

nodes. It weighs 9.606 kg. According to Mullins [82], the optical components were not 

modelled in suficient details to examine their intemal stresses or the stresses at the glass- 

to-metai bond. They were only modelled with sufficient details to impose their mass on 

the structure. Hence, the stress andysis included herein cannot conclude anything about 

the opticai components of the telescope. The UBC/Crestech design group is responsible 

for the instruments and shall make sure that this cntical component will sustain al1 launch 

loads described herein. 

I I 

Figure 3.9 Telescope FE Model 

3.4.2 Constraints and Model Free-Body Check 

The 9 PAA attachment nodes were clarnped for the intemediate model. 

However, a detailed 2-D PAA plate was modelled for the final detailed model. Also (for 

both models), the telescope and penscope mirror were mounted onto the tray stack using 

rigid elements with the dependant nodes only constrained in translation, releasing the 



rotational node dependence to dlow rotational movement to account for the worst case 

dynamical interactions at the interface between the instruments and the tray stack. 

Modal analysis showed the 6 near zero frequency modes as expected, confirming 

that the models do not feature any extraneuus constraints. The purpose of this modal 

analysis is solely to ver@ that the model is not constrained intemally as it is often the 

case when rigid elements are used to link two parts within the overall FEM. 

3.4.3 CG Assessrnent 

The final detailed model feahires a CG at the following location with respect to 

the origin: (0.1534m, 0.03266m, 0.0018m). The 1.8mx-n offset in the i -direction is 

negligible. The 153.4mm offset in the r -direction is below the 165m.m limit set Forth by 

the Delta 11 launch vehicle authorities for a 57 kg payload. However, the 32.66rnm offset 

in the -V -direction could induce unwanted spin rates when the spacecrafi is separated 

frorn the launch vehicle. Hence, mass should be rearranged to obtain a CG otfset of the 

order of 2.0mm in the -direction. 

3.4.4 Normal Modes Analysis Results 

The natural frequencies of vibration for the constrained spacecraft models were 

obtained using the Lanczos[67] method. 1-DEAS featured a fully converged solution for 

the two models analysed. The convergence check is a built-in feature of the 1-DEAS 

software. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 present the fiequency results along with the effective mass 

for each excitation mode. The effective masses are computed by summing ail nodal 

masses featuring non-zero nodal displacement. The result obtained for each direction .Y, 

y, and z is then given as a percentage of the overall mass. 

Launch Vibration Load Analysis 

MODE 

i 

I 

2 
3 
4 

15 
18. 

Table 3.8: Lutermediate Spacecraft Model - Natural Frequency Results 

FREOUENCY 
f Hz) 

174 ?R 
152.67 
169.09 
188.26 
339.09 
383.41 

Effective Mass O h  of Total Mass 

n 71i 

1833 
12.9 1 
24.92 
24.12 
1 1.83 

F i m #  

Tahb 3 I n 
3.10 

- 
3.10 

- 
- 

z 
n fin7577 

O. 182971 
0.124503 
0.00498 1 

0.00098 1 
a 0.009384 

X 
n n 
O. 000457 
0.002984 
0.032052 
O. 155090 
0.106170 

Y 
n nnni61 
0.000000 
0.00 1488 
0.2 11957 
0. 085028 

. 0.002723 
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Table 3.9: Final Detailed Spacecraft Model - Natural Frequency Results 

I . , I I I L I i 

Table 3.8 presents the significant results showing the effective mass of the 

satellite txcited cit cach ncde. The .Y direction fennires the highest effecti~e m s s  excited 

% of Total Mass Effective Mass 
X 1 Y 1 Z 

MODE 

at 206Hz. However, because the frequency magnitude is largely over 5OHz no action 

Figure# FREQUENCY 
(Hz1 

needs to be taken. 

Tables 3.10 and 3.1 1 show the first ten vibration modes. As observed. the 

3 1.30 
30.37 
0.22 

0.003649 
0.302056 
0.0019 14 

1 
2 
3 

intermediate rnodel features a first natural frequency of 124Hz which was expectad 

Table 3.1 1 
3.1 1 

- 

because of the telescope analysis. The intermediate model did not include modelling of 

59.7865 
74.8578 
12 1.4506 

the non-rigid PAA plate. The detailed model, however, accounted for the non-ngid PAA 

effects. 

0.0001 12 
0.00064 1 
0.000168 

C 

Table 3.10: Intermediate Spacecraft Model - Nahiral Frequency Results 

0.309346 
0.00 1727 
0.0003 16 

MODE 1 Frequency (Hz) 

243 5 0  12 
249.6842 

Table 3.1 1 : Final Detailec 

- 
~ 
Spacecraft Model - Naturd Frequency Results 



3.4.4.1 MOST 2-D FE Mode1 Rigid PAA Plate Assumption 

Al1 the analysis pnor to the final detailed model assumed a rigid PAA plate. 

However. the P M  plate proposed by the Delta II launch vehicle authorities is not rigid 

enough for MOST. The results are not shown here, but the first natural frequency 

response was 52Hz, which is just above the Delta II requirement. 

Consequently, the SFL structural engineer designed a PAA plate that features 

higher strength characteristics than the Delta 11 baseline plate (the SFL PAA base plate 

features a thicker base plate). The real non-ngid effects of the PAA plate could only be 

Fully taken into account if a 3-D model was built. However, the time and computational 

requirements involved in constnicting a 3-D MOST spacecraft model is impractical. 

However, a good estimation of these effects can be obtained by modelling a 3-D P M  

plate into the final detailed design model. While not as accurate, it allowed assessrnent of 

the order of magnitude of the non-ngid effects on the dynarnical fiequency response of 

the spacecraft. It is important to note that the restrictions imposed by the 2-D shell 

element model tum out to lead to a conservative result. The stiffening effect of having 

the PAA plate bolted against the honeycomb laminate panel c a ~ o t  be modelled properly 

with shell elements. Also, a more accurate model is likely to converge to a lower 

frequency because the modal response results converge from above in a finite element 

analysis. Hence. the final detailed model is really a safe approximation of the real 

spacecraft dynamical behavioun. 

As s h o w  in Table 3.1 1, the non-rigid PAA effects induce hvo new excitation 

modes. These modes are s h o w  in Figure 3.1 1 and Table 3.1 1. They consist of a 

rotation. also called a rockhg mode, about the PAA plate centreline about the r and y avis 

respectively. The third vibration mode was found at 121Hz, which was the same 

telescope vibration mode as the first mode of the rigid PAA intermediate model. Then. 

the typical tray bottom vibration was found at 1 52Hz (intermediate model) and at 1 58Hz 

(detailed model), which is the AMSAT tray bottom (the only tray without any detail 

modelling). As no details were available yet, the AMSAT tray was left empty with a 

lumped m a s  at its CG. It is expected that the actual AMSAT tray will feature similar 

behaviour as the transceiver tray, which possesses a higher first natural frequency. 



The modal analysis accounted for the PAA constrauied boundary, without 

constraining the rotationai degrees of freedom of the dependant nodes to account for the 

clamp band flexibility. The first natural fiequency of the Spacecraft FEM of 59Hz is 

slightly above the required secondary payload requirement of SOHz. As discussed earlier, 

the detailed model is a conservative model. Releasing of the rotational degrees of 

fkeedom adds to the conservative account, as the ring will be closer to being clamped than 

simply supported at al1 nodes around the circula part of the PAA plate. The first natural 

fiequency of 59Hz is definitely a conservative number, whch is higher than the Delta 11 

no coupled load analysis requirement. Hence, no coupled load analysis is required. 

1 I 

Mode 2 Mode 4 

Figure 3.10: Exaggerated Amplitude of Vibration of the 2'' and 4'" Spacecraft Mode 
(Intermediate Model) 

Mode 2 Mode 6 

Figure 3.11: Exaggerated Amplitude of Vibration of the 2'' and 6'" Spacecraft Mode 
(Final Detaiïed Model) 



3-4.5 Launch Acceleration Loads 

The static Load analysis considered a gravity load of 20 times the gravity at sea 

Ievel applied in three axes simultaneously (accounting for a safety factor of 2.0). The 

resulting margins of safety computed in Table 3.13 effectively establish that the small 

displacement and linear theory assumption is valid as the margin of safety obtained are 

al1 positive when a safety factor of 2.0 is considered. 

Static Load Analysis 

Table 3.13: Final Detailed Spacecraft Model - Static Load Results 

20 g in y-dir 

20 g in z-dir 

Only the ACS-CCD tray is displayed in Figure 3.13 because the Von Mises 

Applied Load 

1 

20ginx-dir  

maximum stress occurs on the corner where the instrument is attached. The magnitude of 

. 
Figure AlIowable 

Stress (MPa) 

248.2 1 

Material 

Al-606 1 -T6 

1622 

2622 

the stress does not require that any actions be taken. 

MS 

(FS=3) 

4.74 

Elernent# 

4170 

von Mises 

(MPa) 

43.24 

1 

Table 3.12: Intermediate Spacecraft Model - Static Load Results 

Figure 3.12: Maximum Von Mises Stress Distribution for the x-direction Loading 
(Intermediate Model) 

Description 

RW Tray (side) 
1 

35.3 1 

35 -47 

ACS-CCD Tray 

ACS-CCD Tray 

MS 

(FS=2) 

1 .O3 

0.024 

0.14 

Applied Load 

30ginx-dir  

20 g in y d i r  

20 g in A i r  

AI-606 1 -T6 

Al-606 1 -T6 

Figure 

- 
3.13 

Material 

AI-606 1 -T6 

Element# 

8141 

8 100 

8 142 

3-12!  
I 

Von Mises 

(MPa) 

123.1 

Description 

PAA Ring 

PAA Base Plate Contour 

PAA Ring 

248.2 1 

248.2 1 

AlIowabIe 

Stress (MPa) 

248.2 1 

6.02 

6 .O0 

348.2 1 

248.2 1 

AI-606 1-T6 

Al-606 1 -T6 

242.3 

2 1 7.1 



The solar panels are not displayed in Figure 3.13 for clarity. The maximum stress 

occurs at the middle-top edge of the PAA base plate contour. The magnitude of the stress 

does not require that any actions be taken, although the rnargin of safety is very close to 

zero. It is recommended, however, that the base plate thickness be increased slightly 

(about 2mm) to reduce the failure nsk. This would raise the rnargin of safety above 0.25. 

As observed, the non-rigid PAA ring absorbs a large share of the energy induced by 

launch Ioads. This proves again that the earlier assumption that the PAA was rigid was 

not a valid assumption. However, the updated resuits obrained fiom anaiysis oniy. prove 

the MOST structure design adequate for launch. 

' Figure 3.13: Maximum v o o ~ i s e s  stress Distribution for they-direction Loading 
1 

(Final Detailed Model) 

3.4.6 MOST 2-D FE Model Sensitivity Analysis 

Complex geometrical structures c m o t  realistically be analysed via analytical 

tools. This is the main reason why finite element procedures were developed. However, 

the confidence in a FE may remain an issue. In that case. some basic sensitivity anaiysis 

(Le. varying the number of elements, material properties, etc.) gives a fairly good 

indication of the model's reliability. 

For MOST, the evolution of the models from the preliminary results based on 

analytical and finite element tools as shown in Chapter 2 to the converged model 

solutions shown in Chapter 3 provide some degree of confidence. Starting with a coarse 

model with a few number o f  elements, ending with the final spacecraft with a large 



number of elements Featuring the same order of magnitude as the earlier design models 

improves confidence. Seeing the results converging toward some finite value also 

attenuates reliability concems. It was certainly the case for the results presented herein. 

Moreover, the relatively high margin of safety obtained while using a safety factor of 2.0 

on al1 flight conditions basically leaves much room for the FEM hherent errors. 

Running the same analysis on a different program does not irnprove confidence in 

the results. However. it is a nice check to make sure that the software is indeed reliable. 

The MOST model was therefore irnported in MSCMASTRAN and the same analyses 

were performed. The results obtained were almost exactly the same as expected. 

To assess convergence and reliability of the final detailed model, an independent 

earlier model version was used. The FE model properties c m  be compared in Table 3.14. 

1 1 

Figure 3.14: Critical Design Spacecraft FEM (Comparative Model) 

Al1 the analyses were repeated for the case of an earlier model that was 

constmcted from the first detailed design phase iteration drawings. The telescope 

enclosure was clamped to the tray stack (rigid interface assurnption for the telescope and 

periscope mounting brackets, and for the PAA plate). 

As s h o w  in Tables 3.14 through 3.16, the results for the bottom tray plate 

vibration modes are al1 around 150Hz, which turned out to be 158Hz for the case of the 

final detailed model. The Figure 3.15 shows the deformation of one of the major modes 

of vibration, with 16% effective mass involved. 

The margin of safety computed for the maximum Von Mises stresses obtained in 

Table 3.17 are al1 Irery large because the P A A  was modelled rigidly. As s h o w  earlier, 



this assurnption is false. Figure 3.16 presents the location of higher stress. Again, the 

solar panels are not shown for clarity. 

T a b m z F E  Comparative Models Description 

Final Detailed 
Figure 3.8 
57.12 kg. 

Detailed Tray Cross-section (Sce Figure 
3.1 to 3.5) 

1 

Lumped Masses, Detailed Tray Modeling 
15 

-4 1-606 1 -T6 
2mm 

1.5mrn 
6205 
5303 

9 PAA Bolts Clamped 
Non-Rigid PAA PIate 
Bottom PAA at Middle of Stack Side 
(0.1539m,0.03277m,0.00 19m) 

thick). 0.Smm AI-606 1-T65 1 A Face shçcts 

Mode1 
Picture 
Total Mass 
Tray Cross-section 

Tray Content 
Number of Trays 
Tray Materd  

Earlier Mode1 
Figure 3.14 
57.33 kg. 

Rectangle 25 1mm x 300mm 
No stiffeners, no PCB 
Non-structural m a s  evenly distributed 

I 15 
-4 1-606 1 -T6 

Launch Vibration Load Analysis 

TeIescope 
Periscope Mirrot 
Patch Antennas 

Bottom Tray Thickness 
Side Tray Thickness 
Number of Elements 
Number of Nodes 
Boundary Condition 

PAA Location 
CG Location with 
respect to the PAA 
Sohr Panels 

MODE 

L 

1 
8 

19 
34 
37, 

2mm 
1 .Smm 
1968 
1592 

9 PAA Bolts Clarnped 
Rigid PAA Plate 
Bottom PAA at Middle of Stack Side 
(0.1524rn,0.02844rn,0.0057m) 

Hexccl Honcycomb 1/8-5053-.O0 1 Sinch ( 12.7mm 

Detailed Modei 
2 - 0  Shell Flat Mirror 
Not Modeled 

Table 3.15: Comparative Spacecraft Model - Nahiral Frequency Resulb 

% of Total Mass 

0.07 
5.67 
5 -96 
16.66 
18.24 

Detailed Model 
DetaiIed Mode1 
Modeled 

Figure# 

Table 3.16 

- 
3.15 
- 

FREQUENCY 
(Hz) 

151.02 
157.33 
287.49 
429.61 
456.28 

Effective Mass 
z 

0.000679 
0.056658 
0.0002 1 5 
0.005956 
0.079747 

X 
0.0000 18 
0.000026 
0.058 132 
0.095268 
0.006369 

Y 
0.000000 
0.0000 1 1 
0.00 1276 
0.065394 
0.096286 
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Figure 3.15: Exaggenited Amplitude of Vibration of the 34'" Spacecraft Mode 
(Comparative Model) 

Static Load Analvsis 

Figure 3.16: Maximum Von Mises Stress Distribution for the x-direction Loading 
(Comparative Model) 

Afier following al1 good FE modelling practices highlighted in Chapter 2. 

verifying the convergence from one model to the next, performing basic sensitivity 

analysis, and correlating results to anaiytical results whenever possible, the MOST final 

detailed model results presented herein are believed to be reliable within the assumptions 

made. Hence, the large margin of safety obtained by fuiite element analysis indicates that 

the MOST structural design possesses adequate strength to survive the Delta II launch. 

Table 3.17: Comparative Spacecraft Model - Static Load Results 

Allowable 

Stress (MPa) 

248.21 

827.37 

248.21 

Material 

AI-606 1 -T6 

Ti-6A14V 

Al-606 1 -T6 

Description 

AMSAT Tray -ve y side 

Telescope Mount 

ACS Tray Bottom 

Applied toad 

18 g in x-dir 

18giny-dit 

18 g in z-dir 

MS 

(FS=2) 

Large 

Large 

L q e  

Von Mises 

(MPa) 

15.5 1 

7.04 

10.74 

Elernent# 

1275 

114 

744 

Figure 

3.16 

- 
- 

1 



Chapter 4 

MOST Tie Rod Analysis and Design 

This chapter presents a detailed engineering analysis leading to the design of the 

MOST tie rods. The tray stack offers great advantages in tems of the ease of assembly. 

However, the sizing of tie rods for small satellites using a tray stack as a primary 

structure remains a challenging design problem. This chapter addresses the design issues, 

highlights the main assumptions on geometry, kinematics, material law. loading. and 

boundary conditions for MOST. and concludes with the appropriate design 

recommendations. The analysis results presented herein are intended to provide the SFL 

MOST engineering team with a clear understanding of tie rod design. All failure modes 

have been looked at extensively and the final results are presented in Table 4.3. and 

Appendix C.3. Although tie rod design recommendations are clearly stated in Section 

4.14, ail the intermediate results are presented in tables in Appendix C.3 in order to 

provide alternative choices for the designers of MOST. 

4.1 Tie Rod Design Issues for Small Satellites and MOST 

In the recent past, satellite engineers have designed tie rods in order to prevent 

joint failures in tray stacks assembly used as pnmary load carrying structures. The 

subject of bolted joints is far from trivial in relation to small satellite design. Excellent 

analytical and experimental treatments of the design and behaviour of bolted joints have 

been completed by Bickford[M], Eshbach[85], Fisher[86], Horsch[87], Osgood[88] [89], 

Shigiey[90], and Srinivas[91]. The reference most extensively used by engineers is 

Bickford[84], which covers the fundamentah of bolted joint design. The analysis 

presented here is motivated by the nontrivial behaviour of the bolted joint, as carefully 

outlined by B ickford[M]. 



Engineers must be careful in the selection of bolts and their applications. 

Microsatellite tray stack is one of the challenging applications of bolted joints. Proper tie 

rod design is crucial because of its impact on mission success. In fact, the design of tie 

rods involves a complex mechanical engineering analysis in which highly nodinear 

material stress and strength considerations play a major role. The design of tie rods 

maintaining the microsatellite trays together is therefore far from a trivial task. The 

design steps required to End a viable solution are included in the following analysis. The 

standard militas- handbook of aerospace-grade materials (MIL-EIDBK-5[77]) is used as a 

basis here for the material selection process. The utilisation of well-documented and 

well-known materials inherently adds safety to the design in ternis of reliability of the 

material physical properties. Hence. the analysis restricted the material options to the 

extensive list given in MIL-HDBK-51771 and in MSFC-SPEC-522[92] as fully descnbed 

in Section 4.8. Cost and availability issues still remain since expensive and rare materials 

such as titanium or high strength steels are found in those documents. The cost and 

availability problems are M e r  discussed dong with other manufacturing and material 

treatment issues in Section 4.13. 

The relative geometry of the MOST primary structure and the Payload Adapter 

Assembly ( P M )  are certainly not optimal to resist launch loads. Hence, the structural 

arrangement for launch has apparent weaknesses, and leads to additionai loads supported 

by the tie rods. The tie rods cannot realistically carry some of these loads and other 

stnictural modifications required are reported here, especially in Section 4.15. Figure 4.1 

shows the optimal and intended vertical launch setup for srnall satellites as a~uiliary 

payloads, and clearly exhibits the use of the tray stack assembly as a strong vertical 

support column. In thût configuration. the primary structure basically features the same 

strength as a beam fixed at its base. However, aperture dimensions and other design 

changes forced the MOST engineers to use the weaker setup showed in Figure 1.4. 

As shown in Figure 1.4, the PAA that shodd be fixed at the bottom of the satellite 

to take full advantage of the beam-like strength of a tray assembly, is fixed on the side of 

the tray stack instead. The analyses presented herein assume the launch setup shown in 

Figure 1.4. Hence, tie rod design recommendations based on the curent MOST 

configuration are provided. 
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Figure 4.1 and 4.2: Auxiliary Payload Attschment Ring of the Ariane 4 launcher 
and example of PAA at base of JAS-2 (50kg small satellite) taken from AMSAT[44] 

I am.. l 1 .  . -' 
Figure 4.3: Linear elastic assumption based on' Iineàr ' stress-strain relationship 
bekw material yielding point A (Tension specimen of alloy steel from Boresi[93]) 

4.2 Tie Rod Design Theory and MOST 

The basic theoretical equations for the design of bolted joints were clearly derived 

and explained by Bickford[84]. This thesis takes the approach that, although Bickford's 

work does not constitute the rnost rigorous mathematicai treatment of the subject, his 

conceptualisation and applied equations can be acknowledged with accuracy within the 

linear material behaviour interactions between the bolt and the joint, and other 

huidarnental assumptions of his work. Therefore? the theory on which the MOST tie rod 

analysis is based on has been highiy influenced by the scientific papers referenced by 

Bickford [Ml. The assumptions made herein are explained whenever appropnate. 

It is well understood of course that the linear elastic material behaviour 

assumption is accurate as long as the material interactions take place below the yielding 



point of both materials uivolved, which corresponds to the linear c u v e  below Point A as 

shown in Figure 4.3. The main linear theory assumption is applied to obtain a bolt-joint 

diagram as s h o w  in Figure 4.4. This diagram clearly reveals that the linear elastic 

curves for both the joint and the bolt must meet at some equilibrium point. This main 

assumption must be kept in mind at al1 times. The theoretical results are then applied to 

the sizing of MOST'S tie rods. Relaxation effects during bolt pre-loading and other 

assumptions are M e r  discussed in Section 4.1 1. 

The eiastic curves for both the joint and the boit staning ar 0, for the bolt jwih 

initial length th ) and at O, for the joint (with initial thickness J ) .  are easily recognised 

on the bolt-joint diagram in Figure 4.4. M e r  pre-loading the bolt with force F, and 

when relaxation effects are stabilised. the two c w e s  settle at some equilibrium point 

EQ,,, . Similarly, after applying an extemal load F, to the pre-loaded bolt and when 

relaxation effects are stabilised, the two curves settle again at some other equilib~um 

point EQ,, . The slope of those two elastic curves represents their stiffness. 

Figure 4.4: Cornplete Bolt-Joint Diagram of Tension Loaded Bolt (Inspired by 
Bickford[M]) 



One c m  appreciate that for small defonnations, within the elastic range of the 

materials interacting, simple expressions for the bolt and joint stifiess are obtained: 

This was first discovered experimentally by Hooke[ll] and Marione and m e r  

investigated by Riccati and is quditativcly referred to as Hookc's Law. Howver. the 

pre-load tension Fp is not known, as  it should be a resdt of the analysis. Hence, other 

means of computing the stiffness of the bolt KB and the joint K, are required. 

The bolt-joint diagram (Figure 4.4) provides a usefhl set of relationships forming 

the basic system of equations required to analyse the tie rod problem at hand: 

FB = F,, +AF" .................................................. (4.3) 

hFj = F, - MB = Fp - F, .-..................................... (J*5) 
Similar triangle relationships applied to the bolt-joint diagram on Figure 4.4 also 

provide helpful equations. From those similar triangle relationships: 

It becomes obvious that values of stifhess K, and KJ must be known in order to 

compute MB. In this case, F, is known; it is defined as the extemal load applied. To 

find the limit case, Fr, is introduced as the critical applied load that would lead to 

gapping of the structure (i.e.: Fr-, =F,atF,  = O ) .  Hence, if F, is greater 

than&,. , the applied load is too large and leads to gapping failure. Finally. it appears 

that the initial pre-load must be calculated prior to F,,. . The following two sections 

show how values for the stiffness K, and KJ are computed for MOST. 



Kg calculation: 

From a general bolt stiffness definition (Bickford[84]): 
E * A  K, =- ................................. ........ ..... ........( 4.8) 

I 1 

Figure 4.5: Bolt Drawing 

Applying (4.8) to define the bolt stifiess and taking into consideration that the 

bolt features two distinct sections (the shank and the threads) as shown in Figure 4.5: 

Rearranging equation 4.8a: 

where by the definition in Figure 4.5: 

Now K, can be calculated, as al1 variables on RHS of (4.8b) are known for any 

bolt diameter selected. However, this obviously leads to some iterative process as the 

bolt area should be a result of our analysis and not a known parameter. 

& calculation: 

The previous straightforward derivation cannot usually be applied to compute the 

joint stiffness as the joint features a cornplex cross-section. However, a hollow cylinder 



of equivalent cross-section A, can substitute the joint portion that is under compressive 

loading. It is easier to compute the joint stifiess of a hollow cylinder than that of the 

real joint and results are shown by Meyer and Strelow[94] to be equivalent or reasonably 

close to the actuai joint stiffness. Generally, the following equation is used by 

Bickford[84]: 

J 
The total joint cross-sectional area is graphicaily defined in Figure 4.6 for 3 

different configurations. The equivalent cylindiical cross-sectional area A,. is obtained 

by multiplying the simplified cross-sectional area A, (for a single joint) highlighted in 

black in Figure 4.7 by the number of tie rods used. Hidden safety margin is added as the 

wall portion of the tray cross-section was neglected. 

1 l x ! - ?  1 ;  

4 Tie Rods 6 Tie Rods 

Figure 4.6 Tray cross-section (Different tie rods configurations) 

Figure 4.7 Equivalent Single Joint CrossSection 

Hence, the following relationship is obtained: 



Linear material behaviour and progressive equilibrium or so-called quasi-static 

loading is assumed in the derivations. The linear material behaviour is a valid 

assumption for the MOST since the maximum stress actually allowed is chosen to be far 

below the material yielding point. Section 4.3 shows the safety factor and margin of 

safety used to ensure that this is actually the case. 

Preloading of the tie rods can easily be made linear (quasi-static preloading 

assumption) by following a step-wise equilibrium path until equilibrium point EQpi is 

reached. and allowing enough time for relaxation effects to stabilise (See Figure 4.4). 

However, dynamic loading during launch is obviously far from linear and in 

progressive equilibrium (quasi-static assumption), when going Crom EQ,,, to any second 

equilibnum point EQpz under any time varying externdly applied load F,  . Hence an 

additional safety factor was introduced in the analysis to account for the dynamic loading 

effects when going from EQp, to EQ,, . An equivalent static load F, larger than the 

actual dynarnic launch load is computed to account for dynamic loading effects. The 

equivalent static load determination is described in detail in Section 4.4.3. Although the 

dynamic stiffness response of both the joint and the bolt is expected to be highly 

nonlinear. the equivalent static analysis should serve as a conservative design approach to 

the problem at hand. EQp2 will probably never be in static equilibrium, but the analysis 

presented assumes that the static point considered will never be exceeded under the actual 

dynarnic launch conditions. Enomous computation and testing requirements, dong with 

the complexity of a complete nonlinear analysis forced the less tigorous but conservative. 

low cost design approach taken. 

The following sections describe in greater detail the design steps taken for MOST. 

Particularly, Section 4.4 carefully assesses the maximum loads to be supported, Section 

4.5 examines each filure mode, and Section 4.6 shows derivations for each failure mode 

dong with a sample calculation. 

4 3  Safety Factors vs. Margin of Safety 

Many organisations have established specifications for standards and safety: AA, 

ANSI, ASM, ASME, ASTM, IFI, ISO, BSI, BIPM, and SAE (See list of acronyms). 



Hence, there is a need to define what is believed to characterise a safe micro-satellite 

structure and under what conditions and standards. The safety factors for the MOST 

general design analysis were set according to the Delta II Secondary Payload Planner's 

Guide[59] since it was chosen as the baseline launch vehicle far the MOST mission. 

Obviously, the tie rods must hold the tlay together, prevent gapping between trays 

fiom occwing, and sustain a clamping force avoiding nanird fiequency of vibration 

drops because of loose trays. This should be the case even when launch loads are applied 

to the structure considering the pre-load tension applied to the tie rods initially. The tie 

rods must also ensure no slipping between trays. Finally, the pre-load requirement and 

extemal loads applied must not lead to thread stripping. Hence, there is a need to define 

four margins of safety, each related to one of the failure modes: the tint is related to the 

yielding of the rnaterial or so-called stress problem, the second is related to the thread 

stripping problem, the third is related to the gapping problem, and finally. the fourth 

related to the slipping problem. The tie rods m u t  be designed to tnsure sdety of the 

structure accounting for the wost case criteria fiom those four potential problems or 

failure modes. One can readily acknowledge that the yield strength of the rnaterial 

selected will be a key critenon for the design problem at hand since it impacts the four 

failure modes. The maximum actual stress m u t  be less than the cornputed maximum 

allowable stress. which is only dependant on the materiai selection and geometry. From 

the yield stress of the material used, the maximum allowable stress q,, is defined as: 

- ................................................... %-l - - SF 
(4- 15) 

In surnrnary, preloading of the bolts (tie rods) must be designed such that the 

entire structure cm withstand the real launch loads, on-orbit separation loads, and 

msportation loads without the occurrence of bolt stripping, tray gapping, tmy slipping 

or rnaterial yielding. 

The general margin of safety for the slipping, stripping and gapping problems are 

defmed as follows: 

4- 



The general margin of safety for the stress problem: 

Substituting (4.15) in (4.17), the simplified following equation is obtained: 

Delta II Safety Factor Requirements [591: 

If  the design is qualified by analysis ody, positive margins must be shown for 

load safety factors of 1.65 on yield and 2.0 on ultimate strength according to the Delta 11 

Secondary Payload Planner's Guide [59]. These figures are used throughout the analysis. 

M e r  discussions with senior engineen in the aerospace field, it appears that a safety 

margin of 0.25 is taken as a conservative figure when a safety factor of 2.0 is considered 

for aerospace design excluding manned spacecraft. if a safety margin of zero is used. it 

means that the parts would be stressed to the maximum allowable stress limit, which can 

be considered as designing for mmimum cons~ained or safe performance but not 

mairnurn reliability. Hence the trade-off value of 0.25 makes sense within the aerospace 

application at hand as it is very close to maximum constrained (safety factor of 2.0) 

performance without totally ignoring reliability issues of a new design. 

A relatively new alternative to design based on a safety factor is to use the 

reliability method. It consists of a statistical rneasure of the probability that the 

mechanicd part being analysed will not fail. The method of evaluating the reliability 

(value given from O to 1) is based on a normal Gaussian distribution of material 

properties and expenmentai data at hand. This method can only be used instead of the 

time-proven old-fashioned safety factor method when data f?om testing is available. In 

the case of the tie rod analysis, no testing is planned and hence the reliability method 

cannot be used. However. whenever possible. the reliability method to design should be 

used instead. as it constitutes a fairly accurate method to directly assess nsks in design 

tradeoffs. 

4.4 MOST Tie Rod Design Steps 

To design MOST tie rods and ensure no failures, a step-by-step design procedure 

is adopted: identification of problem variables, problem definition including Loads 



detemination and design goals, carefid assessrnent of failure modes, analysis tools and 

equations derivation, evaluation and presentation of results. The following sections 

highlight these crucial design steps, and also include al1 required proofs, details, 

descriptions and justifications. 

4.4.1 Identifkation of Tie Rod Design Parameters and Variables 

The main tie rod design parameters that remain constant through a given analysis 

are the joint materid properties and joint cross-sectional area, the applied loads. the 

sdety factor, and the safety margin. The safety margin for each of the four failure modes 

exarnined (yielding, stripping, gapping, and slipping) is set consecutively at 0.25. The 

resultant safety margins for the concomitant three failure modes are computed (Le. for 

yielding, the stripping, gapping, and slipping safety margins are computed). The worst 

case of these four analyses will govem the design of the tie rods. Following this design 

approach, it is possible to point out what is the limiting case only after going ihrough 

each failure mode anaiysis. This should appear much clearer in Section 4.5 and 4.6. 

The main tie rod design variables that can be varied to lead to an optirnised 

solution are the bolt diameter and bolt material properties, the number of tie rods. the nut 

selection and the tie rod c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  (geometry factor). The nut selection is discussed 

in Section 4.5.1.2.7 where the thread-stripping problem is defmed. The nut is a design 

variable. However, the nut selection has very iittie impact on the design. as a stronger 

nut can always be selected at linle extra cost. Hence, the nut selection will not be 

considered a design variable throughout the analysis presented here. 

4.4,2 Structural Loads Determination 

Static load analysis equivalent to the actual dynamic loading problem: 

3 Total Mass of MOST (as of Phase A Report[6l]) : 56kg 

> Launch Load Expected (Acceleration): 10 * g * 2.0* f i  = 20 & g (RMS) 
The factor of 2.0 was set according to the Delta II Manual for approval based on 

analysis only, without any real tests. The factor accounts for the 3-D dynamic 

loading effects. This factor is quite arbitrary but makes sense after a review of the 

literature on stress concentration (See Peterson[95], Roark[96], and Seika[97]). Its value 



is justified by stating that when a load is applied in one of the 3 axes, part of this load is 

"felt" by the two other axes and vice-versa, since MOST is a 3-dimensional body. 

Moreover, an equivalent static load is applied to the structure that is in fact loaded 

dynamically. Hence, there is a need to account for the fact that part of it barely moves at 

the constrained boundary, and that part of it sustains much worst loads, usually by a 

factor of 2, at the tip of the structure. On average, the structure will statically support 

& times the dynamic load when dynarnic effects and 3-axis sirnultaneous loading are 

taken into account. The loading case considered here is the worst case. Assuming 

support at the middle of the satellite (PAA boundary condition[59]), half of the mass 

hangs on each side (considering DELTA II[59] maximum acceleration of 10 g 'ç RMS 

dynamic load). and the following force, equivalent to the reai distributed tray mass 

loading force. acting on each side of the satellite is obtained: 

Equivalent static analysis (fiee-body-diagram of y-z plane view): 

tensioned upper tie rods (See y - z plane previously s h o w  on Figure 4.8). 

Tray Stack Simplified FBD: 

FP - 
-+ FP 

4 Fr 

Figure 4.8: Free body diagram of the loaded structure (equivalent point mass static 
load) 

From syrnmetry of the problem, top and bonom tie rods are sized equally. It is 

assumed that the upper tie rods take al1 the bending loads (restraining the entire stack 

fiom gapping). In the analysis, FTdenotes the total extemal force applied to the pre- 



Launch loads are applied in three directions: x ,y and z . The wont case for 

MOST is when the vibration launch loads are applied in the x direction, since the x - 
moment ami is shorter than the y-moment ami, which leads to sustain a larger force 

(See FBD on Figure 4.8). 

For MOST (based on Detailed Design), and fiorn FBD (Figure 4.8): 

x - moment arrn = 0.1252m 
y - moment arm = O.1Sm 
z - moment a m  (point mass equivdent to the disnibuteci m a s  loadj = O. l57m 

................................. F ,  * 0.1252m = 9515 N * 0.157m (4.20) 
Finally, fiom (4.20), the total extemai applied load to the pre-tensioned tie rods is found: 

F ,  = 11932 N ............................................... (4.21) 

4.4.2.1 Bending Loads 

The rnicrosat structure should be designed not to bend rnuch under launch loads. 

This is one of the reasons why the tray stack is used as a compressed joint tightened with 

some tie rods. In addition to the tensile stress in the tie rods due to the preload and the 

launch loads. the stress under tray stack bending must be added. The assumption made 

here is that the maximum bending stress (very small compared to al1 other stresses) is 

always present to account for the worst case scenario. However, it is understood that the 

real launch loads never bend the microsat structure at al1 times, if bending even occurs at 

dl. Hence. the maximum bending stress is to be added to the tensile stress as a wont 

case scenario. From Eshbach[85], the following expression for the maximum pure 

bending stress was found: 

For MOST, a maximum bending deflection of 1.5rnm From the centreline of the 

satellite to its end. which is the limit case before shearing of trays (tray wall thickness 

being assumed as 1 .jmm). In those Iimit conditions, the radius of curvature R,. can be 

found as: 

with t = 0.00 15m and J = 0.628111: R, = 38.66m .................................................. (424) 



4.4.2.2 Torsional Loads 

Tonional moments are quite complex to account for when dealing with bolts. 

Material fiction factors vary a great deal as s h o w  in experiments. Many equations 

attempt to accurately measure tonional stresses induced in bolts. Motosh[98] proposed 

an equation from which, according to Bickford[84], the answer is in error by a negligible 

amount. Assuming substitution of the tie rods by an equivalent cylinder, the resulting 

torsional stress is hund to br: a Funçtion of the pre-iod force F' , and is given ils: 

cos p 
Equation 4.25 shows that the input torque is resisted by three reaction torques. 

The first one is produced by the inclined plane action of nut threads on bolt threads. This 

is the effect of the bolt material stretching. The second one is created by fiction between 

the nut and bolt threads. The 1s t  one is created by fnction between the face of the nut 

and the joint. AAer giving it some thoughts, one redises that al1 other effects are 

insignificant and negligible on the torque measurement. Hence. the Motosh[98] 

equations should be used when cornes the time to compute the torque required to 

assemble the tnys together and achieve the desired pre-load. 

And the resulting stress can be computed using equations 4.25 and 4.26 [98]: 

4.5 Tie Rod Design Goal (Minirnising Bolt Size) 

For virtually any aerospace related design problem, the main goal is to come up 

with the best trade-off between maximum performance and minimum cost. This general 

design goal can be translated for the tie rod design problem as: designing for minimum 

weight and maximum stress, within safety factor and safety margin limit set previously in 

Section 4.3, at minimum cost. The ultimate goal in optimising our tie rod design is 

therefore to come up with the lightest tie rod c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n .  The four main variables to 

achieve this goal, as outlined in Section 4.4.1, are the number of tie rods, the material 

used for the tie rods, the size of the tie rods, and the location of the tie rods. ksuming 



there is a need to simpli@ the design by having a minimum of 4 tie rods, which should 

lead to a low-cost solution, the only remaining variables are material selection and bolt 

size. Enswing satisfaction of al1 constraints defined by each failure mode allowing only 

the number of tie rods, the bolt material, and the bolt size to Vary can be programmed 

easily. The Fortran90 program (See Appendix C.l) was then modified to accommodate 

more tie rods although the 4 tie rod configuration was f o n d  to be best suited for MOST. 

4.5.1 Tie Rod Design Failure Modes 

The main challenge when facing a design issue is to identi@ the primary design 

criteria. For the MOST tie rod design case, four major failure modes are investigated. 

one being related to the assembly per se or vibration issues (gapping failure). and the 

three other ones related to material failure issues (yielding, stripping, and slipping). 

4.5.1.1 Vibration - First Natural Frequency of MOST Structure 

Under the launch Ioads described earlier in Section 4.4.1, the primary bus 

structure would potentially bend as if it was a single piece (See Figure 4.9). as long as the 

applied load does not exceed F,,. (See Section 4.2). 

Figure 4.9: Exaggerated bending deformation of the structure (with F, < F ,  ) 

Unfortunately. the tray bus structure no longer acts as a one-piece structure if the 

extemal load exceeds Fm. I t  would not be possible to have a one-piece bus structure 

to resolve this issue, as easy integration of bus sub-systems would not be possible. This 

option can be discarded simply by thinking of ail the electrical connections that could 

potentially get unplugged by assembling al1 sub-systems into a single shell. Hence. a 



tray-like structure assembly is best suited. However, this brùigs up some issues in terms 

of the natural fiequency of our entire system. 

Figure 4.10: Exaggerated bending deformation of the structure (with Fr > F,, ) 

If not tied properly, the tray structure assembly may become loose (See top part of 

the bus structure in Figure 4.10) under bending induced by launch loads. As shown on 

Figure 4.1 0 the structure rnay become somewhat tlimsy. This would lower drastically the 

natural fiequency response of the whole satellite and potentially lead to a mission failure. 

Hence, there is a need to make sure that there is enough preload tension in the tie rods in 

order to rnsure that even when the launch loads are applied, the entire structure will 

remain a single unit and not a weak assembly of many trays with a much lower natural 

fiequency response. 

The challenge here is to quanti@ this problem or potential rupture in design. 

When should a bunch of trays tied up together br practically considered a single strong 

unit, and when should it be considered as acting as if it was really composed of smaller 

units? To answer that question, let's Say that the analysis can assume that with a safety 

factor of 2.0 combined with a safety margin of 25% on the cntical applied load. this 

phenornenon canot  become an issue. The present work assumes that in d l  analyses. the 

structure is close enough to an equivaient single piece. as long as the joint part of the tied 

up structure is under fair compressive loading even when launch loads are applied. 

However, quantiQing the term "fair" compressive loading still remains an issue. To be 

rigorous in our assertion, it is important to mention that a tray stack will never act as a 

single piece? since it is not. Hence, the issue is to be able to know when the assumption 

made leads to results that are very close to the physical behaviour of the real satellite 



structure. AAer detennining Am, and A,, al1 the bolts considered will feature 

F, » O such that the assumption made holds true. However, it is understood that the 

fiction forces at the interface of two separate blocks will never be as  strong as the atomic 

cohesion forces of a continuous piece of matenal. However, as long as the compressive 

force in the joint is large ( FJ » O), the assumption made is reasonable. 

To achieve our design goals, it becomes first necessary to analyse and clearly 

describe d l  f ' lurc modes, which is the main focus of Uic follouing sections. 

4.5.1.1.1 Tray Gapping 

To prevent gapping at the top of the structure. the upper tie rods must compensate 

for the bending loads induced by the launch vibration Ioads. Only the top or bottom half 

of the tie rods do work or absorb energy at any maximum bending deflection. as shown in 

Figure 4.1 0. In between maximum bending and no bending, during dynamic launch 

loading, the top and bottom tie rods share the work done to counteract the extemai loads 

applird. Obviously, pre-tensioned tie rods when loaded in compression are not doing any 

useful work but are simply, in the worst case. returning to their unstressed state. which is 

not an issue since it is impossible to cornpress the joint enough for that to happen. The 

gapping limiting criteria on the bolt stress area are derived in Section 4.6.4. 

It is of interest to note that the bending stress state changes radically within the 

joint frorn a design using a tray stack with tie rods (See Figure 4.12) to a design using a 

one-piece shell structure without tie rods (See Figure 4.1 1). The joint, the primary 

structure in the case of MOST, suffers much less in a tray stack design as the tie rods are 

carrying much of the applied extemal load. This obviously assumes that the tray stack is 

stiffer than the bolts. which is the case in MOST'S tray stack assembly design. 

Bolts that are subjected to extemal loads, at launch tirne for example. are tension- 

loaded even more on one side of the stack frorn bending loads. Therefore it is necessary 

to evaiuate how the bolts and the joints are sharing diis extemal load. This is where a 

complete bolt-joint diagram (Figure 4.4) can be tnily appreciated for its simplicity. 
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Figure 4.11: Bending stress state without the tie rods 
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Figure 4.12: Corrected stress state with tie rods incorporated into the structure. 

As mentioned earlier. the tie rods must maintain F, >> 0 at any given time (to 

avoid vibration problems) especially when the launch loads are applied. Hence. a valid 

lower boundary would be to set F, to be equal to a minimum force. This minimum 

compression in the joint would ensure that, indeed. the structure would act as one-piece. 

Here. it is observed that in the limit case ( FJ = 0 ) F, becomes rqual to F,, . The 

challenge is to quanti@ that minimum value of FJ which will prevent the structure from 

becoming Bimsy. i.e. to prevent the first nanual frequency of the structure from stepping 

down drasticdly. One couid argue that as long as FJ is greater than zero when the 

maximum or worst case load is applied, even slightly, the structure would almost act as a 

whole. However, this limit case when F, tends to zero is very difficult to analyse. In 

fact, our analyticd mode1 based on the material elasticity curves does not allow drawing 

any conclusions or even getting meaningful results when F, tends to zero. Indeed. the 

elastic resistance at the interface between two trays is missing (not a single piece), and 

should be compensated by the preload force of the tie rods. Hence, a constra.int on F, 



has to be defined to guide the final tie rod size selection ensuring that FJ >> 0 at al1 

times. 

Considering the fact that in dl our cdculations a safety factor of 2.0 is used dong 

with a positive margin of safety of 0.25, dl bolt sizes between the limit boundaries A,,, 

and A,, are considered a faifure-free selection. 

4.5.1.2 Material Issues 

Although vibration and tray gapping is of great concem, a major design limiting 

factor is the material. The materiai yielding is the key design variable for tie rod sizing as 

presented in the sections io follow. Three major subcategories of material failure were 

investigated: pure tie rod material yielding under multiple loading, bolt thread stripping, 

and tray slipping. 

4.5.1.2.1 Material Yielding 

The first material failure mode investigated is. understandably, the pure material 

yielding under combined Ioading. Pre-tensioned tie rods combined with tensile launch 

loads and bending of the primary structure leads to a limiting case. The matenal yielding 

limit case is the minimum stress area of rach tie rod. The expression for the minimum 

stress area is obtained in Section 3.6.2 and the basic set of equations is presented in 

Section 4.2. 

4.5.1.2.2 Thread Stripping 

The second material failure mode investigated is thread stripping. This limiting 

case ensures that the tie rod threads won't sû-ip or shear under the additional applied force 

during launch. To achieve that task, and denve another expression for the minimum 

stress area required. selection of a nut and a comprehensive analysis of the thread fom 

selection must be presented. 

Nut selection 
Knowùig the strength of the tie rod alone is not sufficient, since it is never used 

aione. For a large variety of bolt sizes, a designer can h d  standard tables such as in 



Bickford[M] (p. 106-107) that indicates the best nut to use for a given application and 

bolt size. However, for more sophisticated or complex bolt applications, such as in the 

case of satellite tie rods, designers can only follow guidelines. 

In general, the nut needs to support more loads than the bolt. However, it is wise 

to use a softer material for the nut, as it wodd better conform to the tie rod threads when 

loaded. Those two guidelines seems contradictory at first but one m u t  understand that 

the strength of a part depends on dimensions and shape as  well as on material properties. 

To increase safety or reduce strip failure, one simply needs to increase the length of 

thread engagement. Again. for more complex applications, Bickford[84] recommends 

that the nut be selected thicker and heavier than needed as it is always possible to do so. 

For MOST, the design will assume that the nut and bolt materials are the same and that 

the tie rod will fail by stripping before the nut does. Those assumptions are reasonable 

and simpliS, the issues at hand considerably. 

Thread selection[99] [100] [IO11 [IO21 [103] [IO41 [los] [106] [IO71 

The threads obviously play an important role in the tie rods design. AI1 the 

modem fastener thread profiles are based on an arrangement of 60" angles. In the US. 

there are three principal inch senes thread fonn standards: LM, UNR and UNJ. The 

military standard is UNJ and they are described extensively in MIL-S-8879C. The UNJ 

form has generously rounded roots. The code letters M and MJ identifies the metnc 

threads. The basic geometry of metric and inch threads is identical. Among those 

profiles, one cm find different thread series: 

1. W. üNR or UNJ threads define the constant pitch senes 

2. W C ,  W C R  or UNCJ threads define the coarse pitch series 

3. W F ,  UNFR or W J  threads define the fine pitch series 

4. UNEF, LTNEFR or W E F J  threads define the extra fine pitch series 

Metric senes simply use the pitch distance between two teeth, in millimetres. It is 

up to the user to know if they feature extra-fine, fine or coarse pitch. For example, M6x1 

would specify a thread having a nominal diameter of 6mm and a pitch distance of Imm. 

A complete description of nomenclature cm be found in any good mechanical 

design book (Machinery's Handbook[lOl]) so no fùrther comments will be made in the 

present document. What the designer is really look@ for is a way to make sure that 



threads will not fail under shear load. Many researchen have looked at this problem 

before. The derivation of the stripping material failure limit case is presented in Section 

4.6.3 and is based primarily on readings of Alexander[l09], Blake[l 1 O], Ellison[l 1 11, 

FED-STD-H2812B[l12], Gi11[113], Sharman[ll4], and the Machinery's Handbook[lOl]. 

4.5.1.2.3 Tray Slip ping 

The last material failure mode that is considered is the slipping between bvo trays 

under launch loads. The maximum shear force can be easily determined From the 

previous equivalent static load analysis that accounts for the real dynamic loading. The 

maximum shearing force will be equal to the vertical force applied during launch time 

(i.e. F, = 95 1 >5N on each side). There is a need to emphasise that this is higher than the 

acnial maximum shear the structure will ever expenence. as the satellite structure features 

a payload attachent assembly that is not a fixed point at the centre of the spacecnft but 

roughly a nine inch diameier ring, effectively reducing the amount of mass hanging on 

both sides of the PAA. Moreover, the ûay stack features a discontinuous mass 

distribution, and hence a stepwise shear force distribution. However, the analysis 

assurned that the satellite structure is clamped at its centre as it just ensures results that 

are slightly safer. The derivation is done in Section 4.6.4 Slippage of more than 1 Smm 

is only possible if the tie rod fails in shear. Hence. the tray slipping failure mode is 

Iinked to shearing of tie rods failure mode at that point (i.e. slipping cannot be large. 

unless the tie rods fail in shear first). As fùrther explained later, the tie rods cannot 

generate enough preload to compensate for the slipping of tnys under the shear loads. 

Some design modifications are proposed in section 4.6.7. 

4.5.1.2.4 Tie Rod Fatigue 

Most bolts. which fail during normal operation, do so in fatigue. Generally. 

higher pre-load reduces fatigue failure risks as mentioned by Gere and Timoshenko[34]. 

The combined effect of higher mean stress in the bolt and lower load displacement 

prolongs the bolt fatigue life. That being said, the microsatellite tie rods will s a e r  

dynamic loadiig only during launch tirne which is fairly short when compared to the 



lifetime of the satellite, or even the lifetime of bol& in general. Hence, for these reasons, 

it can be safely assumed that no fatigue failure could possibly occur. Bolt fatigue 

mechanisms were investigated by Milestone[115] and Osgood[ll6]. 

4.5.1.2.5 Tie Rod Creep 

The combinations of temperature, loads, and time that produces creep and 

possibly creep fslure or creep fhcture of r. member depends on the matetend 19d the 

envuonment. Although very hostile, the space environment does not represent a real 

creep failure danger. especially since the remaining load on the tie rods when on-orbit is 

simply the preload. Temperature changes within the tray stack are of the order of about 

60°C to 80°C in the wont cases. These variations do not occur often when considering 

MOST's sun-synchronous orbit. Moreover, materials such as alurninum and stainless 

steel cm undergo much larger temperature changes before creep cm be considered a 

possible Bilure. Hence. the tie rod design presented here assumes that no creep failure 

could possibly occur. 

4.5.1.3 Pre-load and Torque Physical Limitations 

Maximum preload obtained in relation to the maximum torque applied is mainly a 

cost concem. Hence. the analysis presented here assumes that the resuiting tie rods pre- 

loading requirement will fa11 within physical limitations of maximum torque. Selection 

of a torque value for a given pre-load requirernent and fastener material can be cornplex 

and is M e r  discussed in Sections 4.9 and 4.1 1. 

1.6 MOST Tie Rods Design along with a Sample Calculation 

In order to demonstrate how the equations presented in Section 4.2 are applied for 

the design of MOST's tie rods considering ail failure modes described in Section 4.5; the 

following sections show a sarnple case and numerical calculation based on well-defmed 

typical parameters. The sample calculation shall provide the reader with a better 

understanding of the table of results presented in Section 4.13. 



Only four failure modes are retained from al1 modes explained in Section 4.5: 

material yielding, bolt thread stripping, tray gapping, and tray slipping under launch 

loads. It is obvious that the maximum force Fway acting on the bolt, when launch loads 

are applied, is constrained by either the material yielding or the bolt thread stripping. It is 

also obvious that the minimum preload force F', required is constrained by either the 

tray gapping or the tray slipping. Hence, four combinations are possible. Derivation of 

the minimum stress area required is derived for each combined failure problem in Section 

4.6.2. 

46.1 Sample Calculation Parameters and Variables Definition 

The following subsections assign nurnerical values for the sample calculation 

considered. It provides nurnerical values for the bolt material, joint material. safety 

factor, margin of safety. applied load, number of tie rods. joint geometry. and maximum 

bolt stress area. 

4.6.1.1 Bolt material selected for sample calculation 

I 1 I I 

1 10.3 16 GPa 1 86 1.85 MPa 1 572.27 MPa 1 0.3 1 1 4428.784 kg/m3 1 0.34 
Table 4.1 : Ti-6Al-JV-AMS-4928 Properties (ref: MIL-HDBK-5 1771) 

46.1.2 Tray material (joint material) selected for calculation 

4.6.1.3 Safety factor and safeîy margin 

The safety factor and safety margin used for al1 sample calculations (Delta II 

Manual[59]): 

~ J S  ..îi 

0.42 
Table 4.2: Aluminum - 606LT6, T651 Properties (ref: MIL-HDBK-5G[771 and 
ASTM, ~01.8) 

4 
69.0 GPa 

?M. 

275 MPa 
PJ 

271 5 kg/m3 
r . h t ~  

26.2 MPa 
J 

0.3 3 



4.6.1.4 Applied load & Number of tie rods 

As cornputed in Section 4.4.2: Fw = 11932 N 

F,  obviously decreases if there is more than one tie rod. The design m u t  use a 

minimum of 4 tie rods so Fv is divided by 2 (NT = 4: four tie rods total and two tie 

rods t a h g  loads as s h o w  in Figures 4.8 through 4.12). 

Fu F, =- for 4 tie rods total ...................................... (3.27) 
7 - 
.YT F, = - for 8 tie rods total ...................................... (1.28) 
2 

The sample calculation analysis will assume the 8 tie rods configuration case (4.27): 

4.6.1.5 Joint Geometry Information 

The joint area for MOST was simplified to a square of 12.7mm by 12.7mm (Figure 4.7): 
A, = 0.000 16129 m' 

The total joint thickness is the actual width of the tray stack of the satellite: 
J = 0.628 m 

The other geometrical values required are: 
TV = 0.004 m (approximate value. does not influence end result if neglected) 

TH = 0.004 m (approximate value, does not influence end result if neglected) 

L, = J= 0.628 m (in Our case tie rods are threaded al1 the way) 

L, = O m (no non-threaded portion, assume off-the-shelf threaded rods) 

Then. the effective length of the body L, using (4.9) can be computed: 

The effective length of the threads L y using (4.10), cm also be computed: 

4.6.1.6 Maximum Bolt area 

The maximum stress area of the bolt is something that is to be determined as a 

geometricai limiting factor. .4,,, is easy to cornpute, as there is a physicai boundary 



that cannot be exceeded, Le. the joint size. Hence, based on the area of the joint A,, the 

maximum stress area AsMy c m  be computed as follows: 

Ir 
The expression in bracket, A, * - , corresponds to the largest circle that you can 

4 
draw in a square cross-section (See Figure 4.13 j. The factor of 3 is arbitrary and was set 

on the basis that the rnavimum stress within the joint part should not exceed half of the 

rnâuimurn yield strength of the joint matenal. which is aluminum (See Section 4.7). If 

this idea is expressed in terms of the percentage that the diameter takes: 57.7% of the sidr 

is taken by the hole in diameter and 21.1% is left on each side for joint thickness. The 

factor of 3 is shown in Figure 4.13 going fiom the left joint black area to the nght. It 

basically assesses that space must be allowed between the side of the joint and the 

circumference of the bolt. Otherwise. there would be no joint ai all. It was found that by 

dividing the result by 3, the joint wall thickness would be suficient enough to ensure that 

stress concentration in the joint material would be under the prescnbed joint maximum 

allowable stress. This assumption is further discussed later as stress concentration is an 

advanced stress subject and must be treated fully. A full derivation of the stress 

concentration factor of a square piece with a hole at its centre is included in Section 4.7 

of the present work. The 62.5% factor accounts for the arnount of material between the 

root and nominal diameter of the bolt that does not take much of the tension load, which 

is s h o w  on the right side of Figure 4.13 as a dashed line circle. This is, of course, an 

additionai hidden margin of safety that should ensure a conservative resdt. 

L 1 

Figure 4.13: Maximum bolt size 

Considering the sample case values defined previously, and using (4.24), A,,, becomes: 
2 As&, = 2.63913-5 m ........................................... (430) 



Defing the maximum bolt size A,,, is obviously of little use in determining 

the optimum minimum bolt size. However, it serves as a maximum boundary, which in 

hum constitutes a very useful basis for confining our search of the optimum design. 

4.6.1.7 SampIe case bolt size selection 

A, and A, are tabulated values for any given bolt. For exarnple. in the sample 

calcuiation, a metrie bolt M 6 . 3 ~ 1  is used where: 

A, = 2.26E-5 mZ, A, = 3.1 172E-5 m', and D = 0.0063m .............. (4.31) 

4.6.2 MOST Tie Rods Design - Four Limiting Factors 

Four failure modes were highlighted in Section 4.5. These four failure modes can 

be mathematically represented in tems of design constraints. The denvation of these 

constnint equations is presented in the following subsections. 

4.6.2.1 Material yielding constraint 

Afier determining the applied load F,, there is a need to compute the value of 

F,, which is the total force that is acting on the tie rod when the extemal loads are 

applied. This is where the design constra.int is introduced. The analysis simply assumes 

that the boit stress cannot exceed the materiai allowable stress. 

- ?Lu * As F,,, - ............................................. (4.32) 
(MS + 1) 

This stress limit ensures that the bolt will not fail because of material yielding. 

The stresses in the joint material are assurned to be below the joint material maximum 

allowable stresses under the resultant joint compression force. This assumption and a 

carefid look at stress concentration within the joint is studied in Section 4.8. 

As previously outiined in Section 4.4.2.1, the bending load assumption is taken 

into account by reducing the maximum allowable stress: 



Recall that the maximum bending stress O, was defined in (4.20): 

Assuming the bolt area cm be AB = C, * A,, where C, is a constant of 

proportionality between A, and As ,  and varies in practice fmm 1.6 to 1.1. As bolts get 

bigger, C, tends toward 1.1. However, to account for the worst possible scenario, the 

value of 1.6 is considered. The bolt diameter can be expressed as: 

Substituting D in (433b) and replacing the resulting O,, in (4.32): 

Where R,. was previously defined as: 

\ O /  ..................... Rc = (From equation 4.23) 
? * t  

4.6.2.2 Bolt thread stripping constraint: 

In FED-STD-H28/2B[112], a simple way of computing the rnâuimurn force that 

cm be applied given a bolt and a nut is presented here. This is the force required to strip 

the threads o f  a bolt or a nut: 

- L L 4  * A, ............................................. F"mY - (435) (MS + 1) 
Hence, the ma.uimurn force FA,, that can be applied to the bolt ensures no 

threads strip failure is computed. This analysis is essential in our attempt to eliminate al1 

possible fdure  modes. As previously mentioned, the assurnption can be made that the 

nut and bolt materials are the same and that the bolt will fail by stripping before the nut 

does. This enables easy computation of A, : 



But Le c m  be defuied as: 

Combining equations 4.36 & 4.37: 

From equation 4.35 & 4.38: 

46.2.3 Tray gapping constraint: 

Tray gapping is a two-fold failure mode. First, gapping means exposure of the 

inside of the satellite to the outside environment and its impurities will occur. Secondly. 

gapping means the structure will becomr flimsy and the first natural fiequency drasticall y 

drops (See Section 4.5.1.1.1). The design boundary relies on a design constraint that is 

imposed by F,, since gapping is directly related to the maximum possible applied 

load. It is basrd on the fact that F,  is known. This result is then used to compute F, 

and al1 other parameters required in the analysis. Hence. the following limit can be 

defined: 

F ,, = F, * SF * (MS + 1) .................................... (4.40) 

But F,,, was defined as: 

(From equation ................ 

Combining (4.7) and (4.40): 

4.6.2.4 Tray slipping constraint: 

Analyshg the interface between two trays result in what is often referred to as the 

so-called "no slip" condition: 

NT * A, * + p * NT * Fv - Fs 2 O ................... &a) 
(MS + 1) 



Where ps,,,, is the joint coefficient of friction and FN the normal force to the 

surface which is equal to the total preload force F, . Fs is the maximum extemal shear 

force that can be applied to the structure. In our case, Fs = Fr. It is possible to obtain a 

constraint on the minimum preload force that must be applied ( F,,, ). (4.42) gives: 

?t w 

- (MS + 1) ................. c?.LLL: - (4.43) 
NT * Ps. ,~,  

Where the maximum allowable shear stress is defined as: 

- TL', - - rrur ............................................... (4.44) 

Combining (4.25) and (4.26) into (1.44): 

4 

16* Fp * P P A  .................... ?W - r ~ d ~ ~ . 4  - n * D 3  [-+- 2~ CO@ + p,, (4.44b) 1 
Merging (4.44b) and (4.43): 

( M S  + 1) 

N T *  (MS+l)*p,,,- t L 

if the numerator is smaller 

r,$, <O), any pre-load force would 

than zero 

ensure no 

slipping failure. However, this implies that the tie rods are loaded to the maximum 

allowable shear strength of the matenal selected. if the Ection behveen trays under 

compression is to absorb the shear load instead of the tie rods, some design modifications 



must be made, since the preload required would then be above its reasonable physical 

limit. A few alternatives that involve slight design modifications are proposed in Section 

4.15, which would release the shear loads taken by the tie rods. For example, the 

addition of a shoulder around the tie rod as part of the tray or a shear plate between the 

tray stack and the science payload is proposed. Alternatives that would not rnodify as 

much the complex tray design would simply be the addition of inserts. These design 

alternatives are proposed on the basis that the tie rods play a major role as the main 

structural component that holds the whole primary structure in one piece. Failure is not 

an option. Hence, it would not be wise to fully load the tie rods in shear and in tension up 

to the maximum allowable material strength. This is definitely considered to be risky. 

Moreover, the shear load taken by the tie rods implies that the tray structure bends 

considerably. which is not a viable design considering the precision pointing requirement 

of the science payload. Hence. the no slip condition assuming no shear taken by the tie 

rods becomes: 

ps,,, * N T *  Fv - F, 2 0  ..................................... (4.2b) 
Taking F, in (4.42b) to bc equal to the total pre-load force F, per tie rod gives: 

SF * F, * (MS + 1) 

4.6.3 Determination of the Minimum Stress Area 

The constraint equations derived (Equations 4.32b, 4.39, 4.41. and 4.43b) cannot 

be used alone directly to determine the minimum bolt stress area required for each 

material considered. The worst case combination of the above four failure constraints 

will be used to size MOST tie rods. The derivation of the minimum stress area based on 

known variables for al1 possible Mure mode combinations is presented in the following 

sub-sections. 

4.6.3.1 MOST Tie Rods Design Based on Material Yielding & Tray Gapping 

To determine the minimum bolt stress area satiseing both (432b) and (4.41), the 

following basic set of equatioos is required: 

FB = Fp + LW, ........................ (From equation 43) 



m' = ( KB ) * F, ............ (Frorn equatioo 4.6) 
KB + KJ 

Substituting (4.32b) and (4.41) into ( 4 4 ,  the following result is obtained: 

4*  Cl * A, 
SF,, 2* R, r - - F r  

* [SF, * (MS, + 1) * K, + K,] 
(4.46) 

Ms, + 1 41 + K~ As 

E, * A B  * A s  
K, = ............ (From equation 48b) 

L, * As + L.re * 4 

and 
Ej * Ac ..................... KJ = (From equation 4.13) 

J 
For brevity, the introduction of the following constant is required: 

Using (4.8b). (4.13), and (4.47) in (4.46): 

- 
MS,. + 1 

................................ (Result: Equation 4.48) 

(4.48) needs to be solved for using a Newton-Raphson or Secant root finding 

method. A Secant root finding method was irnplemented in the Fortran90 cornputer 

program (See Appendix C. 1 ) 

From (4.32b): Fp = 8388 N 

Solving (4.48) for II,,, : 

.......................................... A,, = 2.123TE-5 m2.. (4.49) 



And, Grom (430): 

A ,  = 2.639134 rn2 (this is the same for al1 failure modes) 

These results serve as a basis for cornparhg the 4 different coupled failure modes 

and should give insight into which mode leads to the worst case scenario. It is 

understood that this is only a sample case for the MOST design, so no general conclusion 

can be drawn tiom the sample case numerical results. 

46.32 MOST Tie Rods Design Based on Materiai Yietding 8r Tray Slipping 

Similarly, to determine the minimum bolt stress area satisfying both (432b) and 

(4.43b), the following basic set of equations is required: 

FB = Fp + AF, ........................ (From equation 4.3) 

Substituting (432b) and (4.43b) into (43), the following result is obtained: 

where: 
EB * A B  * A s  ............ K, = (From equation 48b) 

Lk * A s  + L ,  * A B  

and 
Ej * Ac 

K, = ..................... (From equation 4.13) 
1 

J 

Again, for brevity, introduction of the following constant is required: 

Inserting (4.8b), (4.13), and (4.51) into (4.50): 

MS, + 1 ... (Result: Equation 4.52) 



(4.52) is similar to (4.48) and must also be solved using Newton-Raphson or 

Secant root finding method. 

Sam~le  Calculation: 

From (449): Fp = 7282 N 

Using (4.52): 

A,, = 2.6391E-5 m' (this is the same for al1 failure modes) 

It is observed that the minimum bolt stress area A , , , ,  (yielding and gapping - 

result 4.49) is about 11% greater than the minimum bolt stress area .Asb, (yielding and 

slipping - result 4.53). This result suggests that the gapping constraint prevail over the 

slipping constraint. Obviously no general conclusions c m  be drawn from this sample 

numerical calculation. However, the difference between the two numerical results for the 

bolt stress area is such that for MOST, it is foreseen that yielding coupled with slipping 

constitutes more of a concem than for yielding coupled with gapping. 

4.6.3.3 MOST Tie Rods Design Based on Bolt Thread Stripping & Tray Gapping 

Again, to determine the minimum bolt stress area satisQing both (4.39) and 

(4.41), the following basic set of equations is required: 

FB = Fp + AFB ........................ (From equation 43)  

Substituting (4.39) and (4.41) into (4.3), the following result is obtained: 

Again. for brevity, introduction of the following constant is required: 

............... C = SFG * (MS, + 1) @rom equation 4.47) 



and 

E,  * A g  * A s  
K, = .............. (Frorn equation 4.8b) 

Lbc * AS + L s  * AB 

K, = EJ * A C  ....................... (From equation 4.13) 
J 

, and (4.47) into (4.54) gives: 

Multiplying the LHS by the denominator of the RHS in (4.55): 

2* r,, * A s  
* [ E ~  *cl * A ~  * J +  ~j * ( A ,  -cl *As) * (Lbe  +Lw *cl)]= 

SF, * ( MS.,-, + 1) 

(4.52~) is of the quadratic form. which can be expressed as follows: 
a* A.&,, + b* A,, + c  = O ....................................... (4.57) 

For which the following solutions exist: 

- b f & ' - ~ a * c  ........ 4, = (Result: Equation 4.57) 
2*a 

Where a, b and c are defined as: 

1 c=-Fr 'C* E, ' A ,  *(L, +Lse *Cl) 

Sarn~le Calculation: 

From (4.45): Fp = 9 1 18 N 

Using (4.50): 
2 ............................................ As, = 1.9233305 m (4.58) 

And, fiom (4.30): 



A,,, = 2.639 134 m2 (this is the same for dl failure modes) 

It is observed here that the minimum bolts stress area /I,,, (stripping and 

gapping - result 4.58), is 11% smdler than the minimum bolts stress area A,, (yielding 

and gapping - result 4.49). This result provides insight that the yielding constraint, when 

coupled to the gapping constraint, is worst than the stripping combined with gapping for 

the sample numencal case. Again, no general conclusions can be drawn from this sample 

numerical crilculation. However, the differencr between the bolt stress m n  A , ,  

(stripping and gapping - result 4.58) and the bolt stress area A,,, (yielding and gapping 

- result 4-49) is such that it is foreseen for MOST that yielding coupled with gapping is 

equivalent to stripping coupled with gapping. Ultirnately so fa, the yielding constraint 

combined wi th the gapping constraint featured the wont (largest) minimum stress area. 

4.6.3.4 MOST Tie Rods Design Based on Bolt Thread Stripping & Tray Slipping 

Finally. to determine the minimum bolt stress area satisfying both (4.39) and 

(4.Ub). the following basic set of equations is required: 

FB = Fp + AFB ........................ (From equation 4.3) 

Substituting (4.39) and (4.43b) into (4.3), the following result is obtained: 

2 * rRt,,. * As - - SK. * Fs * (MSs + 1) + ) * Fy ..................... (4.59) 
SF, * ( IMS~-~ + 1) NT * k . 4 1  

With K, . K, , and Cas previously defined, inserting (4.8b), (4.13), and (4.50) into 
(459)  gives: 

2 * h ,  * A s  - - 
SF, * (MS, + I )  

[ E ~  *Ci * A s  * J +  E, * ( A ,  -Ci + A s ) * ( L b e  +Lw *c , ) ] *c*  F~ + E s  *Ci * A s  * J * F U  *NT*,K~-~~~ 

Multiplying LHS by deiiominator of RHS in (4.60): 



2*riu,,. * A ~  * [ E ~  * C I  * A ~ * J + E ~  * ( A J  -Ci *AS)*(Lk +LU * ~ ~ ) ] * f l * p ~ . ~  - - 
SF, *(MS, + 1) 

[E* *CI Ag J + E J  * ( A J  -CI AS)*(Lk + L ,  *c~)]*c* F~ + E s  *Ci * A S  J * f r  *m*pS.,tl 

.............................................................. (4.61) 

(4.61) is of the quadratic form, which can be expressed as follows: 
....................................... a * A.&, + b * A,, + c = O (4.62) 

For which the following solutions exist: 

- b f  db'-4*a*c ........ AWN = (Result: Equation 4-62) 2*a  

Where a, b and c are defined as: 

c=-E,  *.A, *(L, + L,, *Cl)*C*Fs 

Sample Calculation: 

From (4.45): Fp = 8428 N 

Using (4.50): 

............................................ A,, = 1.692236 m' (4.63) 

And, fiom (4.30): 

A ,  = 2.639134 mZ (this is the same for al1 failure modes) 

Finally. it is observed that the minimum bolt stress area A,, (stripping and 

slipping - result 4.63) is 25% smdler than the minimum bolt stress area A,, (yielding 

and gapping - result 4.49). This result enforces previous conclusion stating that the 

yielding constraint, when coupled to the gapping constmht, is the wom case scenario 

considering the sample numerical case. Again, no general conclusions can be drawn 

fiom this sample numencal calculation. However, the difference between the bolt stress 



areas A,, (yielding and gapping - result 4.49) and the boit stress areas (yielding 

and slipping - result 4.53, stripping and gapping - result 4.58, or stripping and slipping - 
result 4.63) is such that for MOST, it is foreseen that yielding coupled with gapping 

constitutes the worst case design scenario. Again, these conclusions are only valid for the 

variables used in our sample calculations (see Section 4.6.1). The Fortran90 program 

written to size the tierods compares the four combined failure modes, and automatically 

provides results based on the worst case scenario, which might be different for different 

materials. A user's guide to the TIEROD.F90 program is provided in Section 4.16. 

4.7 Joint Stress Concentration Factor Determination Using the Airy Stress Function 

It is well established that non-uniformity of stress occurs because of geometric 

changes. This non-uniformity in stress distribution across our joint and particulvly 

around our tie rods may result in a maximum stress that is larger than the average stress 

Where Q,,.~~,, can easily be computed as follows: 

Now. let's find a theoretical value for q,, . knowing the applied force F, and 

assurning that maximum stress will occur at the edge of the joint hole. 

t t t t t t r t t  
++- 

0 
Figure 4.14: Equivalent two-dimensional stress concentration analysis 



Figure 4.14 

joint is loaded in 

shows an approximation to 

compression dong the 3rd 

the joint stress state. Obviously, the real 

axis (out of plane of Figure 4.14) and 

therefore our planar tensile load distribution is really an approximation of the real 3-D 

effect. 

First, the equilibrium equations in terms of the plane polar coordinates can be 

obtained where t ,  , t ,  : and t,, represent the polar stress components: 

Airy stress function method: 

Let be the Airy stress fimution. The stress components t m ,  t, . and t,, c m  be 

defined as follows in terms of the Airy stress function: 

Solving for the maximum stress in the tie rod case is not trivial. However. the 

stress-state solution for an infinite plane under uni-axial tension is well known. Using 

this uni-axial stress state solution and applying the superposition theorem (assuming 

small displacement theory holds), a fairly good approximation of the stress-state in our 

small joint case is derived. As a result. it is possible to get an approximate stress 

concentration factor for the simplified MOST joint. The theoretical derivation included 

herein is a two-dimensional simplification of an actual three-dimensional problem. The 

actual joint is actually loaded by out of plane compression forces, which leads to 

extension (displacement) in the in-plane outward direction. Hence, the infinite plane 

solutions superposed provide an equivdent displacement solution of the actual three- 

dimensional case. Moreover, it is understood that an infinite plane solution ensures 



higher stress at the radius hole location, which in turn ensures a conservative figure for 

the stress concentration factor. 

The polar coordinate Laplacian operator is: 

When there are no body forces involved, we get the following compatibility equation: 

Applied to the polar coordinate form Airy stress function, we get: 

The cornplex part in using the Airy stress function method is to define or assume 

a stress function form. In the case of infinite plane uni-axial tension. a simple solution 

can assume the following fom: 

U(r ,  0 )  = F, ( r )  + F, (r) cos(26) ................................ (4.73) 

This form may seem arbitrary at first sight but it is quite general and can be used 

to solve most polar coordinate planar problems. The cos(28) is the simplest 

trigonometric expression mapping the boundary conditions properly. It implies the use of 

an infinite Taylor expansion series, as the cosine can be expanded. The radial stress 

dependence and the coupled tangentid-radial dependence are also expressed in (4.73). 

Substituting (4.73) into (4.72) gives two decoupled equations: 

and 

A general solution for 6 (r) and F, (r) that satisfies (4.74) and (4.75) would be 

of the foliowing form: 



Incorporating (4.76) and (4.77) in (4.67), (4.68), and (4.69): 

t ,  ( r ,  6) = C, [3 + 2 ln(r)]+ 2 ~ ,  - 2C, + 1 2 ~ ~ '  + 6 ,  cos(20) .....(4.79) 
r -  c7 r I 

By inspection C, = C, = O since in the joint case, stresses are finite at r = a. To 

determine the remaining 5 constants, the definition of 5 boundary conditions is required: 

1 
t ,  (m. O )  = - - o[sin(28)] ........................................ (4.83) 

3 - 
........................................ r, (a, 8)  = O (Free surface) (1.8 4) 

t ,  (a. 8) = 0 (Free surface) ........................................ (4.85) 

Applying those 5 boundary conditions to (4.78), (4.79). and (4.80): 

o a 2 0  : C3 = -- a ; C5 =-- a 4 0  ; C, =-- a b  ....... C, =- ;ind C, = - (4.86) 
- 4 3 4 4 2 

Substituting those constants (4.86) into (4.78), (4.79), and (4.80): 

r, ( r ,  8)  = o[l+ $1 - f [i + 3 $1 ~ ~ ~ ( 2 8 )  .......................... (4.88) 
2 



The component-fom stress-state 

ùifinite plane uni-axial tension problem. 

applied on the other side of the plate, 

equations are obtained: 
r - 1  

(4.87) to (4.88) represent 

Now, if the same plane is 

it can similarly be shown 

a solution of our 

kept but tension is 

that the following 

J 

............................... i ,  (r, O) = q[l - 3: + 2 $1 ~ i ~ ( 2 6 )  (1.91) - 
Applying the superposition principle (i.e. one of the elasticity theorems: a linear 

combination of solutions to sub-problems is then a solution to the original problem). the 

fuial stress-state equations for our infinite plane with tension applied in both axial 

direction normal to the sui-faces is obtained as foilows: 

t,, ( r d )  = O ................................................... (1.95) 

Evaluating (4.93), (4.94), and (4.95) at r = a : 

t, (a, 8) = 0 .................................................... (496) 

r ,  (a. 6) = 3a .................................................. (4-97) 

................................................... r,, (u,O) = 0 (4.98) 

The maximum stress at the edge of the hole resulting eom that analysis is: 

O,, = 2 * O ................................................... (4.99) 

Hence, our stress concentration factor Sc is: 



A stress concentration factor Sc z 2.1 is found using Peterson1s[95] chart 5.27, 

which assumes an infinite cylinder with inside pressure. 

The resuiting joint stress concentration factor can than be used to check if the 

joint stress is below its maximum allowable stress. 

Using the sample case numerical values: 

The maximum allowable stress o.,, for aluminum is l . lE8  Pa. Hence, with a 

stress concentration factor of 2. the maximum stress oJmr is at 91% of the maximum 

allowable stress in the joint, which dso includes a safety factor OF 2. The computed 

maximum joint stress is above the red stress in the joint as outlined previously (because 

of assurnptions made and as the tray wall cross-sectional area was not taken into account 

in the calculations). Hence, this represents a mly conservative analysis of the joint. I t  

simply adds confidence in the analysis in the form of hidden safety margin. However. 

there is a need to verim the maximum joint stress for every iie rod selection (as this is a 

sample case analysis and hence cannot be generalised). These verifications shall ensure 

no structural fàilure due to the joint. 

4.8 Tie Rod Material as a Design Variable (Use of MIL-HDBK-5) 

The choice of material influences the size of the tie rods a great deal. Actually. 

the material selection is one of the two design parameters that truly impact the sizing of 

the tie rods. The other parameter is the number of tie rods. Many materials can be 

considered good options in terms of their hi& strength charactenstics. A good point of 

depamire in terms of material engineering is to have a look at the so-called aerospace 

graded matenals that are listed in the MIL-HDBK-5[77] document. This extensive two- 

volume collection assesses aerospace graded matenal properties. M e r  going through the 

extensive materid choice listed in the MIL-HDBK-5[77] military handbook. it was 

decided to narrow d o m  the material choice by using the materials that do not require 

MSFC approvai for Iaunch (low-cost approach). These materials are listed as alloys with 



high resistance to stress cotrosion cracking in table 1 of the MSFC-SPEC-522[92] 

document (See short list in Appendix E). 

Titaniurn seems to be a matenal with rnuch potentiai. However, the availability 

and cost issues in using titanium for the tie rod design might well lead designers to look 

at other options. The results presented in later sections and s h o w  in Appendk C.3 

include al1 possible options with their pros and cons dong with recommendations 

discussed in Sections 4.14 and 4.15. 

4.9 Torque Control at Assembly Time 

Selecting a torque value for a given pre-load and fastener material can be 

complicated. Friction and matenal relaxation effects at assembly time cm modi& 

significantly the desired pre-load. Some tables of recomrnended torque values exist and 

are cornmonly used for non-critical applications. However, for the MOST micro-satellite 

application, accuracy is an issue. For example. even tightening speed at assembly time is 

critical. The use of high-speed tools to tighten the tie rods is required but many pauses 

should be taken to give ail parts time to relax. This involves tightening bolts in a series 

of passes. rather than applying full torque required at the first pass. Hence. while torque 

is being applied. the nut tums. the bolt stretches. and then the desired pre-load by 

repeating this process is achieved. The closer control enters that chah of events. the 

more accuracy is obtained and the more expensive it should cost. The nomal 

relationship between torque and pre-load is linear. The difficulty here is to define and 

calculate the constant of linearity. A number of equations have been derived and the one 

proposed here was initially defined by Motosh[l98]: 

.... (Same as equation 4.25) 
2 8  cosp 

Again, (4.25) shows that the input torque is resisted by three reaction torque. ïhe  

first one is produced by the inclined plane action of nut threads on bolt threads. This is 

the effect of the bolt material stretching. The second one is created by friction between 

the nut and bolt threads. The last one is created by Ection between the face of the nut 

and the joint. M e r  givhg it some thoughts, one redises that al1 other eEects are 

insignificant and negligible on the torque measurernent. Hence, the Motosh[98] 



equations should be used when it is t h e  to compte the torque required to assemble the 

tray s together and ac hieve the desired pre-load. 

4.10 Self-Loosening of Fasteners under Vibration 

The bolt loosening mechanisms are extensively studied and investigated by 

Junker[ll7], Sakai[ll8], Landt[ll9] [120] [12 11, Motosh[98], Baubles et ai41 221, 

Daadbin[l23], Walker[124], and many others. It is expected that during the Iaunch phase 

of the MOST mission, the bolts could self-loosen. To ensure no self-loosening, various 

design options are available: maintainhg preload and friction (e.g. nylon inserts. disc- 

lock products), preventing relative slip between surfaces (e.g. addition of a shoulder. 

some inserts or a gasket), reducing back-off torque (e.g. using fine-pitch thread). 

comtering back-off torque ( e g  using nylon locking collar in nut or free-spiming lock 

nuts or bolts). mechanically locked fasteners[l25] (e.g. using lock wires and pins. 

welding bolt and nut. or using Huck lockbolt, tnielock bolt. or Avilok nut). chemically 

bonded fasteners, and vibration-resistant washers. 

Combining the use of a nut with a nylon locking collar. the addition of a shoulder. 

the use of fine-pitch thread bolt, and the use of a pin (or lock wire) would ensure no self- 

loosening of MOST tie rods. Those recommendations are based on simplicity and low 

cost. It is interesting to note that the addition of a shoulder (recommended for 

counteracting possible shear and slip failures - see Section 4.15) also acts to prevent self- 

loosening of tie rods. 

Severai tests can assess the residuai preload in a bolt as a function of time under 

vibration loading. The Junker[ll7] test machine is probably the best and cheapest 

alternative to the more expensive vibration table test. However, if al1 recommendations 

are applied, no testing shall be required, as no tie rod loosening is possible considering 

the relatively low MOST launch vibration ioads (as compared with industrial vibration 

Ioading). 

4.1 1 Pre-load Physical Limitations and Other Assumptions 

Underlying assumptions were made about pre-loading that must be well 

understood. For example, there exist physical limitations on the pre-load force that can 



be applied. One can preload a bolt only by applying some maximum torque to it. Once 

pre-loaded, the relaxation effects and elastic non-linear interaction losses between the 

bolt and the joint corne into the overall picture. The losses that will occur can be 

quantified. The following relationship between the average pre-load and the torque 

applied was taken fiom Bickford[84]: 

Unfortunatel y. once preloaded, the bo lt interacts with the joint as previousl y 

mentioned. Those material interactions effectively unload the joint. The elastic 

interaction losses can be quantified to find minimum and maximum effective pre-load 

force that remains after applying a torque M ,  to the bolt. Great care has to be taken. 

such that the effective pre-load in the bolts rernains as close as possible to the theoretical 

value required. Once the average pre-load (or required pre-load) has betn determined by 

the analysis, the maximum and minimum pre-load cm be computed using empirical 

estimates of the losses involved. From Bickford[M], in the worst case scenario: 

As observed, the minimum pre-load can lie quite below the expected or desired 

pre-load. The designers will have to bear this fact in mind when MOST is actually 

assembled, as less pre-load then desired might well lead to a gapping failure. As a rough 

figure, the torque required should be at least doubled to ensure that the minimum preload 

force is obtained. This rough figure shall be used only if no preload verification 

procedures are planned (which should be the case for MOST to keep low-cost at 

assemtrly t h e ) .  Again. more elaborate and expensive equipment can be used but 

considenng the low-cost design approach to MOST. doubling of the required torque 

seems a viable solution as long as it does not lead to failure of the joint or to stripping 

failure of the bolt. Optimum preloading was investigated by Finkelston[l26]. 

I F  ,,,, =1.02*Fk, 

4.12 Analysis Results for Al1 Failure Modes and Materials Considered 

As previously highlighted, the yielding and slipping failure mode is predominant. 

and 

Table 4.3 presents al1 best bolt sizes that feature a bolt stress area A, between boundaries 

FR,, =0.42* F,,\ .................... (4.103) 

As,uLv and A,,, defined by the yielding and slipping failure mode. Results were 



obtained kom the output of the TIEROD.F90 program. As shown in Table 4.3, no 

choices are obtained for the 4 tie rods configuration. Also, some materials do not even 

appear in the case of the 8 tie rods configuration. This clearly demonstrates that a limited 

number of choices are viable options when slipping is considered. Additionally, more 

than 37 viable options are presented in Appendix CS for the case when the slipping 

failure is not considered. Hence, Section 4.15 presents design recommendations such 

that the slipping between trays is no longer a function of the tie rod sizing problem. The 

results obtained when the slipping failure is not considered dso  include a choice of off- 

the-shelf. cheap local suppliers' material choices that are not viable options otherwise. 

This is the main reason why some slight design changes are recommended in order to 

allow the use of a cheaper off-the-shelf solution. 

Ail Viable Results Sorted by Mass (Considering Slip as a Potential Failure) 
Order # of Rods Bolt Matcrial Dcsignation Size 
L 

1 8 Ti-13V-11 Cr-3 Al-SOLUTION-TREATED-AGED M6x I 

2 b16.3~1 

Table 4.3: Al1 Viable Tie Rod Options Sorted by Mass 

Serie 

Metnc 

bfctric 

Metric 

UNF 

W F  

Mecric 

Mctric 

W C  

W F  

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Mass (kg) 

0.6W 1 ----- 
0.6936 

0.6936 

0.7056 

0.7056 

0.7543 

0.7645 

0.7673 

0.7673 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

Prclorid (N) 

9W0 

8388 

8010 

8719 

8327 

8093 

77 17 

10020 

8412 

Ti-6AI4V-MIL-T-9047 

Ti-6Al-JV-.WfS-J928 

Ti-6Al4V-MIL-T-9047 

Ti- 13 V- 1 1 Cr-3Al-MIL-T-9047-tUJNLlLED 

CUSTOMJSj-STAINLESS-STEEL-Aibis56 17-H 1 O00 

Ti- 13V-11 Cr-3AI-SOLUTION-TREATED-tlGED 

Ti- 13V-II Cr-3AI-b1lL-T-9047-WNEALED 

MS(Gapping) 

0.5265 

0.3473 

0.2866 

O 4137 

0.35 

0.2734 

0.2309 

0.5687 

0.335 1 

b16.3~1 

1/4-28 

1i-1-28 

b16.3~1 

b15~0.8 

1/4-20 

1/4-28 



4.13 Material Cost and Availability Issues 

The materials listed in Table 4.3 are not readily available off-the-shelf. A survey 

was done by Chantaie Larnontagne[l27], highlighting the fact that it would cost about 

750$(CAN) to get 8 tie rods custom machined by local suppliers. On the other hand, off- 

the-shelf threaded rods are readily available. Two local distributors were contacted and 

the price is about 10$(CAN) per tie rod for the ailowed stainless steels (See #36 and #37 

in Appendix C.5). Hence, it would roughly cost 10 times more to get the tie rods custom 

made locally. Moreover, the lead-time would definitely be longer to obtain custom-made 

tie rods. 

4.14 Discussion and Tie Rod Design Recommendations for MOST 

As observed earlier. many material and bolt combinations cm be used to achieve 

the no failure criteria (except for the slipping failure mode. which must be handled some 

other way, i.e., the addition of a shouider, a gasket, some inserts, or an interface plate is 

recomrnended in Section 4.15). The optimum solution must consider weight. 

performance and cost. Appendix C.5 presents results from output of the TIEROD.FP0 

program for the best material and bolt combinations that would achieve the design goals. 

Among them. the combination of 4 tie rods (Size %-28) made out of AM-355 stainless 

steel (AMS 5743lSCT1000) is one of the lightest bolt/material solutions at around 622 

grams. 8 M6.3~1 tie rods made out of Ti-6A14V ( M S - 4 9 2 8 )  is also one of the lightest 

bolt/material solutions at around 700 grarns. Simplification of the design and extra 

weight saving are the two clear advantages of using the 4 tie rods contiguration. Future 

MOST design shall make use of this result to reduce rnass of the primary structure. As 

far as the current MOST design is concemed, the 8 tie rods configuration was pre- 

selected by engineen. In that cod~guration, two solutions are proposed: a custom design 

using titanium as mentioned earlier or some cheap off-the-shelf stainless steel tie rods. 

The latter has the advantage of being readily available and cheap. The obvious 

disadvantage is the addition of 500 g r a s  to the primary structure. There is no 

performance gain other than the mass reduction in using titanium tie rods. 

It is felt that cost is not a major issue when considering a stand-alone design. 

Hence, the titanium solution is recommended. However, if MOST was to be used within 



a constellation of small satellites, or, if cost was more important than weight, the cheaper 

solution should be favoured. The tradeoff here is simple: 45% lighter at 10 times the 

cost or 45% heavier at one tenth of the cost. 

Best Tie Rod Design Recommendations: *Al1 based on A1-6061-T6/T651 joint 

1) Material: AM-355 stainless steel (AMS 5743lSCT1000) 
Boit size: %28 UNF (English) 
Number of Tie Rods: 4 
Total Tie Rods Mass: 0.6218 kg 

2) Material: Ti-6AI-4V (AMS-4928) 
Bolt sue: M63x1 (Metric) or %O28 UNF (English) 
Number of Tie Rods: 8 
Total Tie Rods Mass: 0.6936 kg or 0.7056 kg 

3) Material: 316Stainless Steel (Spaenaur) 
Bolt size: %-28 UNF (English) 
Number of Tie Rods: 8 
Total Tie Rods Mass: 1.248 kg 

4) Material: 304-Stainless Steel (Meta1 Supermarket) 
Bolt size: %-28 UNF (Englis h) 
Nurnber of Tie Rods: 8 
Total Tie Rods Mass: 1.248 kg 

4.15 MOST Tray Design Modification Recommendations 

The following design recornrnendations or design change suggestions are based 

on a desire to reduce the overall weight of the primary tray stack structure. The analysis 

showed that the slipping constraint was the main design driver. The slipping failure 

mode can be solved by slightly changing the design. The addition of a shoulder at the 

tray interface in the vicinity of tie rod would solve the slipping problem without adding 

weight to the primary structure. The ody disadvantage of this design change is the 

increased manufactunng tolerances. However, since the tray is custorn made out of a 

single block of aluminum, it is anticipated that this change does not add unreasonable 

manufacturing complexity. On the positive side, it can potentially reduce the m a s  by a 

relatively large amount by ailowing the 4 tie rod configuration, thereby simplifjhg the 

tray cross-section. It appears clear fiom the diagram on Figure 4.15 that most of the 

shear force, if not dl, wouid be taken by the tray spigot or shoulder instead of the tie 



rods. In the worst case where tolerances become a major problem, a shoulder can be 

press fitted after the tray is rnachined, thereby relaxing the manufachüing tolerances. 

I I 

Figure 4.15: Spigot o r  Shoulder Conceptual Design 

Another solution is the addition of a shear plate behween the tray stack and the 

science payload. The project engineen prefer this solution, as it does not affect the 

manufacturing of the tray, and also provides a useful interface for rase of assembly of the 

science payload on top of the tray stack. The down side of this solution is that it adds 

weight to the structure. However. provided slight additional weight of the order of O.5kg 

up to 0.75kg c m  be afforded. it is strongly recommended to include a shear plate for the 

obvious advantages mentioned previously. Alternative solutions considered are the 

addition of a gasket or some inserts at the interface between trays to avoid material shear 

or science payload misalignment. as mentioned earlier. Al1 those additions. shear plate 

included, would directly solve a potential failure mode, and would reduce the sizing of tie 

rods to three basic problerns covered previously: material yielding, bolt stripping, and 

tray gapping. The results presented (See Appendix C.3, C.4, and C.5) in this analysis 

assumed that the slipping problem was solved using one of the proposed solutions or a 

combination of those solutions. such that the slipping problem is out of the tie rod sizing 

design loop. 

4.16 Fortran 90 Program - An Operator's Manual 

All the resuits presented were generated Erom a custorn Fortran90 program. The 

prograrn was tested by comparing results of an Excel Spreadsheet and hand calculation to 

the output obtained from the program. Al1 resufts agreed. The flexibility of custom data 



management, custom output file format, and ease of input variable modifications are clear 

advantages of the TIEROD.F9O program developed. 

The program first reads the data included in the 8 input files (See Appendix C.2 

for a sarnple of each input files): 

Filename: TRAY .DAT 
Description: Specification of tray information and analysis to be performed 
Filename: SAFETY.DAT 
Description: Specification of safety factors and failure modes 
Filename: S A X E O . D U  
Description: Specification of satellite geometry parameters 
Filenarne: TLOAD.DAT 
Description: Specification of launch loads and load factors 
Filename: BMAT.DAT 
Description: Specification of bolt materials to be included 
Filenarne: JMAT.DAT 
Description: Specification of joint matenals to be included 
Filename: EBOLT.DAT 
Description: Specitication of English bolt sizes to be included 
Filename: MBOLT.DAT 
Description: Specification of Metric bolt sizes to be included 

Once the basic set of files is created, quick analysis results are obtained. Running 

time is of the order of less than 5 seconds. The output of the program is automatically 

saved in 3 output files (See Appendix C.3, C.4. and C.5): 

1) Filename: TIE I . E S  
Description: Al1 viable boIts/materials combinations for al1 analysis performed 

2) Filename: TIELRES 
Description: Minimum bolt stress area for each matenal considered 

3) Filename: TIE3.RES 
Descnption: Best overall results for each material considered (sorted by mass) 

The Fortran90 program is run in dos mode. The 3 output files and 8 input files 

must be placed in the sarne directory as the executable file (TIEROD-EXE) for the 

program to nin properly. To run the program, simply key-in the word TIEROD and then 

press the Enter key. The output files c m  then be viewed in MSWord or in any other 

ASCII file viewer. The tables were constnicted for easy importation into MS Excel 

where m e r  data treatments cm be done. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

This work has presented structural analyses spanning frorn the preliminary 

design to the detailed MOST microsatellite design. The primary objective of this work 

was to provide the Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) with detailed structural analyses and 

subsequent design recommendations for the MOST microsatellite mission. In order to 

achieve this goal, finite element methods were extensively used. The multiple 

investigations presented herein mainly covered the static load stresses and normal 

vibration modes of the spacecraft. The main assumptions made were those inherent to 

the use of thin shells (assuming small deflections) to mode1 the spacecraft: there is no 

deformation in the middle plane of the plate (the middle plane remains neutral during 

bending), the normal to the middle plane of the plate remains normal to the middle 

surface of the plate under bending, and the normal stresses in the direction transverse to 

the plate are negligible. 

Under these assumptions, the preliminary results presented in Chapter 2 showed 

satisfactory structural behaviours. Specifically, the PCB analysis showed that four pins 

placed in a diamond-like shape at the middle of the PCB and eight pins on the PCB 

contour (See Figure 2.2 C) features a first naturai fiequency far above the launch vehicle 

requirement. Moreover, a vibration sensitivity analysis was performed for the bottom 

tray plate and showed optimum size of shell elements to be 1.5m.m in thickness. Analysis 

also highlighted that no plate stiffeners are required. Subsequent analytical investigations 

showed that a non-uniform mass distribution with centre of mass as close to PAA as 

possible will lead to higher first natural fiequency. The laminate definition used 

(HexceP Honeycomb[78] 1/8-5052-.0015inch, 12.7mm thick with ~uminum-5052 

facesheets of 0.5rnrn thick) featured reliable static defotmation results. Finally, it was 



determined that the P U  location, from a rough spacecraft level analysis, should be 

modified. The PAA plate was moved in the negative y -direction by 0.12 19m (towards 

the instrument enclosure). The PAA plate translation involved strengthening the 

instrument enclosure by extending the honeycomb panel surrounding the tray stack to 

cover the entire telescope enclosure. 

The main detailed design results included herein were based on tray sub-assembly 

and detailed spacecraR level analyses. Many models were consmicted, but only two of 

the detailed spacecraft design models were presented herein for brevity and for reader 

comprehension. Convergence and reliability of the results was demonstrated to the 

extent possible. The final detailed mode1 feature al1 previous natural vibration modes. 

but two modes appeared due to the non-rigid P M  plate modelling. The frequency and 

stress analyses performed showed satisfactory results. After following al1 good FE 

modelling practices highlighted in Chapter 2, venfymg the convergence fiom one mode1 

to the next, performing basic sensitivity analysis, and correlating results to analytical 

results whenever possible, the MOST final detailed model results presented herein are 

believed to be reliable within the assumptions made. Hence, the margin of safety greater 

than zero obtained by finite element analysis, including a safety factor of 2.0 on al1 

Iaunch conditions and a factor of safety of 1.65 on the materials yield strength, indicates 

that the MOST stmctunl design possesses adequate strength to survive the Delta II 

launch. 

The Delta II launch authorities expected the fint natural fkequency to be of the 

order of 50Hz. The detailed spacecraft model showed a first natural frequency of 

59.8Hz. This frequency can be raised by stiffening the PAA plate and by selecting a 

thicker honeycomb panel. However, these modifications are felt unnecessary, as the 

analysis has proven to be a conservative account of the dynarnicai behaviours. It is 

important to note that the restrictions imposed by the 2-D shell element model turn out to 

lead to a conservative result. The stiffening effect of having the PAA plate bolted agahst 

the honeycornb laminate panel cannot be modelled properly with shell elements. The 

stifiess of the real spacecraft assembly will be higher then the actual finite element 

model, and hence the model is a weak approximation leading to safer results. 



This thesis fmally presents a detailed engineering analysis leading to the design of 

the MOST tie rods structural component. As mentioned earlier, the tray stack conceptual 

design offen great advantages in texms of the ease of assembly. However, the sizing of 

tie rods for small satellites using a tray stack as a primary structure remains a challenging 

design problem. The analysis results presented herein provided the SFL MOST 

engineering tearn with a clear understanding of tie rod design. Al1 failure mades have 

been looked at extensively and the final results were presented in Table 4.3, and 

Appendix C.3. Although tie rod design recommendations were clearly stated in Section 

4.14, al1 the intermediate results are also available in tables of Appendix C.3 in order to 

provide alternative choices for the designers of MOST. Four failure modes were 

highlighted in Section 4.5. These four failure modes were mathematically represented in 

ierms of design constraints. The denvation of these four constraint equations were 

presented in this document and provided usehl account of the material yielding 

constraint, bolt thread stripping constraint, tray gapping constraint, and tray slipping 

constraint. The constraint equations derived (Equations 4.32b7 4.39, 4.4 1, and 4.43b) 

cannot be used alone directly to determine the minimum bolt stress area required for each 

material considered. The worst case combination of the above four failure constraints 

were used to size MOST tierods. The derivation of the minimum stress area based on 

h o w n  variables for al1 possible filure mode combinations was presented. 

As observed in Chapter 4, many materiaholt combinations can be used to 

achieve the no failure critena (except for the slipping failure mode, which must be 

handled some other way, i.e., the addition of a shoulder, a gasket, some inserts, or an 

interface plate is recommended in Section 4.15). Appendix CS presents results from 

output of the TIEROD.F90 program for the best material and bolt combinations that 

would achieve the design goals. Arnong them, the combination of 4 tie rods (Size 1/1-28) 

made out of AM-355 stainless steel (AMS 5743/SCT1000) is one of the lightest 

bolt/material solutions at around 622 grarns. 8 M6.3~1 tie rods made out of Ti-6Ai-4V 

(AMS-4928) is also one of the lightest bolt/material solutions at around 700 grarns. 

Simplification of the design and extra weight saving are the two clear advantages of using 

the 4 tie rods configuration. Future MOST design shall make use of this result to reduce 

mass of the pnmary structure. As far as the current MOST design is concemed, the 8 tie 

rods configuration was pre-selected by engineers. In that configuration, two solutions are 



proposed: a custom design using titanium as mentioned earlier or some cheap off-the- 

shelf stainless steel tie rods. The later has the advantage of being readily available and 

cheap. The obvious disadvantage is the addition of 500 grarns to the prirnary structure. 

There is no performance gain other than the mass reduction in using titanium tie rods. 

It is felt that cost is not a major issue when considering a stand-alone design. 

Hence, the titanium solution is recommended. However, if MOST was to be used within 

a constellation of small satellites, or, if cost was more important than weight, the cheaper 

solution should be favoured. The tradeoff here is simple: 45% lighter at 10 t k e s  the 

cost or 45% heavier at one tenth of the cost. 

The results included in this thesis provided the SFL MOST mission design tearn 

with useful analyses indicating that, within the assumptions made, the MOST structural 

design possesses adequate strength to s w i v e  the Delta II launch. Modifications and 

other avenues were also investigated to provide the SFL design team with better 

alternatives supported by analytical and preliminary finite element results that should be 

used for future microsat missions. Hence, the primary goal of the thesis was achieved 

successfully and some analyses even provided results outside the scope of this document. 
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Appendix A 

Conversion Factors 

Input 

inch 
inch 
foo t 

ksi 
psi 

pound-mass 
slug 
ton 

degree 
pp - - - - - - - - 

foot-pond 
kip 
moment of inertia lbm.fi2 

illimeter 

0.454 kilogram 
14.6 kilogram 

newton-meter *+ 



Appendix B 

1-DEAS Filenames and Description 

ILDEAS Fiiename llDescription IPhase 

IMOST-ID-~~s.rnf1 l ~ e a m  Elements - Bus Loads & Vibration 1 prel iminq 

IMOST-ID-SATMODEL.~~~ ll~earn Elemenis - S/C Loads & Vibration 1 Preliminary 

IMOST-2~-SATMODEL-~EEmfl Ilshell Elexnenu - S/C Loads & Vibration 1 Prelirninary 

MOST-2D-PCB-15.mfl 

MOST-20-TRAY .mfl 

MOST-2D-TRAY-PCB.mfl 

MOST-ENVELOPPE.mfl 

LAMiNATE.mfl 

I M O S T - ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 . r n f l  a~etailed instrument-CCD Tray Analysis 1 ~e ta i l ed  

PCB Vibration Analysis (Best attachent pattern) 

Shell Elements - Tray Loads & Vibration 

Shell Elements - Tray and PCB Vibration 

Delta II Secondary Payload Enveloppe 

Laminate Definition - Test Sample 

MOST-TELESCOPE.mfl 

MOST-TRAY 1 .mf 1 

Prelirninary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

Preliminary 

IMOST-T%AYS.~~~ l[~etaîled Spacer 1 Tray Analysis l~etai led 

Telescope Mode1 (From Nastran File Providedl 

Detailed Transceiver 1 Tray Analysis 

MOST-TRAY3.mfI 

MOST-ïXAY4.mfi 

Detailed 

Detailed 

I M O S T _ T R A Y ~ . ~ ~ ~  ll~etailed PAA2 Tray Analysis 1 ~e ta i l ed  

Detailed ACS-CCD Tray Analysis 
Detailed OBC Tray Analysis 

MOST-ïMY6.mfl 

MOST-WY 7.mfl 

Detailed 

Detailed 

IMUST-TRAY 1 1 .mfl ll~etailed AMSAT Tray Analysis 1 Detailed 

Detailed PAA 1 Tray Analysis 

Detailed Reaction Wheels Tray Analysis 

MOST-TRAY9.mfl 

MOST-TRAY 1O.mfl 

Detailed 

DetaiIed 

IMOST-TRAY l4.mfl [Detailed Spacer2 Tray Analysis 1 Detailed 

I 

LMOSTJRAY 12.mfl 
MOST-l'MY 13 .mfl 

Detailed Power Tray Analysis 

Detailed PAA3 Tray Adysis 

[MOST-2.D-SATMODEL-DET.~ ll~etailed S pacecrafi Analysis 1 Detailed 

Detailed 

Detailed 

Detailed ACS 1 Tray Analysis 

Detailed ACS2 Tray Anaiysis 

MOST-l'MY 15.mfl 

MOST-2D-BUS.mFI 

MOSTMOST_TIE_RODSlmflTIETIERODS-mfl Tie Rod Loads Analysis Detailed 

GEOMETIUCAL_FORMS.mfi Basic Gametrical Foms Comparison Other 

Detailed 

Detailed 

Detailed Transceiver2 Tray Analysis 

Detailed Bus AssernbIy Analysis 

Detailed 

De tailed 



Appendix C 

Tie Rod Design Program 

C.l Fortran90 Source Code 

' TIE ROD PROüRAhI RLE (REVISION 10) 
I 

t 

PROGRA!!I ilEREVlO 
f 

l., 

M A i S  VARIABLES DEFlNïïlON 

I 

' SEE NOTATION M CIIAPiER 5 
t 

DECWRATION STATEMENTS 

i 

IMPLICK NOUE 
I 

M L  WCBLE FMCiSlON VARIABLES 
1 

RWL (KISQOW)) : 100).51L'B( IM)I.ASh1(2W)sSBMI2OO).ASE(?OO) 
REAL (KISD(0W)) .: ABE(~OOI&~UX.A&BB.CC.CSL~(~OO~ 
REAL cKfh'D(OW)) : SFYSFST.SFGSFS.MS4 100i.BhWS 
REAL (KIND(0W)) : .~Y.bSST.bEG..WSS.~I(100)..~2( IW).hSI( 100) 
M L  (KiXD(OW)) :: SAnUSS.GLLDFACT,mFAfl.G,CI .TEIMP 
REAL (Kf?rplOW)) :: .Y.MOMYMOM3hIO~ATW,TN,MMLT~LB,LG.LDEL 
REAL (KINQOWII -: FT.F&U.THW'T.FORCEDIV( 1001.RC.E 
REAL IK1F;DtOWI) . MO.MI.FO.FI.EEO.EEI.KB.KJ.Ki1E(1W1 
REAL iKINDtOW)) ~EW.AUSWERhUXMW.hICNASAsHIN.FB I . F E  . . 

REAL ;KIND(OW~) : DFB.F~FP.FJ.DDASRES( 1001 
REAL (KMDf0130)) - r  AShIMl( IOO).AS;HIN?( 100).ASMIN3( IW)J\SMM4( 100) 
REAL WND(OW)) .: EûûLTMA( lOO).EBOLi?cW IOO).EBOLTFPi 100) 
REAL (KMD(0W)) : . M B O L W (  1001,UBOLTMS( IOO).M3OLTTP( 100) 
REAL (KINIXOW)) :: RATiO.GRESRi lOO.b)JC~(IOO).BCOST(I001 
' 

h ' G E R  VARIABLES 
1 

IhiïEGER (KIND(4)) .: 1J.lIJJ.NEBOLT.NXIBOLT.CHECKAShWT( IOO) 
INTEGER lKIND(4)I - NBMAT,WT.;HA.YASJyWWW.KK 
I h i G E R  (KIND(4)) .: NANALYSIS.LL,UIR( IOO).FAILN lW1.LLl 
m G E R  (KTND(4)) ,: IIIJJJ.NRES,WBT.ENBT.COL'NT 
NTEGER t ELIND(4)) ,: YTSTT.CTST 
I 

fiNSmSFG-<isE.hSY,5tssr..~G..WsAW.GLLDFACT.T SFACT.G. 
9 

avr.srr.c;rm 
IMPLiClT NONE 
REAL(KIND(0W)). iNTEXî(OUT) EBc 1 . W  1SYW ).PR ).StRBc i 
REAL IWDIOW)). WlEXT(OUn WB( ).BCO!XI ).SFY.SA NIVS CiLL 
REAL (KPlüiOW)), MEXT(0LT)  SM,SFGSFS.*ISY.\I557.\LVttS6F 
REAL (KIND(0W)). lNTEXl(OU7) DFACT,TSFACT.G 
I ~ G E R  iicr'r~w, r m ( 0 1 . m  NBMA r.rT.m.(?tsr 
CHARACïER t LE!!-68). iTUïENT(OUT) .MNAB( I 
END StrBROUiWE MD[NPUTRtES2 
SUBROUIWE 
RUD[NPt~LES3(XMOMYMO~OhLSATW,TN.TH,LT.LB.LG.TtI\YT.& 

dLNANALYSIS.;vTLuTtEFOR~DlVA,CI 1 
IMPLlCIT NONE 
REAL ~ ~ D ( o w ) ) .  m ( 0 t - n  

XMOMYhlOMZMOhUATW.TN,TKLT,LB 
REAL (KIND(0W)). I h i ~ i ï O U '  LG.ïHWT...E( I,FORCEDN( 1 
RWL(KIND(0W)I. I N T M ( O U i l  AJ.CI 
M G E R  (KMWJI). IKTEXT(OUT) NANALYSIS.kTTRi I 
END SUBROLJïWE RUDP4PUTFiLES3 
END IZc-rERFACE 
I 

OPEN STORAGE DATA FILES 

BSNSFST.SFGSF5.hGY,WST,CISGwWSAM,GUDFACT.TSFACT.G. 
9 
drYTm.Grm 
CALL 
RWD~LES3(~I0hLl?tlOWOMSAMiI.TNTNMLT.LB.LG.M\Y 
~NANALYSISATR,Un.ffORCEDIVhJ.CI~ 
IF((YTIO.AND.ST7P(I).OR(Gt4.AYDST4))+HEN 
P M  ..'TOGGLE SOT SET PROPEflLY M SAFETY.DAT 
ELSE 
PCACOS(-I .O W )  
c o r n 4  
LBE-LWTH1TO W I  



- 
X3RESLlW ODS 
K);-0 
DO J* I.NBXWT 
WRiTE(Q.*) 

WFO-CeFSINTIE(LLb WJ( l ) tTEMP 
EE* m 
E W h l l  e(TY~~SFY-EB(naSQRT(J.WTIaMI~PIL~~RCI~~lSYl OûO) 
FI-FX.CIaMl*SAMI ?.OWaEB(n 
FI-FI (E&naCIaMI * S A W  t ~ U ( I ) a ~ A J C I a M I  la( WE-CIaLSEI) 
Fl=FI-C'Eh7EtULMUHI).TE.W 
EE I -FI 
IF(ABS(EE0) < ABS(EE1)) THEN 
C U L  SWAP(MO..UI) 
CALL SWAP(EEO.EEt 1 
END IF 
DO WHILE(ABS(EE1) 1 OE-8) 
WEWmMI+EEIm(MI-tUOb(EE1-EEO)) 
W M I  
EEOlEEl 
MI-M?iEW 
IF(MI<O OW) EXIT 
TEMPMIITYB(0SFY-EB(neSQRT(J.W.CIaMl P l k l W R C L ( . M Y - l  O W )  
FI-FXeCI *;CI1 *SATW 2.ilWaEWn 
FI-FI (EB(naCIeMIeSATW ZDC+U(I)'W-ClaMI )ILBE-CIaLSE)) 
F I - F l - C * E ~ E I L L b % ' J ( I k E W  
EEI-FI 
IF(ABS(EE1) < I O E J )  ANSWERlMl 
END Do 
A!WINTJPANSWER 
PM a.* r ~ ~ m 2 -  ~ m 3 n  
I F ~ M ~ W N 3 J P A S M N I ( n ) T H E N  
m i m ( n - A s ; W N m  
FAILiNlfP2 
N D  IF 
IFtASMIN?(WO OWITHEX 
WRITE19.') '*a*aa FAILURE 2: NEGATlVE . W l h f ü M  STRESS AREA "*'" 
END IF 
E U E  
A S ~ ( I ) I - ~ O O O  w 
END IF 
t 



END 1F 
lFIASMlNY&O.O W)THEN 
WRIVE(9.@) '@@**@ F A I L L E  4; NEGATNE W l , W M  SllE!S ARM @@@*' 
END IF 

' BOLT m ï E R I A L  SELECnON 
1 

r 

IFiASWMIN(JW O W ) ~ E !  
WüTEi9.@)'**@** NEGATIVE .Whll.WM STRES!j AREA 
KK-KK* 1 
ELSE 
lF(AShilS(n>AShM.Y)THEN 
WRiTE(9.@) '*@@@* As ,[INI.WM 1.5 URGER f HAV As W l M L i h I  
KK=KK* 1 
tbt 
t n ~ m ( J u t M . i U S s m ~ m m  
5 M . K A S . ~ = A s h ~ ~ n  
LLLYASJ-J 
END IF 
1F~hShtINiJFXrnAShlIN)THEN 
~ c m ~ s r n - r \ s ; t l ~ ( n  
SrnAsJ-J 
EWD IF 
t 

CHECK- 1 
DO 11-1 J 
lF(SMINtJFASRES(l1)iTHEN 
LFKHECK-1 )THEN 
DO JJ-J.II*I.- 1 
ASREStJJSIASRWJJ-1 ) 
ASltMT(JJPAS;CIAT(JJ- 1 )  
END Do 
m w w m m ( n  
ASMAT(1U-J 
CHECKS 
END IF 
EXD IF 
END D û  
t 

w ~ I ~ . * ) ~ o L T  SUE SENES P R E L O A ~ N I  smn amSn k 
&NS(G)  W S )  V.GS 

WRm(9.@) ' 
CHECK4 
W 11-1 .NhlBOLT 
IF(AShl(llPr\SMlS(J).AND rLSWlI)=AShUX)THEZ( 
U=U( I)@(Af-ABMI1)) S A W ' Z O W  
~EB(J)@ABhf(l(II)@~MIIIL(LBE~ASM(ll~UE@AB~lI~) 
DFB=KBiKB+iU'imFX 
O[).E&n.SQRf(J OW*ABhUIIbPtb2.iXRC 
I F ( F A I L 1 N l ~  1 ORFAILlS(JP?)T)fEN 
FB=(TYB4fiSFY-DD~@AS.H( Il) (MSYYI OW) 
ELSE 
m-TOWmSYWJ).SFST@AShf(IIL(MST- t OWI 
LYD IF 
P m - D F B  
FJ:flrnflY 
~l(ll~(TYW&SR'-DD~4rLShUlI~FB~I OW 
~~II)I(LOWmSYB(~S~*AS~t~lI~FB~I.OW 
sis3(I&(FP KSFGYKB+WKI) . l  OW 
W ( I k (  hR'J( l )@' InE(LL)*~SEFS~I  OW 
BhWKttE(LLlmABWItl)*Wfi*SAfW 
tVRïEt9,7?) MENA.WtlLMB!XR(tf ),fP..M!j Ii II~,.LIS?(ll).~M3(I~.~W fl).B,MAS 
IFfCHECK4)THEN 
MBOLTMA(>MIE(LL)@ABMi l l ) @ ~ n @ S A f W  
MBOLïMS(JWiS3(1il 
MNET-MNBT* I 
MBOLTNA(>MBNAUtI1) 
MB!jERiE(&MBSER( 11) 
MBOLTTp(JPFP 
END IF 
CHECK* 1 
END IF 
ENDW 
V FORWT(AI I.M.lFI 1 O.4F9 3.IFS 4) 
IF(CHECK-4) W R m ( 9 . 9  '***.@ NO MTRlC BOL= FObiND WTïHM 
BOUNDARIES @@*@@" 
CmCKlo 
1 

DO 11-IiVEBOLT 
IF(ASE(m>ASMfN(n.AUD ASE(IIFASW.)MEN 
t u = u ~ n g i , u - m ~ ~ n ~ s ~ ~ ~ m m  
KB.IEB(nmABE( l n m A S Q ~ r L B E @ A S E i l ~ * t S E * ~ E i l ~ )  
DFB=W(KB+Ki)@Fx 
D ~ E B ( n @ S Q R T ( O * l Q P b Z ~ R C  
tF(FIUUN(IPl.ORFm(I)-Z~THEN 
fSP(TYB(f)iSFY-DD)@r\SQ1NIW~l.OW1 
ELSE 
~ 2 0 W m S Y B ( O S ~ M U . I I ~ i ~ ' I  OW) 
MD IF 
FPFB-Dm 

WRrm 10:) 
W R r m  IO,*) 
WRm( IO.@) 'BEST BOLT FOR ALL VtABLE M J ~ E R I A L S  ' 

WRITE( 10:1 
WRiTE( IO.@I 'ORDERP BOLT MATERIAL '1A.W BOLT SERIES 
.W PRELOAD W(G) ' 
m IO.*I' - 
?aE!w 
NRESIMNBT-MET 
I R N R G - O I r n  
E U E  
IFtMNBt,ENBi)nEY 
U L -  W B T  
ELSE 
LLL-ENBT 
END IF 
W 1 t l . U L  
r F ~ r i - m m  
UIASMAT(m 
R M K c b m L M t m  
WRiTE( 10.67) I I , \ ~ ~ U ) . . ~ L T N A I U ~ ~ ~ E R I E L U ) . . W L ~ U ( ~ ~ . ~  

& m o L m u ) , m L m J n  
CHECK-I 
Do III=I.LL.(REs 
lF(RATiQrG WR(I1LJ))THM 
IFKHECK- 1 )T?iEN 
W UJIU.NREs.III- 1 . 4  



GRESR(III.4)IRA'iiO 
GRESRiIIl.Si=MIEt LLI 
GRESAiI1I.I )=SINAB( JI) 
GRESA(III2PEBOL~A(JJ) 
GWA( I I I3~EBSERIEtJn  
CHECK-O 
END IF 
D D  IF 
END Dû 
E'ID IF 
I 

END DO 
END IF  
wRrrE( 10.9 
WRITE( 10.') 

M D  DO END OF JOIFiT MATERIALS LIST DO t I .NJMAt  
COM-COLNï*MNBT*GYBT RL40t3.*1 MNAJi b.EI(I).TYJ( n.SYJ( l).PJ(I)+hWi I IMJJ I  IUCOSTt 11 
wKr4 END DO 
EXBf-0 CLOSUUNIT-1) 
END Dû 1 N D  OF ANALYSE CLOSE(UNil-2) 
37 FORhiAT('BEST RESCLTS FOR JOhT MADE OLT OF. 'AS51 CLOSE( UNTT-3) 
47 FOR\iAT(i3.' 'A41.1ElJ 5 )  RETL'RY 
57 FORSMTI'AND CONSIDERING THE CASE OF.12,' TIE RODSl END SUBROCrrTNE R U D M ~ L E S I  
b7FORW(l3.' ' .AJl~ .A6. IFS.J .1~.OO1P) .J)  SUBROLTINE 
t R E A D M P L ~ ~ L E S ~ ( N B A H A T . ~ W A B , E B . T Y B S Y B . P B . P B . .  
t 

PiüiVWG RESUL ï S  85FYSmSFG3FS,MSY..MSTIWGd%1SSSAWSSGLL.DFACT.fZFACT.G. 
I & 
l m.srr.ctm 
WRITE( t 1 .') 1 W U C ï ï  NONE 
mm( 1 1 .9 REAL KiND(OW)). [NTEMiOüTi  :: EB(:).TYRi:)SYB(r).PFM. WtREI(. t 
W R m (  I 1:) 'BEST OVERALL RESL'LTS t BASED ON MASSI:' REAL (KMD(OW)), iNïENï(OUT) :: %3(:).BCOST(: )SR'SATSMSS.GLL 
w u T E ( I  1.9 REAL ~KIND(OM))~ ~ N E ~ T ~ Q L ~  .: Sm=SFGSFS..MSY.MST.MSG.h(SS 
WRltEI 1 1.') '0ESTa PROOS - BOL1 MATERIAL N A !  BOLT REAL (KIND(OW)). N ï E X I O t m  -: 0FACT.LSFACT.G 
SERIES M A S  P W O A D  SWG) ' M G E R  (KIND(4)). MEKT(0l.T) :: XBAMAT.~STGTST 
wUTE4II..)' CXARAtTER L L E J ~ ) .  PiTEW(OUn :: ,MNAB(:) 

WTEGER iKiND(4)) .: 1 
W 1- l .COUNT CHARACfER (W-flSI .: DUMhiY 
WRITE(11.97) 0PEN(ü?JiT4.FIE4MATTDAf A C l l O N m  
I,Gi€ESR(i.S),GRESAi I. 11.GRESA(I2i.GRESA( W).GRESR(I. 1 I.GRESRil.3.GRESR O P C J ( ~ ~ * . n ~ ~ ~ . D A T h ~ O N ~ ~  
t l.3) O P E N ( L Y U + . H E ~ O A D . D A T h C n O N ~  
END W RWD(C*l DUMMY 
97FORMAT(U.' '.tF3.0.' 'ASI~A6.1FS.I.IRI.O.LTP.J) REMIS.3 N8.MAT 
w w r U 1  1.')" RUD(J.3 D L M m  
WRITE( 1 1.') ' Dû 1-1 ,YBMAT 

KENXJ.~ ,mm n.w I -~.TYW~.SYW~.PB(I~,CIRWD~~ ~~.BCOSF~ 1) 
WRITE( 11.3 END00 

w s . 3  DLMMY 
w 5 . 3  DUMMY 

WRïTEtI1.3" REAM5.3 SFYSMSFGSFS 
WUTEtil.3' REALXS.9 m..HSSf+WG.hM 
W W I I . ' ) '  END OF PRCIGRAM RMfXiEU RMD(5.3 D M  
WRmilt.3' REM(S.*) DUMMY 
1 READ(5.') Y T m . G F S  



READ(7.*) DcsmlY 
REAW.*I YMOM 
REAIXf.') D U W  
REhD17.9 LMOM 
REM17.*I D L : W  
REM(7.a) SATW 
READ(?.*) D L ! t Y  
READ( 7:) N 
READI7.') DL'Lrdm' 
R E J ~ D ( ~ . ~ )  TH 
RMiX7,') DUMW 
READ(T.'I LT 
RMCn7.*I DUXMY 
~ D ( 7 . * I  LB 
READ(7.9 DUMMY 
REAW.*) LG 
READ(!,*) DUhLW 
READ(Lm) D U M  
RUD(B.9 THW 
REALXS.') D U S W  
r(tAl&J..) NlllvALi Sb 
REJ~D(S.~) D U X W  
W 1-I.NA!!ALYSIS 
READ19.') WI~.NTIE(I~.FORCEDIViI) 
END DO 
READiS.*I DUMhiY 
RMDtS.') hl 
READ(&') O U M  
W.+D(S.'I CI 
CLOSE(vzrrr=7) 
CLOSE1 UNm-d) 
m R N  
END St'BROLTiNE READNPL'TFlLES3 



C.2 Input Files 

TRAY-INFOFNAT ION 
TRAY-WALtL-THICKNESS 
0 * 0015DO 
N U M B E R ~ o F ~ A N ~ Y s I S ~ T O ~ B E ~ L O O ~ ~ A T  
2 .  ODO 
NUMBER~OF~TIERODS(INTEGSRANDREAL)~~~FORCE~DIVIDER 
4 4.000 2.ODO 
8 8.ODO 3.ODO 
JO INT-ARIZA-AROUND-0NE-T IE-HOD 
û . ûîS73G 
AS-?O-AB-CONVERS 1 ON 
1.60DO 

SATELLITE-GEOMETRY-DATA 
X-MOMENT-Am 
0.1252DO 
Y- MO^-^ 
O. 1500 
2-HOMENT-ARM 
0.157DO 
TOTALSATELLITEWIDTH 
0.628DO 
m 
0.004DO 
TH 
0.OO4DO 
LT-EFFECTIVE-LENGTH 
0.314DO 
La 
O. ODO 
LG-ZFFECTIVE-LENGTH 
0.3 l4DO 

TIE-ROD-LOAD-VALUE-REQUIRED 
SATELLITE-MASS(KG1 
56. ODO 
G _ W U N r n - L O r n  
iO . ODO 
DYEWMIC,FAcTOR-SQRT ( X 
4, ODO 
3-SIGMA-FACTOR 
1, ODO 
G-CONSTANT-ACCELERATION 
9.81ODO 



FILENAXE: BMAT.DAT AND Jl5AT.DAT 

BOLT-MATERIALS 
23 
MATERIAL NAME,E,TY,SU,?OISSON,DENSITY,STATIC FRICTION 
Al-6061-T6-T651 68.258D9 248.2114D6 
0.33DO 2712.630D0 0.42DO 1.0D0 
~ O N - S T E E L - A I S I - l O 2 5 - i U 3 S 5 0 4 6 - ~ E D  199.948D9 248.2114D6 
0.32DO 7861.092DO 0.35DO 2.ODO 
LOW-STEEL-ALLOY-AISI-4130-4135-8630 i99.948D9 517.1070D6 
0.32DO 7833.412DO 0.35DO 2.ODO 
CtJSTOM45O-STAINLESS-STEEL-i\MS5763-H1050 199.948D9 930.7926D6 
0.29DO 7750.372D0 0.35DO 1O.ODO 
- - - - A m r  A c n - r - r  -.w - 
~ W J A ~ ~ . ~ . . ~ ~  J . ~ ~ ~ . . ~ " S S - S I I Z L - X , C S ~ ~ ~ ?  -:ilYSû 1?9.?<02? 1!31.214C35 
0.29DO 7750.372D0 0.35DO 10.ODO 
CUSTOM450-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMS5773-Hi050 199.948D9 930.7926D6 
0.39DO 7750.372DO 0.35DO 10.ODO 
CUSTOM450-STAImESS-STEEL-kYS5773-Hl100 199.948D9 723.9498D6 
0.29DO 7750.372DO 0.35DO 10.000 
CUSTOM45O-STAINLESS-STEEL-iLYSS773-Hl150 199.948D9 517.1070D6 
0.29DO 7750.372!J0 0.35DO 10.ODO 
CUSTOM455-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMS5617-Hl000 199.259D9 1275.5306D6 
0.29DO 7750.372DO 0.35DO 1O.ODO 
lS-SPh-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMS56S9-HlO25 l96.501D9 999.7402D6 
0.27DO 7833.412DO 0.35DO 1O.ODO 
lS-SFh-STAINLZSS-STEEL-MS5659-31075 L96.50lD9 861.8450D6 
0.27DO 7833.412D0 0.35DO 1O.ODO 
i5-SPh-STAINLESS-STEEL-iZMS5659-Hl100 196. 50lD9 792.8974D6 
0.27DO 7833.412D0 0.35DO 10.ODO 
15-5Ph-STAINLESS-STEEL-kYS5659-Hl150 i96.501D9 723.9498D6 
0.27DO 7833.412D0 0.35DO 10.ODO 
PH1S- MO-STAINLESS-STEEL-CH900 199.948D9 1137.6354D6 
0.28DO 7667.332DO 0.35DO 10.ODO 
AM-355-STAINLESS-STEEL-MS5743-SCTLOOO 199.948D9 L068.6878D6 
0.32DO 7805.732D0 0.35DO 8.ODO 
i7-7Ph-STAIXLESS-STEEL-CH900 199.948D9 l034.2140D6 
0.28DO 7639.652DO 0.35DO 6.ODO 
Ti-5A1-2.5Sn-AMS4926-or-MIL-2'-9047 106.869D9 758.4236D6 
0.32DO 4484.144DO 0.34D0 20.ODO 
Ti-6Al-4V-MIL-T-9047 i10.316D9 827 -3712D6 
0.31DO 4428.784DO 0.34DO 20.ODO 
Ti-6A1-4V-AMS-4928 110.316D9 861.845006 
0.31DO 4428.784D0 0.34DO 20.ODO 
Ti-13V-ilCr-3Al-MIL-T-9047-ANXEALED 99.974D9 827.3712D6 
0.3100 4816.303D0 0.34DO 20.ODO 
Ti-13V-LlCr-3A1-SOLUTION-TREATED-AGED 106.869D9 1103.1616D6 
0.31DO 4816.303DO 0.34DO 20.ODO 
3 16 -STAINLESS-STEEL-S PAENAüR 196.501D9 723.9498D6 
0.2700 7833.412D0 0.35DO 9.83D0 
3 04 -ÇTAINLESS- STEEL-METALSUPERMARKETS 196.50109 723.9498D6 
0.27DO 7833.412D0 0.35DO 6.83DO 



ENGLISH-BOLTS 
4 3 
0-80 UNF 
1-64 UNC 
1-72 UNF 
2-56 lTNC 
2-64 WNF 
3-48 W C  
3-56 UNF 
4-40 UNC 
4-48 UNF 
5-40 UNC 
5-44 UNF 
6-32 UNC 
6-40 UNF 
8-32 LJNC 
8-36 UNF 
10-24 UNC 
10-32 UNF 

Xetric 
He~ric 
Metric 
Mecric 
Metric 
Mecric 
Metric 
Metric 
Mecric 
Hecric 
Mecrrc 
Mecric 
Metric 
Netric 
Metric 
Hecric 
Metric 
Metric 
Xetric 
'lecric 
Metric 
Mecric 
Xetric 
Hetric 
Xetric 
Xetric 



C.3 Output Files 
FILENAME: TIE 1.RES 

JOINT MATERUL: AI-6061 -Tb-T65 I 

AND CONSIDERING THE CASE OF 4 i ï E  RODS 

a**mm As 4 r L W M  LS LARGER ïibW k .MAX.CNM am**a 

BOL7 MATERUL. TidAI-iV-A.MS-i9?8 

**'** k .MINIMUM 1S URGER THAN As .t(Ai(IhiüM 
BOLT SMTERIAL. Al406 1-T6-T6S I 

BOLT .MATERIAL. CARBON-STEEL-AISI- 103-A.\lS5046-AhNEALED 

BOLT SUTERIAL. Ti-I3V-I ICr-3AI-SOLUnON-TRMTEDACED 
BOLT MTERIAL. LOW-STEEL-ALLOY-AISI4 130-4 13S-8630 

BOLT SWTERIAL. 316-STAMLESSSEEL-SPAEWR 
BOLTSlZE SERI= PRELOAD(N1 mi3 .W!iT) 5îStG) M ( S )  . W S  
'**** NO SIETRIC BOLTS F O W D  W i l H M  BOLYDARIES ****** 

SO ENGLISH BOLTS FOLnfD WiTHIN BOLINDAMES '**" 
BOLT MATERIAL 3M-S7AINLESS-STrEL-mALSCPER\URKETS 

BOLTSIZE SERIES PRELOADINI min s i s c m  m ~ i  mes) ~s 
***** NO METRlC BOLTS FOUND W N i N  BOLi?iDARiES 
***** NO ENGLlSH BOLfS FOWD WiTHM BOL'NDARIES 

BOLTSLZE SERIES PRELOAQN) WYI h S W )  W G )  MSIS) SIASS 
4 * a m m  NO METlUC BOLTS F U W D  WïlTiIN BOWDARIES ****** 

Y 0  EXGLISH BOLTS FOLWD WllTlRJ BOL'NDARIES ***** IOIKF HATERIAL AI- t - rb-rhs I 

tWD COHSIDEWNG t?tE C-E OF 3 TtE RODS BOLT SUTERIAL Ct'STObl45O-STAISLESS-SnEL-AXISSV3- H 1 100 

BOLT MATERIAL. ~STOhl.I50-STAKLESS-SREL-rL\ISS;T3-H 1 5 0  
BOLT SUTERIAL: A1606 1 -Tb-T651 

BOLT VATERIAL. LOW-STrEL-AUOY-AIS14I3M135-86?0 

BOLT XMTERIAL I5-SPh-STA~LE5S-JTrEL-&~isS659*HIO3 

BOLT !HATERIAL. CUS70M.iSOSTANLESS-~EL*h.~5~63-H IO50 

BOLT SMTERIAL. 15-SPh-SfAINLESS-STrEL-AAW5659-Hl075 

BOLT MATERIAL. 15dPh-STAINLESS~L-A.bE565%HI 150 

BOLT ,MTWAL: C L ' S T O h W S O - S T A ~ ~ U - A , \ E 5 7 - - H  IO50 BOLT MATERIAL. PH I5*TIr(oSTA--€H9M 

BOLT MATEIUAL: ~ ' ! X O W H ) - S T A N U S S S E E L - A ! ! ~ H  1 100 

BOLT MATERIAL C U S T O W S O S T ~ - A . H S S f ; 3 - H  1 150 BOLTSiZE SERiE!3 PWOAD(N) =y) WSn N G )  K 8 S  
"*** NO MFWC BOLTS WUND WKHlX BOUNDARlES *m*mmm 
*'*** NO ENGUSH BOLTS HlUND W i ï H N  BOCMDARIES ***** 



BOLTSIZE SERIES PRELOAD(M W Y )  WSTl MSGI WS) W S  
MsO.8 Mmic 7717. 0.30 0.410 0.251 0.362 0.7645 
M6x 1 MClnc 10930. 0.30 0.416 0.974 0.930 1.1009 
M6.3~1 MClnc 1'303. 0.30 0.417 1.32 1 . l Z  1.2138 
1!4-20 W C  111123. 0 . 3 0  0.418 1 038 0.964 1.348 
1 4 - 3  UNF 11795. O 3 0  0.418 1.450 1-39 1 . 3 8  

BOLT MATERIAL: 15-5Ph-SFAINLESS-b7EEL-h.\(55659-H 1025 

BOLTSIZE SEIUES PRELOAD(N) %WY) S(S(STl LWG) .WS)  . W S  
Mbxl .Ume 838.  0 . 3 0  0.422 0.485 0.458 1.1127 
Sl6.311 .Clc<nc 9298. 0 . 3 0  0.424 0.747 0.652 1.2268 
1s-L-20 W C  33%. 0 . 5 0  0.424 0.537 0.481 1.2480 
1.4-28 LMF 9673. 0 .30  0.424 0.Y43 0.708 1.2480 

~u~tsut S~KIU: PULOAQS) W Y I  .WSC) aisctii .ws, .MAU 
M.311 k u i c  7787. 0.250 0.626 0.463 0.375 1.2268 
1.4-20 UNC 703. 0.250 0.617 0.23 1 0.240 1.240 
1.4-23 W F  Y IO?. 0.30 0.627 0.5-44 O 431 1.2480 

BOLT .MATERLU: I5-SPh-STAMLESS-~EEL-AMS5659-H 1 100 

BOLTSIZE SERIES PRELOAD~N) .wtn .mm . ~ G I  . w s i  .MAS 
516 3x1 M m c  7032. 0 2 0  0587 0.311 0 241 1 2268 
1 4 - 3  UNF 7 1 7  0 3 0  0.587 0395 O292 1 2480 

BOLT 5WTERIAL 15-5Ph-STAINLESS-STEEL-AaWS659-HI 150 

BOLTSIZE SERIES PRELOAQN) mrn siscm ssre) stscsi s w s  
*mamm NO S t m I C  BOLTS FOLYD WITHM BOLNDARIES *mmmmm 
14-23 UNF 6572 O -50 0.745 0 245 O 153 1 2490 

BOLT MATERIAL. PH 15-7M~STMNLESS-STEEL.CHW 

BOLTSUE SERIES PRELOWN) M ( Y )  MS(!Tl hl!i(G) %ts{S) S W S  
Mbx 1 Y m c  5582. 0.150 O H 1  0.732 0.692 1.0891 
M6.3~1 SfCtnc 10738. 0.150 0.543 1.039 0.905 1.2008 
1 4-10 UNC 9749. 0.250 0.543 U.738 0.721 1.2215 
14-29 UNF 11221. 0 .30  0 .U3  1.151 0.9S1 1.2215 

BOLTSEE SERIES PRELOAD(h7 *('IiSiY) S W S n  %MG) %(SIS) MAS 
*M6xl S tmc  $910. 0.250 O 698 0.61 1 0.573 1.1088 
W . 3 t l  M m c  10032. 0 . 3 0  0.700 U.Y% 0.771 1.223 
14-20 L3C 4062. O 3 0  0 701 11.bbf 0600 1 2436 
14-23 W F  fU3b. O 150 O 701 1 001 0.943 1.2436 

BOLT SUE SERIES PRELOAD(N) m m  mm . m m  WS)  S~MS 
M6x1 M m c  $574. o.2$0 0.586 0.550 0.514 1.0851 
M . 3 ~ 1  M m c  969. 0.150 0.589 0.314 0.'05 1 1964 
14-20 L?JC 3719. 0 .30  0.589 0.599 0.539 1.2171 
14-23 LYF 10013. 0.30 0.589 0.915 0 . 3  1.1171 

BOLTSIZE SERIES PRELOADIN) .-Y) .wsn WG) m s i  w s  
***** NO W C  BOLTS FOUND WiTHiN BOUNDARIES 
a**a* NO ENGLLSH BOLTS FOUND w m m  BOUNDARIES 

BOLT .MATERIAL. Ti-6AI-IV-hi!L-T-40)7 

BOLT NATERIAL. TidAI4V-Ah(S-(9-S 

BOLT MATERIAL. Ti- 13V- 1 1 Cr-3Al-SOLWON-I7IEATEDAGED 

BOLT SUTERIAL. 3WSTACNLaSSiEEL-METALSL'PERSURUT S 



C.4 Minimum Stress Area Results 

FILANAME: TIE2.RES 

1 Best Tierod Material (Sorted by Minimum Stress Area As) 1 
1 Order IlBolt Material Designation 1 Minimum Stress Area As (m') 

1 II 1 o f  4 Tierods ( Case of 8 Tierods 1 



CS Al1 Viable Results (sorted by mass) 
FILENAME: 'I"IE3.RES 

AU Viable Results Sorted by Mass (NOT Considering Siip as a Potentisl Failure) 
~rderll# of Rods 1 Bolt Matefial Desigmtion 1~ize 1 serie [ ~ a s s  (kg)l Prcload LN) 1 MS(Gapping) 

1 

Pli 15-7Mo-STAINLESS-STEEL-CH900 

CUSTOM455-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMSS6 t 7-H 1000 

AM-355-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMSS743-SCTIOOO 

Ti-1 3V-I 1 Cr-3AI-SOLWION-TREATED-AGED 

Ti-6A13V-AMS-4928 

1/4-28 UNF 0.6218 9751 0.2463 

M6xI Metric 0.6841 9840 0.5265 

M6.3~1 Metnc 0.6936 8388 0.3473 

M6.3~1 Mciric 0.6936 8010 0.2866 

1/4-28 üNF 0.7056 9719 0.4 137 

1/4-28 UNF 0.7056 8327 0.35 

8 Ti- 13V- I I Cr-3AI-M f L-T-9047-ANN EALED 

8 CUSTOMd5-ITAMLESS-STEEL-AMS56 17-H 1000 
1 

8 Ti- 1 3V- I I Cr-3Al-SOLLTION-TREATED-AGED 

8 Ti- 13V-1 ICr-3A1-MIL-T-9047-ANNEALED 

,[6,3xl i ~ e t r i c  0.7543 8093 0.2734 

MSx0.8 Metric 0.7645 7717 0.309 

1/4-20 UNC 0.7673 10020 0.5687 

/4-38 UNF 0.7673 8412 0.335 1 

1 ?-7~h-STAINLESS-STEEL- CH^% M6xI M&c 1.0852 8574 0.5499 

8 PH 15-7Mo-STAMLESS-STEEL-CH900 M6xL Mrtric 1.0891 9582 0.732 

8 CUSTOMJSO-STAMLESS-STEEL-AMS5773-H 1 000 M6x 1 Mettic 1.1009 8574 0.5499 

8 CUSTOM450-STAMLESS-STEEL-AMS5763-H 1050 Mbx 1 Metric 1.1009 7566 0.3677 

8 CUSTOMJSO-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMSS77 3-H 1050 M6x 1 M&c 1. 1009 7566 0.3677 

8 AM-355-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMSS743-SCTIOOO M6x I M&c 1.1088 89 10 0.6106 

8 15-5Ph-STAMLESS-STEEL-AMS5659-H 10Z M6xI Mctric 1.1 127 8258 0.4848 

22 8 17-7Ph-STAINLESS-STEEL-CH900 1/4-20 WC 1.2171 8719 0.5993 

8 PHI 5-7Mo-STAINLESS-SnEL-CH900 1/4-20 UNC 1.2215 9748 0.7879 

8 IS-5Ph-STANLESS-STEEL-AMS5659-H 1075 M6.3~1 Mctric 1.2268 7787 0.463 I 

8 15-5Ph-STANLESS-STEEL-AMSS659-H 1 100 M6.3~1 M C ~ C  1.2268 7032 0.321 1 

26 8 CUSTOM455-STAINLESS-STEEtAMS56 17-Hl000 1/4-20 W C  1.2348 I 1 I U 1 .O38 
1 

8 CUSTOM450-STAINLESS-STEEL-AMSS773-H 1000 1/4-20 W C  1 -2348 87 19 0.5992 

8 CUSTOM450-STAMLESS-STEEL--763-Hl050 1/4-20 UNC 1 2348 7690 0.4 105 

8 CUSTOM450-STAMLESS-STEEL-AMS5773-Hl050 1/4-20 UNC 1.2348 7690 0.1 105 

8 CUSTOM4SO-STAMLESS-STEEL-AMS5773-H 1 100 1/4-28 UNF 1 1 Z 4 8  65 1 1 0.1482 

L 

1/4-20 W C  1.248 7025 0.28 14 

1/4-28 UNF 1.248 7317 0.3946 



Appendix D 

Bolt Stress Area 

l~nglish Bolt Tensile Stress Areas 
l ~ o l t  Size kenes 1 AS (m') 1 

2-64 UNF 2.54E-06 
3-48 UNC 3.14E-06 
3-56 UNF 3.37E-06 
4-40 UNC 3.90E-06 
4-48 UNF 4.26E-06 
5-40 UNC 5.14E-06 
5-44 UM; 5.35E-06 
6-32 .UNC 5.86E-06 
6-40 lUNF 6.55E-06 

l ~ e t r i c  Bolt Tensile Stress Areas 
lt Size Senes As (m') , 
/ ;~n t~ M=+AO I mc-nc; 



Appendix E 

Table 1 of MSFC-SPEC-522 1921 

Ti- 13V- I 1 Cr-3AI-MIL-T-9047-ANNEALED 

Ti- 1 3V- 1 1 Cr-3Al-SOLUTlON-TREATED-AGED 

Local SuppIiers: 
v 

3 16-STAINLESS-STEEL-SPAENAUR 

3WSTAMLESS-STEEL-METALSUERMARKETS 

Materiai properties h m  MIL-HDBK-5 0 
Coefficient of static ûiction on Ai-606 1-T6 h m  ASM International 

L 

48 16.30 

48 16.30 

7833.4 1 

7833.11 

0.3 1 

0.3 1 

0.27 

0.27 

1 .WE+ 1 l 

1.07E+ l 1 

1.97E+ I 1 

1.97E+ 1 1 

0.34 

0.34 

0.35 

0.35 

8.27E-tOS 

1 .  1OE+09 

7.24E+08 

7.24EW8 

6.34E+08 

7.24E+08 

5.86E+08 

5.86E+08 



Appendix F 

Delta II Launch Vehicle Information [591 

F.1 Side View of the SP Envelope 

Pdmary Payioad 
SaparaIlon Pkno 

lnlotlrca Adipisr 
; Sla S10.650 
I 

tloga 
Enw 



F.2 Top View of the SP Envelope 

F.3 Payload Adapter Assembly (PAA) 



F.4 Allowable CoGo versus Payload Weight 

Allowable C.G. versus Payload Weig ht 

5 0  75 100 125 50 175 200 

Sscondary Piylord Welght (Ibs) 

F.5 Sinusoidal Vibration Levels 

mnist AxJs (Delta Vehrcle) 
5 - 6 2  

6 2  - 100 

iladial and Tangential Axe: 
mita Vehicie) 

5-100 

0.5 inch O. A 
1 .O 

0.7 

L Sweep Rate = 4 OctavesMinute 

Radial and Tangential Axes 
(De t ta Vehfde) 

5 - 6 2  
6 2  - 100 

0.5 inch O. A. 
1 -4 

I OS inch O. A. 
I r .O 

- - 

Sweep Rate = 4 OcbvWMinute A 

O. A. = Oouble Amplitude 



F.6 Max Flight Level Random Vibration (Separating SP) 

Maximum Ptoioflighi Tes1 Level 
Ffiahl+ 

G'WZ 
d8jOctave 
G ~ W Z  
d8iOciave 
G ~ W Z  
dB/Oct ave 
G'MZ 
d8rOciave 
G*MZ 

3 Axes 3 Axes 

MAXIMUM FLlGHT LEVEL 
RANDOM VIBRATION 



F.7 Max Flight Level Shock Spectrum (Separating SP) 

1 ShWAxis 
3 Mutuaily Petpendicwfar Axes 

MAXIMUM FLIGHT LEVEL 
SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRUM 



F.8 Design-Level Acoustic Environments [56] [58] 

F.9 Load Factors Used in Preliminary Design [56] [58] 



Appendix G 

Science Payload Drawings 

G.l Telescope and Periscope Assembly (Courtesy of SFL) 



G.2 Cross-Section of the Telescope (Courtesy of SFL) 

G.3 Periscope Enclosure (Courtesy of SFL) 



G.4 Instrument Assembly (Courtesy of SFL) 



Appendix H 

MOST Detailed Mass Allocation 

H.l Detailed Tray FE Mode1 Mass Assumptions 

Tray Name 
1 

Transceiver 
Instnunent 
ACS-ccd 
OBC 
Spacer 1 
PAA 1 
Wheels 
PAA2 
Power 

# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

PAA3 108.35 121.10 0.57 
AMSAT 
ACS 1 
ACS2 
Spacer2 
Transceiver 

FEM 
Group 

trxl 
instccd 
acsccd 
obc --- 

-ve z start 

-301.10 
-250.10 
-218.10 
-186.10 

12 
13 
14 
15 

+ve z end 

-250.10 
-218.10 
-186.10 
-144.10 

0.65 
0.57 
4.80 
0.57 
- 4.40 

Contingency 
(kg) 
O. 15 
O. 15 
0.15 
0.30 -- 

spacerl 
paal 
rw 
paa2 
power 

llamsat 
acsl 
acs2 
spacer2 
trx2 

Tray 
Bottom 
-vez 
-ve z 
+vez 
+vez 

Total 
(kg) 
2.25 
1.20 
1.20 
2.20 

-144.10 O. 10 

121.10 
153.10 
183.10 
213.10 
248.10 

PCB 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

-121.10 
-108.35 

-6.3 5 
6.35 

Mass 
(kg) 
2.10 
1 .O5 
1.05 
1.90 

153.10 
183.10 
213.10 
248.10 
301.10 

-108.35 
-6.35 
6.35 

108.35 

+vez 
+ve z 
+vez 
no wall 
+vez 

+ve z 
+ve z 
+vez 
-vez 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
none 
Yes 

none 
none 
none 
Yes 

1.50 
1.05 
1.05 
0.55 
2.10 

0.50 
4.30 
0.50 
3.90 

0.07 
0.50 
0.07 
0.50 

0.20 
0.15 
O. 15 
O. 10 
0.15 

1 -70 
1.20 
1.20 
0.65 
2.25 



H.2 Satellite Components Mass Assumptions 

Components ll~uantit~l Mass 1 ~on t in~enc~ l l  Total Mas 
1 (kg) (kg) 

15 Trays 1 22.6 
m 

2.8 

Power Dist. Hamess 1 1 1 0.3 1 0.0 11 0.3 

Tie Rods 11 8 1 0.7 1 0.1 11 0.8 
Bykets ,  misc. 1 t, 1 ::; 1 ::; j Li 
Solar Ce11 Patch 
Total Bus Mass 32.6 

+X Sunsensor II 2 I 0.1 I 0.0 II 0.1 

-X PAA Plate 0.2 1.4 
-X Panel 1 1.4 
+Y Panel 1 0.8 O. 1 

+/- Z Antenna 11 4 1 0.4 1 0.0 11 0.4 

Optics 1 t 2.0 1.8 13.8 
L 

Total Satellite Mass 



H.3 Satellite Components Mass Allocations (Courtesy of Sm) 
1 Assembly 1 Item 1 Sum of Total 1 Sum of 1 Sum of Total 1 

Transceiver Transceiver Tray 
Receiver 
Transm itter 
T8C Smarînode 

Transceiver Total (Qty 2) 
,Spacar lSpacer Tray 

Mass (kg) 
1.7 
1.4 
0.6 
0.2 
4.0 
1 .l 

Contlngency (kg) 1 Estimateci Mass (kg) 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.2 

2.0 
1.4 
0.6 
0.2 
4.3 
1.3 

0.2 
O. 1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 

0.2 
0.0 
0.2 

0.2 
- O. 1 

0.0 
0.0 

0.2 

0.4 
0.21 

1.1 
0.8 
1.3 
2.1 
1.5 

1 .S 
0.1 
1.3 

1.3 
0.8 
0.3 
0.3 

1.3 

3.1 
1.2 

4.3 
0.6 
1.7 
0.2 
0.6 

3.1 
0.7 
0.4 

1.1 
2 0  

Spacet Total (Qty 2) 
lescope Electronics 

, Instrument Drive Trav 
Instrument Drive Total (Qty 2) 

PAA 1 PAA Tray 
P M  Total (ûty 3)  

1.3 
0.9 
1.5 
24 
1.7 

1.7 
O. 1 
1 .S 

1.5 
0.9 
0.3 
0.3 

1.5 
I 

3.5 
1.4 

ACS Sun Sensor 
ACS Tray 

0.6 
0.1 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 

0.4 
0.1 
0.0 

0.1 
0.3 

ACS Total (Qty 2) 

4.9 
0.7 
1.9 
0.2 
0.7 

3.5 
1 

0.8 
0.4 

1 .P 
2.2 

OBC 08C Tray 
Ram Disk 
Stub Board 
OBC Total 

RW peaction Wheel 
Reaction Wheel Tray 
RW TOM 

Power Battery Charge Regulator 
Batteries 
Power Switching Electronics 
Power Tray 

Power Total 
r 

AMSAT AMSAT Tray 
Least PCB 

AMSAT Total 
+X 1 +X Panel 




